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,Seccion en Espanol

U.S. Gunpoint Diplomacy

I
~

Extorts ·Hostage -n eal··
lt has now become clear that a deal
bas been struck between the U.S. and
Iranian governments, and all signs are
pointing to the imminent release of the
52 captured American embassy personnel in exchange for the unfreezing of
Iranian assets in the U.S. and lifting the
Western embargo on trade and military
shipments to Iran. Especially significant was the fact that Tehran Radio announced publicly for the first time On
October 31 that a "just method" for
the release of the hostages bad been
drafted.

Even as President Carter attempted
to play dumb, repeating to newsmen his
standard one-liner-"I can't predict
anything"-reports began to surface
that the deal bad actually been sealed
more than two weeks ago in Switzerland by Lloyd Cutler, one of the administration's chief fix-it men, and
.representatives of the Iranian governmen_t. Over the weekend, preparations
were under way to fly out the hostages;
a plane chartered from Sweden's
Scanair Airlines by "an unidentified

American businessman" was standing
by. A whole wing of the U.S. Army
hospital in Wiesbaden, West Germany
has been reserved for the hostages,
where CIA "debriefers" ana other "readjustment experts" are awaiting them.

The bourgeoisie's legion of official
and unofficial mouthpieces will most
certainly claim this as a big "victory"
and a testament to their "patieqce" and
"resolve" in protecting the great
American ideals of freedom and
democracy around the world. Already,
Continued on page 7

SpH on the Imperialists' Con Game

Rulers' Deceitful Battle
for the Ballot
Tuesday, November 4, 1980. Election
Day. The whole world is supposed to be
watching as the United States, that bastion of freedom, chooses its head of
state. But what the majority of the
world knows only too well, and what
millions here are beginning to understand (if they didn't know already), is
that the great "right" to go into the
polling booth and pull that little lever is
nothing more than the right of the oppressed to put the stamp of approval on
the system that oppresses them: And on
Tuesday night, no matter which one-

the "soulful" incumbent warmonger
Carter or the cruder jingoistic warmonger Reagan-wins, one prediction is for
sure: there will be a warmongering imperialist mouthpiece sitting on the
throne. Oh, but the "mandate of the
people" will have been duly recorded
on the holy day ~and will be used ,to ordain the crimeil of U.S. imperialism
here and 100 times more around the
world.
All the desperate maneuver:ings during their election con game, which

Continued on page 3

In the face of tire bourgeoisie's desperate "Battle tor the Ballot," people around
the country are casting ballots reading, "This Whole System Is Putrid, I Don't
Believe In Any of /ts Candidates," and taking other pol/tical action In direct op·
position to the election con game and the whole Imperialist system.
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Bob Avakian and the Mao Tsetung Defendants

Government Appeal Decision Sparks Outrage, see page 24
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Liberal Veil
Covers
Reactionary
Face in

1

UN2 Appeal

U.S. Federal Court, New York City.
On October 30, oral arguments were
presented in the appeal of the conviction of the UN 2. Steve Yip a nd Glenn
Oan- RCP supporters arrested on the
eve of May Day this year for dousing
the ambassadors of both the U.S. and
the USSR in red paint as an exposure ol'
superpower war preparations-were
convicted on two felony charges each
this summer and viciously sentenced.
As appeal procedures opened, over 40
people gathered at the coun:house steps,
heightening the battle to free these comrades. The decision on the appeal has yet
to be handed down by the Appeals
Court, but the events of the day, both
the demonstration and the court p11,0ceedings themselves, have shown just
how high the stakes are in this battle.
Outside the courthouse an inspiring
show of international solidarity with
the UN action took place at the demon,.
strafron. Bright red banners flanked the
courthouse steps with political slogans
in support of the UN 2 and against the
war moves of the U.S. and Soviet
Unian. These slagans were written in
Russian, Polish, French, Farsi, Afghani
and English and had been made by foreign-born workers and students. The
French banner had been signed by some
Haitian workers. Another banner in
Spanish was made by a Puerto Rican
brother who had stepped forward in the
battle co build Revolutionary May Day.
The demonstration concentrated the internationalist stand of the lJN 2 action,
as well as the sentiments of thousands
nationwide who have directly come forward ~to support the UN 2.
In stark contrast to trial judge
Ward's blatant reactionary antics du r-

,

Signing a banner In support of the UN 2 outside New York courthouse, October 30th.
ing the trial-and as a measure co cloak
and J udge Ward conceded during the
the real motives of the authorities-the
trial chat the "assault" was "a touchap peal j udges assigned to the case have
ing, however slight." At the same time,
the reputation for being "liberals." In
court there were t he Doctor Welby's of
law, astute and "impartial," not only
eager to hear both sides but appearing
quite open to the defense's arguments
and delving ac greater lengths into the
prosecu ter's case. All this was aimed at
deliberately attempting to give the impression that "justice" could be served.
In the appeal, as in the trial, defense
lawyers stated that the statute under
which the UN 2 were charged was written lo deal with "acts of terrorism"clearly not the nature of the UN action,
even within the framework of bourgeois
legality. That the intent, and the effect,
of this action was to~expose the imperialists' war moves-and not to inflict
physical injury, which did not occurhas been completely proven by the viciousness with which the authorities _
have hounded the UN 2.
The U.S. Attorneys responded to the
defense's appeal by repeating, " T his is
a simple case." ln their appeal brief,
they beefed up the rhetoric of a "violent attack"-indicating an escalation
of their own attack on the UN 2. But
the government is finding itself increasingly tangled up in a web of contradictions. Fim , U.S. Attorney Sud ler ar~
gued that; the attack was violent, but he

he a nd Ward refused to deal with the
issue of intent to injure or of infury,
Continued on page 6
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Rulers' Deceitful Battle ·
for the ·Ballo·t
•

Continued from page I
reached a crescendo in the last weeks
with the "battle for the ballot" (as a
series of TV spots put it), have been
aimed at getcing this "mandate." It is
nothing but the mandate of the ruling
class 10 hold onto 1heir archaic and barbarous system by wha1ever means
necessary.
Just benea1h all this democratic facade stands the gun, their armed rule
which they never hesitate to use at the
slightest ~hreat to their empire and
which they have used repeatedly to conquer other countries and keep them in
their grip. And they are indeed desperate. They must go to war soon with
their equally imperialist rivals in the
USSR. They must line up the American
people behind them. And at 1he same
time, interest in their elections, the
centerpiece of the "democratic way of
life in America" has been at an aJl-time
low.
Lt is on this stage of sharpening contradictions in the world and real opportunities to advance the struggle to bring
down this imperialist monster we live
under that significanc active opposition
to this election con game is taking
place: dass<0nscious workers, revolutionary-minded people from different
strata actively standing up to SPIT ON
THE IMPERIALISTS' CON GAME,
realizing the futility and actual tacit support for the politics of our rulers represented by simply sitting out the elections,
or worse, getting sucked back into going
to the polls. One million leaflets calling
on people to cast this ballot: THIS
WHOLE SYSTEM IS PUTRID, I

DON'T BELI EVE IN ANY OF ITS
CANDIDATES went out across the
country. On election day these ballots
will be cast, along with fitting political
actions, such as gatherings where these
ballots will be appropriately stuffed
down the toilet. There will be local
demonstrations in Detroit, Michigan
and in San Francisco, California. All
this will uilleash many more who will be
inspired and drawn into motion against
our rulers. Those who rule this country
so arrogantly and viciously will not
have the political stage to themselves by
any means.
During the final weeks of the campaign, the calls, screams, threats, a nd
pleas to rhe masses of people reached a
fever pitch. For example, take their
direct appeals to go to the polls and pull
a lever, any lever, for U.S. imperialism:
Vote for somebody! Anybody! But
Please Vote! is what they've been
screaming. And with these shrill cries
they are in fact admitting that it d0esn' t
matter to them who you vote for or who
wins because the real candidate is the
system itse.1f.
For' example, on the blatant jingoistic
sjde we have the Lord and Taylor
Department Stores who ran a full-page
ad in the New York Times which lets
the real purpose for the elections hang
ou t alJ over the place while it drips with

patriotism and national cha u vinism. It
thought they were gonna win. All my
read in part: "Please Vote. Tuesday,
friends said they were gonna win. So I
November 4th, is the day to stand up
didn't vote. Maybe my friends didn't
and be counted for what you believe.
vote either.'' But the bottom line of all
The future of this great country is in . these pitches was perhaps most simply
your haQds ... Honor your voting
and crudely put in a billboard ad which
privilege as an American, as only an . read: VOTE NOVEMBER 4 ANY
American citizen can. Please don't
CHOICE IS BEITER T H AN NONE!
throw away your right to vote, to stand
In other words at least here in the good
up and be counted -on Tuesday,
old USA you can vote in one of their
November 4th-for yourself and for
stacked and manipulated el~ctions for
your country."
which spokesman of your oppressors
And to reach the millions for whom
will be in office-not like over there in
this type of approach falls on deaf ears
the USSR or some other foreign counthe ruling class has more slicked up aptry.
peals like this one from one Margaret
Besides the straight-up pleas to vote
Finn, who hasn't missed an election in
like those cited above, even more im50, years who says in Parade Magazine:
portantly they attempted to make it
"So I'm not supposed to go to the
seem that there were real differences
polls anymore because Watergate was
between Carter and Reag~n. that it is a
such a disillusionment? .. . Maybe. we
"choice between two futures" as Carter
expect more from the political sysput it. They have used their polls and
tem-ancT from the people w ho run itpredictions to make a real horserace out
than is possible .... T here is no ·perfect
of the election, attempti.ng to create
candidate. There never was. Why are
some excitement and tension over who
we looking for one now? Tliat is not a
will win. They made the pitch that every
reason not to vote. Choosing the lesser
vote counts and that your vote could be
of two evils is not exactly new."
decisive in determining wh o gets
The variations· on this theme are endselected and therefore .the course of
less: "One thing you can be sure of, if
history.
we didn't \fote things would be worse. ·
In the last weeks of the campaign
You can count on that:" Or, the TV ad
Carter d rew ahead of Reagan in the
featuring one disheartened sports fan
polls but it was "too close to call.·~ As
staring into his TV set saying: "I
Continued on page 8

Join With others Who Understand That It's None Too Soon
For the OppresJed To Stop Waiting On The Oppressor For Sarvatlon!
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D TIIlS WHOLE SYSTEM IS PUTRID,
I DON'T BEIJEVE IN .ANY OF
ITS CANDIDATES!
C I T Y . - - - - - - - DATE - -- - - - -

OCCUPATION

MAIL THIS COPY OF THE 1980 ELECTION BALLOT TO THE REVOLUTIONARY
COMMUNIS1 PARTY, P .0. BOX 3486 MERCHANDISE MART, CHICAGO, IL. 60654

BALLOT .

----~<Jndie
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0 DEMOCRATIC PARTY
0 REPUBLICAN PARTY
0 INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES &
OTHER ASSORTED SAVIORS
r

D TIIlS WHOLE SYSTEM IS PlJTRB),
I 00,N'T BELIEVE IN ANY OF
ITS )CANDIDATES!
KEEP TIDS ONE AND DO SOMETHING CREATIVE WITH IT YOURSELF ON ELECTION DAY.
Send one of these ballots to the Revolutionary Communist Party and we will find something dramatic to do with all of
them together at election time. Keep the other one and think. of something creative to do with It yourself on election day.
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Buffalo, Ne w York

Black Community Seethes
lnWakeofRacistAttacks
Buffalo, New York. On October 19, national attention was drawn in the press
to a "Unity March" in Buffalo, New
York called in response to a reactionary
st0rm of murders of Black people in
this city. While this rally-cosponsored by dozens of organizations
and individuals like the Mayor, State
Assemblyman Arthur Eve, an archbishop and many other clergy-became
the most visible expression of the widespread oulfage against the murders, the
tranquil nature of the affair actually
served to obscure the panicular stench
of national oppression sweeping Buffalo. Obscured as well have been the
forces called into motion by the increasing and underlying crisis of the system
in general.
From September 22 to 24, within a
36-hour period, four Black men were
shot dead by someone carrying a .22
pistol in a paper bag, walking up to
each one and shooting him in the head .
October 7: Police homicide chief Leo
Donovan insists that the KKK can't
have anything to do with this, for they
left town years ago. immediately there
are four cross-burnings, two in the
heart of Buffalo's Black community,
two in Lockport, a small industrial
town 30 miles away. October 8-9: Two
Black cab drivers are killed with knife
and pipe, stabbed and bludgeoned to
death and then, in lynch fashion, their
hearts are cut ou t. October 10: A man
shows up at the aedside of a Black man
in the county hospital, barking "I hate
niggers," and tries to strangle him with
a cord, Only the chance appearance of a
nurse saves the life of the man, who remains in critical condition.
The police are singularly "helpless."
Somehow they "cannot" do anything
even in the face of more minor incidents
in this wave of terror. For example: two
days before the cab driver was lynched,
a Black auto worker was coming home
from work. He was forced to stop by a
van, whose driver , shouting. " I will kill
you, nigger," hit the Black worker in
the face and banged the back of his car
with a lead pipe. T he auto worker immediaJely called the police but later
found tha1 no repo rt or investigation
was ever made. Or again: a bus filled
with people from a Black church in
Buffalo was fired upon, a bullet hitting
the busdriver in the arm; the police djd
nothing. Or yet again: a~ the funeral of
the first victim, three or four carloads
of punks appeared, yelling racist shit to
the mourners, their cars "decorated"
with red paint and with cardboard
heads with holes in them on top. But
the cops somehow couldn't catch them.
The authorities in Buffalo have tried
·dual tactics in their efforts to confuse
the truth behind these racist attacks and
undermine any potential unity between
Blacks and whites, and they have also
tried to intimidate- the outrage building
within the Black community itself.
Soon after the murders, a vicious campaign of slander was uncorked. First
they "discovered" that the two cab
drivers, who had their hearts cut out,
also had criminal records and worked
for "a company that was well known
for trou ble." Slips of paper were found
in the cabs-betting slips for the
numbers-leading to their speculation
that these Black men were "hit" by the
mob.
Then they turned their fire on the
Black man that was almost str?ngled to
death in his hospital bed. The news surfaces that he was arrested in the past for
"male prostitution" a nd , get this, the
attack in the hospital was probably a
former Jover of his hellbent towards
jealous revenge! According to the rulers
all these attacks were unrelated and
they were all brought on by the victims
themselves. All this crap piled high in
an effort to dilute any sparks of consciousness among the masses of people
that these attacks have their roots in the
systematic national oppression that is
one of the main pillars of imperialism.
On the other hand, however, the

authorities have brought increased city
police, county sheriffs a nd state police
into Buffalo, where they are positioned
right in the heart of the Black community to make sure that if anyone
might rebel against this systematic national oppression, they could pu~ it
down. But all this, of course, is in the
name of protecting the Black community from the "lunatic killer."
But events during the last week and a
half show that not o nly are the police
openly stationed in the community a
concentration of the daily swaggerings
of these gunslingers, and about as close
to giving "protection" to Blac~s as the
Nazis gave to the jews; but that just Jike
in most cities in America you don't
have to look hard to see that behind
·some of the robed sheets stands one of

Buffalo's swinest. In o ne instance,
where four white men were taunting a
Black youth, the cops who responded
turned the whole thing around and accused the youth of doing the taunting.
If not for the intervention of a white
woman who called out exactly what
happened, the pigs would've arrested
the youth. One of the cops was a well
known KKK sympathizer- (read:
member)-and the 16th P recinct, where
he was stationed, an equally well known
Klan center.
But if you listen to Andy Young, who
recently visited Buffalo, tnere is "no
problem wjth the J<:lan" and people
shou ld look to Atlanta, where " Blacks
control their destiny and if there's any
trouble with the police they just call 11p
(the Black mayor), Maynard Jackson

and get it taken care of"-a truly
"model" city. But just two days after
these silver words were uttered in Buffalo, an explosion blasted through an
Atlanta day care center, and events
since have laid waste to the carefully
cultivated maze of the Black lackeys in
that " model" city.
·
The authorities in Buffalo began to
push a campaign of unity between the
oppressectand the oppressor. There has
been a campaign to wear a black ribbon
in mourning for those killed, as a
gesture of Black-white unity, and as a
token of support for police efforts . On
one TV sta tion the announcers wear the
black rib bon-alongside a white carnation to show support for the hostages in
Continued on page 1.0

Another "Justifiable Homicide" in Chicago

.Police Shoot James Cash In Jhe Back
C hicago. Justifiable homicide. T h is
is how Fourth District Police Commander Fred O'Reilly described the sho oting of a 30-year-old Black steel worker,
James Cash. "Justifiable homicide"
are the code wo rds by which the
C hicago cops are routinely exonerated
of the most vicious and heinous crimes.
The murder of James Cash, shot in the
back by a coward ly pig is just such a
crime.
Because of the circumstances of
James Cash 's death, absolving the cops
of a ll guilt has posed a real cha llenge to
the police department. This challenge
has been met in the time-honored tradition of Chicago's finest-through a
web of lies, deceit and attempted intimidation of witnesses to cover the
bloody tracks of the pigs. Their story,
dutifully reported by the media, is as
follows: Cash "apparently wenf berserk" a nd dashed naked from the South
Side steel miU where he worked; while a
cop and three security guards were trying to "su bd ue" Cash, he grabbed the
cop's gun a11d shot the security guard in
the leg, forcing Officer Thomas Carroll
to defend himself in the gun battle that
ensued By sho oting Cash in the
forehead. •
There are a few problems with t he
cops' "self-defense" story-most importantly the autopsy report o f the
Cook County Medical Examiner 's office which told the R W that the cause of
death was a bullet that entered Cash's
back and ~ierced his heart.
While a ll the events leading up to
Cash's death are not fully known, it is
clear as day that he was murdered in
cold blood. He came to work on Thursday, October 23rd to his job at U.S.
Steel South Works as he had for the last
12 years. A co-worker fater reported he

had seen Cash slip and fall in a muddy
work area. Cash's foreman, who had
been riding his back, apparently had
some words with h im and sent two coworkers out to talk to him. By the time
they arrived on the sc~ne, Cash, with
his clothes in a pile by the mud, was in
the back of a plant security car naked.
When the two co-workers tried to escort
him into the plant hospital, Cash bolted
and ran out the gate and into the Black
ghetto adjacent to U.S. Steel.
The three gua rds a nd the co-workers 1
jumped in a security car and found I
Cash three b locks from the plant. A
Chicago cop, notified by U.S. Steel,
had already caught Cash and was struggling with him. With security guard Edward Rak in the lead, all four pigs
jumped on Cash like a pack of wolves
on their prey. "They threw him up
against a car and began beating him
with a flashlight,'' said a neighborhood
resident whose story was repeated by
many others. "All four of them were
beating him in the face real bad and
kicking him, He cried out ' Stqp, ~top,'
but they wouldn't listen." AU of a sudde n the tables tu rned, as · Cash,
righteously struggling to defend himself
from being beaten to death, grabbed
the cop's gun and wounded Rak in the
leg. Realizing the game was up, the
stunned Chicago cop jumped behind the
security car . Cash fired all the bullets
until the gun was empty and clicking,
according to eyewitnesses. As he turned
his back on the cop, Officer Carroll, a
white cop, stood up a nd took deliberate
aim as cooly as if he was engaged in
target practice, a nd fired the fatal shot
into Cash 's back.
Shooting a man in the back has rarely
proven an obstacle to the pigs in declaring "justifiable h omicide." From the

depraved logic of the bourgeoisie, the
murder of a Black man is not . only
justifiable, it is part of the natural order
of things. The U.S. Steel spokesman's '
expla nation in the wake of the shooting, that Cash "apparently went berserk,' ' · must be, to say the least-regarded with great suspicion since this
evidence comes mainly from the company goon security guards who beat
him. No eyewitnesses have reported
what went down between the security
guards and Cash before the two coworkers a rrived on the scene. At this
point, we nave only the statements of
the capitalists-and the cops.
What is known is that this man
wound up viciously beaten and dead at
the hands of the cops for nothing more
than some petty incident maybe involving an argument with the foreman. Lift
your n ose from the grindstone for a
minu te, step out of line for a secondthe results were fatal for James Cash, as
they have been for many others murdered outright by the cops over the last
few months in Chicago. Only two days
before Cash's murder, Paul Pearce, a
white, was beaten to death when he intervened in a domestic q uarrel arrest.
Ezekiel Baker, a Black man doing
business In Chicago, was shot in a scuffle with police after he resisted a brutal
beating. Fred Frazier-murdered for
committing a traffic violation; Richard
Ramey-beaten to death for smoking
o n the e levated tra in; Wilson
Wright-busted for tire theft and found
dead in his jail cell, a supposed suicide.
While the pigs continue to "serve and
protect" (as the motto inscribed on
their squad car states) by murdering
Continued on page 10

CHILE: AN A TTEAIPT AT
"HISTORIC CO!rfPROMISE"

t

The Real Story of the Allende Years
by !orge Palacios
The first book to tell the real story behind the U.S.
engineered military coup In 1973. Palacios, a leading .
member of the Revolutionary Communist Party of Chile,
poses the crucial question of why-In a country with
such a powerful mass movement-the reactionaries
were able to deal the people such a swift and stunning
defeat. His hard·hlttlng account nails the tteachery of
the pro-Soviet Communist Party of Chile, with Its efforts
to form a coalltlon government with the U.S.·backed
Christian Democrats- the 10-called " historic compromise," a strategy devised In Moscow and followed by
the French and Italian CP's as well. An Incisive analysis
of he revolutionary and anti·Junta forces in Chile today.
A l:iook of far-reaching significance.
$'rice: paper, $5.95; c loth, $12.95

BANNER P"ESS
PO Box 6469

ChlCIDQ. IL 60680
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Debate on 100,000 Campaign ·

LET 100 FLOWERS BLOSSOM:
LET 100 SCHOOLS OF
· THOUGHT CONTEND
On September 19, 1980 we called for open struggle
response is lo be more convinced of the correctness
and debare in the pages of the Revolutionary Worker
of the Party's line on the 100,000. ·
on /he plan for revolutionary work put forward by the
This letter is a slick attempt to pretend unity with
RCP. This debate was called for, learning from Mao
the n~ed to make this crucial leap to 100,000 coTsetung, who put forward the policy of "let a Hunconsprrators but says that the problem is that the Party
dred Flowers Blossom, Let a Hundred Schools of , is goTng about it the wrong way. But a careful reading
Thought Contend, " at an important juncture of the
of the lette~ quickly exposes an opposing viewpoint,
Chinese Revolution when differing views needed to
Lhat centenng 1he work of the Party and all class concome to light. We pointed out that "while our situa- ' scious forces around the R Wis no1 concrete enough
tion is different, the principles are the same: we need
and what is needed is something more concrete. "Just
and welcome this struggle.. particularly among the addoing networks is not enough," "what good will it
vanced workers. Mao also said, 'How can there be no
do," "it's not worth the risks tlJat are required,"
wrangling in this world of ours? Marxism is a wran"we don't have time to create public opinion," etc. ,
gling ism, dealing as it does with contradictions and
etc. Putting it this way means the writer feels there is
struggles. Contradictions are always presenJ, and
no reason to do it a1 all, as though the question of
creating public opinion is not and has not always
where there are contradictions, there are struggles. •
(Talks at Conference of Party Commiuee Secretaries,
been key to the question of seizing power. It is not
Selected Works, Vol. 5, p. 364).,,
the frosting on the cake.
The RCP has put forward our plan for revoluThe writer claims to know the sentiments of the
tionary work leading toward the proletarian, seizure of
masses, in particular of the advanced. But thrs letter
power in this country-a plan centered around a
presents the view that nothing is going on, the
masses aren't doing anything, much less thinking
revolwionary newspaper. We have put forward that
anything. All we hear is rhe cynicism that does hold
the task of winning 1he immediate battle for 100,000
co-conspirators-readers and distributors of the
some people back, but none of the content of how
Revolutionary Worker is an urgent question and that
the advanced see the world, how they sum up their
experience-past and present-and the contradictory
the revolutionary forces are lagging behind in meeting
sentiments that gel expressed . This is in sharp conthe interests and requirements of the advanc!?d section
of the workers wflo need to be further armed with. a
trast to the approach of the Chairman (which the
revolutionary understanding of the world and revoluwriter unsuccessfully tries LO identify their line with)
tionary organization, in order to change it. We know
-most recently in the lener to the Black Nationalist
with Communistic Inclinations. He neither lightly
that not everyone agrees with !his plan and have opendismisses nor tails behind rhe opinions expressed by
ed 1he pages of the newspaper to !his struggle because
the comrade but went into a thorough analysis of
the decisive question in this campaign for 100,000 is
what was the material basis for his opinions and
the political understanding and unity around a revolutionary line. Below are some of the views sent to us by
what was incorrect in them. Understanding that the
opinions expressed by that comrade are held by
readers of the newspaper in answer to our call to
others with similar experience, and that breaking
debate.
through on these ques1ions is crucial for bringing
Because we are confident of the truth and correc1such people forward, the Chairman went into them
ness of Marxism, and of our Pony's basic line and
deeply and in a way that all of us could learn someplan for revolution, we know 1ha1 through open strugthing.
gle, it will win out, and more than that, will be the
Compare thiS"lo the approach put out by the
motor for rapid leaps. It will win far more fighters, cowriter. The masses don't find iL very challenging, or
conspirator$. from arnong the revolutionary-minded
f(~r that matter very informative, to be told, "we are
people." Through this "JOO Flowers" campaign, we
doing networks now." (My kindergarten teacher was
will continue to elabora1e and clarify our views in the
t~e last person who I can recall speaking to me that
pages of the paper. But for the struggle to be
way, although I don't want to accuse the writer of
thoroughly joined. for the common cause to be adteaching anything to anyone, at least not what the
vanced to the max we must con.tinue to hear from you.

What We Don't Have Time for Is Tailing Behind the
Advanced
Comrades,
The JOO Flowers debate as part of, the battle to win
100,000 co-conspirators has produced sharp struggle.
This struggle has served to deepen our understanding
of the line of the Party. This is true particularly in
relation to the role of the R Wand the question 9f
"Create Public Opinion, Seize Power." It is in fhe
spirit of the struggle to win the battle for 100,000
that I write this letter. lt is the first time I've written
to the R W bul it will not be the last.
I would like to address some points raised in the
letter printed in the Oct. 10 issue of the R Won p.
14. This letter raises some significant questions that
are being debated in relation to the 100,000 but not
only in relation to that, questions that are being
debated in this country but not only in this country_
In fact, the role that consciousness plays in rhe class
struggle, one of the points raised in the letter, is one
of the key questions being fought out in Lhe inrernationaJ communist movement, not only today but
historically. What role does the conscious activism
of the masses play in the class struggle? Whai does it
mean for the masses to consciously transform the
world as they transform themselves? The lerter I am
addressing makes several wrong_ assumptions and
puts out a line fundameritally opposed to the line of
the Party, one which would condemn the masses of
people in this country and around the world to continue 10 Live in slavery longer than necessary.
Though the writer of the letter hopes that its publication will help win people to a "raunchy line," my

line of the RCP is.) On the other hand, what a
liberating thing it is when the advanced masses get a
grasp on the fact that this Party has an overall scienti fjc plan for revolution and what building this consplracy around the R Won a grand scale has to do
with that.
To quote from the article "Create Public Opinion.
Swze P ower" in R W Vol. I, No. I (May 1st, 1979):
"The question isn't are we going to struggle or
aren't we going to struggle? The system forces us to
struggle every day just to get by. The question is, are
we going to struggle blindly, spinning pur wheels or
fighting each orher; or are we going to lift our heads
and struggle consciously, with a clear view of our
enemy and our goal of revolution.
"This is no idle dream. We dare not only to dream
of revolution but to work unceasingly for the fulfillment of this dream. And there is no more concrete
and pressing work today than the publication and
distribution of the R W, a newspaper which wm lay a
firm foundation for the revolutionary movement and
build up 1he vanguard Parry of the working class,
the Revolutionary Communist Party. We face the
enormous task of building and unifying a revolutionary movement all across the country, one army of
revolutionary fighters with a unified command, acting in common cause with a common guiding line."
Well, thar's all very nice, says the line of this letter, but we don't have time for that now-"as things
have dearly gotten to the verge." What emerges is
the view that things are on th)' verge of the apocalypse, not that this is one of tpose periods in history
that don't come all that oftel, where tremendous
opportunities are presented t the proletariat on a
world scale. This is exactly t e viewpoint that is addressed by Chairman A vakian in ''Coming From
Behind"-those people who can now see that war
and crisis are fast developing, but see no possibility
of revolution, because they base their thinking solely
on perceptions, what is superficial. Wilhout the

weapon of Marxism to see and analyze what is
beneath the surface, such people can only tail events
and fall into panic or despair.
. This is exactly where the line of the letter in quesuon has led. According to their view all that can be
hoped for is some sort of protest movement, that the
voice of "resistance" be raised as the world comes
tumbling down. But what can we hope for? "We
have a world to win!" What we don't have time for
is tailing behind the advanced, sinking to the level of
the intermediate.
lihe urgency of the situation is underscored by recent events in the Persian Gulf. While it is obvious
to most that the current aggression against Iran by
Iraqi troo}>s has the potential to develop into a
larger war, what is not obvious and requires a Marxist analysis is what are the various forces who are involved, what classes do they represent, what interests
are they serving, and what are the underlying laws ·
that are driving things toward world war between the
·u.s. and 1he USSR. And beyond that, what are the
possibilities for the revolutionary masses worldwide
that have opened up and must be seized on in this
sharpening situation. ls it enough that many who
have had experience fighting imperialism do not believe the U.S. Government and know they are somehow behind Iraq? All this "leaves you with is the view
that the U.S. imperialists a re motherfuckers but that
they are strong and can do whatever they want, and
the masses have nothing to say. Where else but in
the pages of the R W can we find the exposure and
analysis that can cut through what's on the surface,
lay bare the truth, and point the direction for the activity of the masses. To think that in this situation,
our efforts are not increasing I 00-fold to get this
newspaper into the hands of at least I00,000 is
criminal.
You can imagine the writer of Lhis letter in Iran
today arguing vehemently that we don't have Lime to
develop the leadership of a vanguard communist
party, we <ion't have time to build up the independent role of the proletariat, we don't have time to
expose in a deep-going and all-sided way the interests and role of the various class forces so that the
revolutionary masses, led by the proletariat and its
communist party, can 'make use of this situation to
further the revolution that was begun with Lhe overthrow of' the Shah. "Oh no," our writer would exclaim, "the bullets are flying, leave politics to the
bourgeoisie, the masses want to act." I'm sure these
life and death questions are being struggled out in
Iran today. The fact is this is no less a life and death
quesrion here today. Failing to develop and rely on
the conscious activism of the masses as the only
force that will defeat imperialism and advance
revolu9on, we will be in no position today nor certainly in the future to do anything but capitulate.
T he consciousness that is fought for today around
such crucial quesrions as the Iranian revolution and
the moves toward world war will be the decisive factor in being able to bring forward the advanced who
today can be mobilized and in going forward
through all the futu re twists and turns, which promise to be more complicated than they are today, I
guarantee.
Another point I would like to speak to. If the
writer feels that our forces today are too tiny, why
do they, a rgue against the means for qualitatively expanding that influence-struggling for the qualitative
leap to 100,000 co-conspirators. I know for myself
and most of the readers of the R W, being part of
the grand conspiracy around the paper gives us a
tremendous source of strength-that while we don't
all know each Other, can't all see each other, we are
all being trained Lo think and act as one force
preparing to sci~ power, that we arc sinking our
roots deep aod far flung, and that our class enemy is
more worried about this conspiracy and the RCP
that is leading it than anything else that is going on
because they know what the power of the masse~
will do to them once we have become politieally conscious and decide to act on that basis.
Does all this mean then that the Party's line is
thar there is no need, nor nothing to be gained by
the actions of the class conscious forces today? No,
in fact struggling to build the broader influence of
the. R Wis in fact quite concrete and involves a lot of
Conti nued on page 16
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Seaga, has ?een elected Prime Minister
of Jamaica. In the October 31 edition
of the Chicago Tribune, Seaga is
quoted as pledging to "restore a balanced foreign policy.'' He continµes, "Do
not expect a high profile in any single
direction. We are a member of the
Third World, a non-aligned country,
and not tied to the coa~-tails of any
superpower." Perhaps not to the coattails; but then if you can ride in the
pocket, next to the wallet of U.S. imperia.lism, why not, eh Edward.
Edward Seaga is a Harvard-trained
financial expert. As head of the
Jamaican Labor Party (JLP) he is a fre-

quent visitor to the State Department-so much so that he is popularly
referred to by the masses of people in
Jamaica as Edward CIAga. His cousin
is the President of the First National
Bank of Chicago a nd Seaga is a close
personal friend of Ray Klein, the head
of the Georgetown-based Center for
Strategic and International Studies.
(Klein is first choice for C IA Director
by Reagan and his advisers:) Seaga's
model for economic development of
Jamaica is the Puerto Rico plan-a
neo-colony under the thumbscrews of
the U.S. And all his talk about "nonalignment" is only to sucker the masses
of Jamaican people-"non-alignment"
means only alignmefll with the U.S.
against their Soviet social-imper.ialist
rivals.
In fact it was superpower contention
that was at the heart of this election.
Seaga's opponent, Michael Manley of
the Peoples National Party (PNP), had
slipped towards the Soviets and the Cu-

for the supporters, the law students and
the other lawyers who packed into the
courtroom. It was aimed at hoodwinking people into thinking that decisions
such as this appeal are made on the
basis of an "impartial" hearing of all
the "evidence" and arguments from
"both sides." But both pro~cution and
judge are on the same "side," and this
little performance was only indicative
of the heat they are feeling and of how
exposed the political nature of this railroad is to thousands of people.
A closer examination of the judge's
remark s reveals that, if anything, the
judges were discreetly cueing the prosecutor to tighten up his act. One judge
posed another hypothetical situation to
the prosecutor, saying that, "lf I said
'I'm going to kill you' or 'you're a traitor' ... that would constirute assault."
In the context of the political message
delivered by the UN action (the UN 2
shouted, "Our flag is red, not red,
white and blue! Down with U.S. and
Soviet war moves!"), there should be
no mistaking just why the juage chose
rhc word "traitor" in his "hypothelical
situation."
But, while things may have appeared
somewhat more constrained in the
courtroom, outside the courtroom,
notably in the media, things were exceedingly blatant. Only two weeks
before the appeals hearing, the New
York Post ran an anicle listing the UN
2 among several reactionary terrorist
organizations. And then, 'in the days
befo~e the appeal opened, ABC's Channel 7 tried to do the Post one better. A
film clip was repeatedly aired to oste'nsi-

bly advertise an evening news special on
phobia. The clip, done in a "man on
the- street" szyle, had the camera swift ly
popping from person to person, each
one indicating their particular phobia:
" I'm afraid of rats ... I'm afraid of
crowded subway cars ... I'm afraid of
descending stairwells ... , " etc. Suddenly, the face of no ordinary man on the
street appears, that of William vanden
Heuvel (the UN diplomat who took a
bath in red paint). After stating his
fear, that of "people throwing red paint
at me," vanden Heuvel breaks into a
roar of laughter. The actual phobia
special aired on the nighr before the appeal hearing and ran only five minutes.
But the point of this was not to provide New Yorkers with a few laughs:
The advertisement had a different purpose: to ridicule the UN action, isolate
the UN 2 and present vanden Heuvel as
being harmed in some way.
In the event of a retrial, this last point
can also be resurrected by the prosecution in their attempt to make the charges of felony assault stick, since assault
is also defined as including "any intentional display of force, such as would
gi've the victim reason to fear or expect
bodily harm_"
The UN action has never been a joking matter to the imperialists. During
the court proceedings, a non-uniformed
UN security officer sat bu,sily taking
notes. And while vanden Heuvel ,was
busy laughing it up on TV, supporters
of the UN 2 were arrested in Boston.
They had gathered over 40 signatures
on a banner in support of the UN 2 in a
Boston University classroom of activist

CIA WINS JAMAICA
ELECTION-----"The U.S. ruling class had declared
Jamaica "vital to our interests," (which
it undoubtedly is) and has obviously
chosen to move decisively in the coming
months .. it is clear from the U.S. im·
periaJis1s· scheming over the past period
that the ballot box means about as
much to them in Jamaica as it means to
them in the U.S. The U.S.'s "vote" has
already been cast with Scaga and the
CIA; with bombings, sabotage and
murder."
This is how we concluded our centerfold anicle on Jamaica in R W No. 66.
August 8. t 980. And as we go to press it
has been reported that indeed, Edward

UN-2 Appeal ·
Continued from page 2
saying that this was not pertinent to the
case. William vanden Heuvel testified
that neither he nor the Soviet ambassador were physically hurt; so, according
to Sudler, this was a "violent attack"but without any injuries! In ocher
words, it was violent-but it wasn't violent, either. Judge Ward, in instructing
the jury before deliberating, refused 10
include the element of "intent to injure."
The Appeals judges focused their
questions on this issue of violence.
"Where do we draw the line?" one
judge questioned the prosecutor. Another asked the prosecutor's opinion of a
hypothetical situation. If someone
grabbed the lapel of a diplomat and
then argued strenuously with that diplomat-would that constitute a violent attack? The prosecutor responded yes,
but the judge disagreed. The prosecutor
also argued that the throwing of red
paint was covered by the stature in the
word "strike" (a new argument on the
part of the government). One judge responded that "strike" would "imply
the use of a weapon, such as a club."
And still a third judge cautioned the
prosecutor that his definition of the
word "strike" would not "hold the day
for you."
This nitpicking at the prosecutor's
case-even going so far as to crack
jokes in the courtroom and at one point
making the prosecutor look like a
fool-was clearly a performance staged

bans as he precariously tried to get
money and aid from each. The CIA
mounted a destabilization campaign
similar to that in Chile 8 years ago. So,
in the staccato of gunfire, bombings and
assassinations, the U.S. installed their
man Edward Seaga, More than 450 people were killed during the campaign- 100 of them in the last weeks of
the election race during October. Both
Manley and Seaga had been targets of
sniper attacks (no doubt their own respective thugs) during this whole campaign. And while Seaga's election represents somewhat of a comeback for the
U.S. in the a rea, things between the
superpowers-and between the masses
of people in Jamaica and these imperialist overlords-are far from settled. 0

Howard Zinn, and they were hauled off
by police and charged on two misdemeanors as soon as they took the banner out to the streets. The banner was
confiscatea as well.
As we go to press, a decision in the
appeal has yet to be rendered. And far
from being fooled by the judges' performances in court, the battle to free
·the UN 2 will be heightened still.
0
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Hostage Deal

good reason to try to cover this as a ..........................................!'-~. . . .llllllli...........................11
1
'victory for Islam and the Iranian people"-for th y know very well that they
I:
will be hearing from the Iranian people
I:

· ~ ''We

themselves.

Continued from page I
newspapers have been running out banner headlines such as "Hostage Hopes
Rise Again" and "Early Return of
Hostages Expected." EARLY
RETURN?-after a whole year of
massive ami-U.S. demonstrations in
Iran, of U.S. embassies under siege
from Pakistan to the Philippines, of
aborted U.S. "rescue missions" and exposed coup plot:s inside Iran-you gotta
be kidding!
No matter how many tons of newsprint or hours of TV commentary spew
out their reactionary summation, the
U.S. ruling class can't hide the fact that
the seizure of the U.S. embassy in
Tehran on November 4 of last year and
the powerful anti-imperialist upsurge it
spearheaded dealt severe blows to their
attempts to crush the revolution and recapture Iran-instead propelling tile
Iranian revolution forward and inspiring tens of millions more as the shock
waves of revolutionary struggle
reverberated throqghout the Middle
East and far beyond. All of this not only denied the U.S. control over Iran,
but challenged and destabilized their
grip on thls strategie, oil-rich region
just at a time when they most need it for
thefr coming worldwide military showdown with their im1m:ialisl IiY.als in tl:le
USSR.
Furthermore, the embassy takeover
placed a hot white spotlight on the
crimes of rhe U.S. ruling class in Iran
for all the world to see-from their
arming and training ~f tbe Stiah's army
and secret police, to their increasingly
desperate direct and covert attempts to
halt the revolution in the months
following ·the overthrow of the Shah.
By rising up in . their millions and
fighting tit-for-rat against the gangste~
ruling class of the U.S., the lranian
people have shown that underlying the
imperiajjsts' vicious attacks and reactionary bellqwing, they are growing
wealcer and more vulnerable. And
especially now that the bow:geois forces
in the Iranian govemment are moving
towards accommodatfon with the
U.S.-beginning with the release of the
hostages-this past year of intense
struggle in Iran has more clearly
demonstrated that it is only the broad
masses of the Iranian people, ted by the
proletariat and its revolutionary communist vanguard, thar wiU be able to
stand up to and defeat the imperialists
and their ~Ld and new agents inside
Iran.
ln Iran itself, as tile finishing touches
were being put on this deal with the
U.S. imperialists, the Islamic government has resorted to a series of maneuvers to make the release of the hoscages
appear to be something other than whac
it is: knuclding under to the U.S. 's
straight-out gangster tactics and a 'big
step ~awards all-round capitulation to
imperialism . Numerous government figures claimed that the U .~. had been
forced to make concessions; Tehran
Radio luaicrously claimed thac this new
plan to release the hostages is "the way
to expose the long criminal history of
the Unjted States"! These vacillating
l:.lourgeois forces governing Iran have

And they are not the only ones looking over their shoulders-the U.S.
governme11t is aJso wafching every step
it makes for fear of providing a spark
for the expfosive situation inside Iran.
While it is not yet clear what form the
reaction in Iran will take, one thing is
for sure: the imperialists and their reactionary hangers-on have pronounced
the Iranian revolution dead countless
times, only to be stunned when it rose
up to smack them in the face once
again.
Furtherm0re, even with tl1e return of
these CIA operatives, military attaches
and other assorted U.S. "diplomatic"
personnel to their employer, the U.S.
government is not about to close down
the blackmail operation they've been
running, spearheaded by the Iraqi invasi0n of Iran that they themselves instigated and continue to back up rhrough
their client states in the region. Not by a
long shot. The "Iraq/ lran War" that
U.S. officials claim the¥ are "strictly
impartial" in, may well continue for a
while Longer in order to ex:tract further
concessfons from the" Iranian government-or it will be replaced by an
equally vicious blend of U.S. carrotand-stick tactics aimed at nothing Jess
than crushing Ebe life out> of the Iranian
revolution and restoring their total
military and political control of lraTu
That this is rhe U.S. imperialists' goal
in all this was underscored once again in
an incident Jase week in which President
Carter's congressional liaison officer
Frank Moore "inexplicably" asserted
that Aya~ollah Khomeini was "dying of
cancer of the colon and that the United
Stales believed ·the Iranian military
would take over." Moore's remarks, of
course, were immediately repudiated
and deplored by the White House"We have no such information,"
"Moore w.as out of line," etc. But
whether this "slip" was intentional or
not, it underscores the continued U.S.
imperialist designs and plots to restore
its past domjnant positton in Iran
through whatever means it takes-and
the clear role of the hostage deal as a
major step in that direction.

Are G9ing To Stand
By Our Revolution''

I
II

This story was dictated lo an RW reader by an Iranian cab driver in Chicago.
"By the time you will be reading this,
1 will be back in my country, Iran. For

several years I drove a taxi in Chicago.
Always, people see my name and ask
me what I think about the ~evolution in
Iran. When Iraq attacked Iran, I decid,
ed I must return to my country to defend the revolution. I decided to use my
j<>b as a taxi driver to expose U.S. imperialism to the common working people
in the United States.
"Dur,ing the last week that I drove a
rnxi, everycime a fare got in, I WQuld
look up in the mirror and I would ask
them, "What do you chink about the
war between Iraq and Iran?"' It was inleresting. The businessmen all underswod !·hat the United States is involved
in this_l"ar. Many of the workii;ig pe0pJe
such as Jordan, Saudi Arabia and
Norrh Yemen to guarantee that this inditect U.S. military pressure on the
Iranian bourgeoisie will continue; the
U .S.'s direct military presern~e in the
region continues to escalate, from tbe
two aircraft carrier task forces in the lndian 0cean and the · U.S. AWACS
planes and phalanx of milifary advisers
stationed in Saudi Arabia, to the
dispat<::h of elements of, the. "Rapid
Deployment Force" to Egypt this
mont'h for joint exercises with Sadat's
army; and now, this offer of mHitary
supplies to Iran that is clearly tied to
"progress" made by the lranian
government in surre~dering the U.S.
hostages and further acls of capitulation co the U.S. impetialists.
While government spokesmen attempt to keep up this paper~thin facade

of "neutrality," various bullhorns for
·the bourgeoisie have begun to openly
discuss and crow about the U.S.''s latest
power play. To take one example, .the
day after the Ca11ter I Reagan debate,
jmper<iali~t mouthpiece Gari Rowan's
nationally syndicated eofumn-titled
"A Need For Cold Cynicism"-con1ained rne fo!Iowing remarks .in reply to
"Iranian chru;ges" that the U.S. "provoked" Iraq's attack on Iran.
"Wouldn't it be something if our intelligence ·officers did indeed bribe a few
Iraqi politicians and generals, if our
diplomats did in fact talk the Saudis into giving Iraq a financial green light to
go ahead and attack-as Iraq long has
wanted to do? This not implausible bit
of collusion could be expected to force
release of the hostages and perhaps
Continued on page 20

Imperialist Doubletalk
ThioughoUl rhe final weeks of intense negotiations . between 'the U.S.
and Iranian governments-conducted
with Iraqi guns pointed at·Jran 's headPresidenr Carter and other ruling class
mouthp'ieces clpntirlued to spew out a
stream of impedatist doubletalk. "We
will maintain our position of neutrality
in the Iran and lraq war," promised
Carter during last Tuesday's nationally
televised debat~ with Reagan, even as
be ann0unced tbat the U.S. is prepared
to ship $1~0 inillion of "paid-for"
military goods to Iran, when the Iranian government1releases the hostages.
To remind our readers of just what
kind of "neutrality" the lJ .S. imperialists are mltintaining in the Persian
Gulf today, we would like to poim out
several things Carter "forgot" to mention-. Arms, ammo and other supplies
are contiirl.iing to pour into Iran from
U.S. client regimes in the Middle East

"Venceremos"
Signed by seven rebel workers.
B.N.
J.M.

..

A.M.

G.C.
A.A.
P.C.

J ,

said they did not know muen about it:
Then I would explain to chem the
hist0ry of U.S. imperialism in Iran , the
Shah, and how th'e Uriited Stares is
behind the fraqi attack on Iran . I would
tell them, "We are a determined people.
We are going to sfand by our revolution. We will give our blood." Then ·I
told them I was going back to fran ro
fight against the imperialists. And do
you know, almost every working class
person gave me $2, $3 or $4 tip, for my
trip, wished me Juck.
· . "The same week~ I made·some tickets
that said 'Victory to Iran' and I took
them ro sen to other cab drivers to raise
money for l'ran's war effort. Do you
know that every Black cab driver I
asked-18 of thef)1-gave me $3 for the•,
ti cket-to fight against the ·imperialists!u·
0

Comrades in Iran:
We are fellow workers who are studying Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought who are inspired by your firm stand against the blood·
suckers; we look to and support your: continued struggle against our
common enemy, which is imperialism.
We are going to do everything possible to expose these dogs that are
plotting against you revolutionaries. Your struggle and your action en·
courages and inspires us to continue the struggle here and we look for·
ward to the day wtien together we celebrate the fall of international imperialism. Comrades, as Mao- ~aid, "The road i~ tortuous, the future is
bright."

L.A.

I I

\

i

I

I!
Sincerely,
The Chdlo Brigade

Last November, In front of the U.S. Embassy, shortly after It was

seized.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11
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Ballot
Continued from page 3
lhe hosLage deal in Iran grew closer
Carter's standing improved. This was a
far cry from earlier in the campaign.
Remember the mid-summer dunking of
Carter in the polls, when the hoopla of
the GOP convention and the popping
of Billygate brough1 Reagan way up.
The last week in July it was 45% for
Reagan, 28% for Carter and 180'/o for
Anderson. Carter's popularity was polled at a low point of 21 %, the lowes1
rating ever afforded a U.S. president
since the polls began. Anderson was
even leading Caner in several stares.
The gap steadily narrowed and soon it
was too close to call with Reagan still in
the lead. Anderson faded and much of
bis financiaJ backing was withdrawn. It
was a two-man race. But as 1hey ran our
all these statistics morning, noon and
night on TV, radio and in the papers
they were careful to always point 10 the
large percentage of undecided voters.
The point being that you, the "undecided," would be decisive in deciding
1he election. And at the last few weeks
the horserace becam e tighter. It would
be neck and neck down to the wire. The
headlines read "ll's a dead hea1."
Carter was ahead but he better watch
out, Reagan is strong and closing in.
"People better get out and vote or the
wrong guy could win and you would
have no one to blame but yourself" was
their message with this manipulation by
opinion poll.
Then we had the "Great Debate, "
the capping off of a year-long election
campaign on which 1he bourgeoisie
spent over $250 million to get down 10
this final race 10 the wire. The deba1e
was indeed a fill ing renection of the
degenera1e and moribund character of
politics U.S. imperialist style. Dull,
sterile, and completely stage-managed
and programmed, rhe whole affair'
could easily h'ave been created for instaJJation in the Disneyland Hall of
Presidents. And such hoopla in advance! Weeks of slow build-up and
hourly coverage from the scene of the
debate starting the night before as the
hall was readied and rhe candidates arrived, etc. The media chorus chanted,
"the whole election is riding on the outcome of this debate." Even the panels
of pundits who came on afterwards to
"correc1Jy imerpret" the event were
forced to apologize for it in order to retain any credibility. Yes, they had 10 admit, neither of the candidates had said
anything new, nor had it been much of
a debate. But, they proudly contended,
neither of the bourgeoisie's big fron(men made any big mistakes either.
Neither of them fell off the platform,
picked his nose o n camera', or maqe an
intematio naJ incident on TV .
While the content of the debate will
certainly not be long remembered, that
wasn't the point of holding it. The purpose was quite simply 10 focus attention
on the most important issue of this
campaign-imperialist war preparations-and to further push the "undecideds" into casting their ballots even if
reluctantly. And it was interesting to see
how the so-called differences between
the two candidates became more and
more blurred as the distance between
even their rheto ric narrowed. Specifically Carter ran the "stop the warmonger Reagan" pitch to throw enough
fear about the dangers of Reagan taking 1hings to a " nuclear precipice" into
the hearts of those who sat on the sidelines so that they would rush (or at least
go) to the polls to vote for the supposedly more "reasonable" and levelheaded Jimmy. And on the other side,
Reagan ran out that it is Carter's socalled weakness regarding war preparations that is leading wward war with the
Soviets and that another Carter
presidency would mean four more years
of economic disaster, whereas a vote
for Reagan could mean jobs for all,
lower prices, blah, blah, blah. In 1his
"Great Debate," Reagan even put forward the absolutely absurd proposition
that while he was governor of California, che state's "innation rate went
below the national average." Oh, we
didn'1 know that California minted its
own money and had its own economy
separa1e from the U.S. as a whole.
As for Reagan's charges of Carter's
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weakness on the arms build-up, it is
hard to figure out just what Reagan is
proposing to do differently than the
Commander-in-Chief is already doing.
Carter himself listed his military
achievements during the debate: "Since
I 've been in office," said Carter,
"We've had a steady, carefully planned, methodical but very effective increase in our commitment for defense ... But in doing this (building up
our forces in the Persian Gulf-R W) we
have made sure that we addressed this
question peacefully, not tnJecting
American military forces into combat
(yet-R W}, by letting the strength of
our nation l:\e felt in a beneficial way. "
Translation: If anybody messes with
our oil, we're going to lay some
peaceful and beneficial nuclear bombs
on them, which unfortunately may result in their extermination.
An incredible amount of attention
was focused E>n the debates by the press
Mier they were over. The big question
was, of course, "Who won?" Pages and
pages of their newspapers were covered
with news amd analysis of the debate
from every a ngle. But ABC TV had a
novel approach which really got down
co the heart of the matter. Instead of
chewing over rhe cud of the candidates'
blatherings after the debate they switched their cameras to the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in New Jersey, where results of a nationwide, toll-free phonein-poll were being tabulated on the
great compu1er. What it was was a giant
easy introduction 10 voting, to kind of
ease people back into "the fun of
voting." Sort of like training wheels for
November 4. AJI. you had to do was
pick up the phone and dial one number
if you were for Carter and ~nother
number if you were for Reagan. You
d idn't even have to say anything. Just
dial and hang up. There, tha1 wasn'1 so
hard, was iL. Now you watch and you
can see your very own vote being tabulated on the big computer. ABC actually conned 700,000 people into this "voter training" a nd increased the revenues
o f Ma Bell by 50¢ a call 10 boot.
/
Reaching into their election trick bag
again, the bourgeoisie moved toj
threaten those among 1he masses who
are most disgusted with the con game
into the voting booth. And here we
have some rather interesting goings o n.
With a number of Black "leaders" who
were not directly part of the Democratic
Party machine not endorsing either of

lmperia llsts_in search of a mandate-a few of
the barrage of newspaper ads which have been
part of a desperate "get out the vote" drive in
recent weeks.
the candidates, civil rights lackeys
Ralph Abernathy, Hosea Williams and
Charles Evers declared their support for
Reagan. In a 1orrem of anger and
amidst warnings of impending disaster
should Reagan win the presidency and
not Carter, a number of other lackeys,
including the NAACP which has a
policy of "neutrality" for recent elections, declared for Jimmy. And Coleman Young of Detroit warned Black
people there that unless Carter was
elected millions of dollars of funds for
jobs would be cutoff from the city.
While Nation of Islam leader Warith
Dean Mohammad endorsed Reagan,
Mohammad Ali endorsed Carter, saying, "We don't have no Black candidate for President, so it's up 10 us to
choose the right white.'' Apparently Ali
thinks Carter, who used to hug Lester
Maddox and who kicked off his campaign in the company of George
Wallace, is 1he "right white."
And in a real 1 'surprise," Eugene
McCarthy, "Mr. Dove" in 1968, came
out for Reagan. This "switch" actually
illustrates quite well why, no mauer
how these politicians for the bourgeoisie paint themselves, they a ll represent
the same class and a re prepared to do
whatever is necessary or convenient to
serve that class. McCarthy, who actually voted for every miJitary appropriation · for Vietnam, before he ran for
president, for the infamous Gulf of
Tonkin resolution, and the draft, suddenly emerged as the great peace candidate in 1968 in a deliberate attempt to
sucker youth out of the mass antj-war
movement and back into the "respectable politics" of the ballot box. Now
he can serve another purpose in a new
image, or really the same o ld one, this
1ime trying to create some support for
Reagan among more trad itionally
liberal sections.
Some will undoubtedly be lured bas;k
into the voting booth by· all this des perate trickery only to find themselves
tricked again. And many will remain
cynical ar the fact that 1his system
doesn't work like they tell us in high
school civics class. But those who have
begun to see that the whole system including the election con game is working exactly like it 's supposed to and that
ii must and can be gotten rid of will

neither be surprised nor discouraged by
the outcome ,of the election. They will
join with thousands of others who have
stopped waiting for salvation. And it is
in this light that the real significance of
the active political stand of casting the
ballot marked " This Whole System Is
Putrid, I Don 't Believe In Any Of Its
Candidates" becomes clear. As was
pointed out in the RCP leane1 on the
elections:
"Now is the time for all those oppressed by this system to take independent historical action-to seize the time
of this election to strike out in a direction that illuminates a different choice for people, the possibility of a different
future worth fighting for.
" People are geuing jolted, awakened
by today's events. Many of these same
people only yesterday thought they h ~d
it made-now they are not so sure at
all. The few crumbs and petty privileges
the system has thrown their way to
blind their eyes to a different future are
being ripped away. Today people are
more restless, d issatisfied a nd questioning. All this points to the great
possibilities of taking dramatic action
now. The ac1ions of those who are
breaking with this whole con game will
awaken still more people. The significance of these people's actions on election day will far outweigh the half-blind '
voting motions of those, today
numerically larger, who try to follow
the ' line of least resistance' a nd chase
the wisp of painless progress.
" If this system could be reformed ora couple of 'new, honest leaders' of this
system could make such a difference, it
would have happened long ago. The
great revolutionary Mao Tsetung observed, "Everything reactionary Is the
same; if you don't hit it it won't fall. lt
is like sweeping the fl oor; where the
broom does not reach, the dust never
vanishes of itself." Just falling asleep
and dreaming it will all go away (or
hoping someone else will work it out)
isn't going 10 cut it. In fact, indifference to politics ends up being very
political-it supports the politics of
those who rule since it leaves them a
free hand. Ir will take revolution led by
the working class to put What is sick and
dy.ing in its grave."
0
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LENIN ON THE STATE

The excerpts below ar~ from a short
pamphlet enriJled The State by V.I.
Lenin which was based on a lecwre he
made at Sverd/ov Uni\'ersity in the then
socialist So\•iet Union in 1919. Only two
years earlier in the midst of World War I
the Russian rel'o/ution had succeeded in
overthrowing rhe monarchy of rile Tsar
and under the leadership of Lenin and
the Bolshevik Parry went ofl /0 topple
zhe rule of the Russian bourgeoisie represeflted by the Kerensky government. In
these passages. the history and role of
the stare (essentially the machine for the
suppression of one class over another no
mauer how the oppressors try to hide it)
1s briefly traced and the necessity and
possibility of the working class to lead in
01•errhrowing the dictawrship of the
bourgeoisie establishing its rule and
moving on to the elimination of the state
as such is succinctly presented.
The state is a machine for maintaining the rule of one class over another.
When there were no classes in society,
when, before che epoch of slavery, people laboured in primitive conditions of
greater equality, in conditions when
productivity of labour was still at its
lowest, and when primitive man could
barely procure the wherewithal for the
crudest and most primitive existence, a
special group of peC>ple, specially
separated off to rule and dominate over
che rest of society, had not yet arisen,
and could not have arisen . Only when
the first form of the division of society
in10 classes appeared, only when
slavery appeared, when a certain class
of people, by concentrating on 1he
crudest forms of agricultural labour,
could produce a cenain surplus, when
1his surplus was not absolutely essential
for the most wretched existence of the
slave and passed into the hands of the
slaveowner , when in this way the existence of this class of slaveowners took
firm root-then in order that it migh1
cake firm root it was essential tha1 a
state should appear.
And it did appear-the slaveowning
stale, an apparatus which gave the
slaveowners power and enabled 1hem to
rule over the slaves. Both society and
the state were then much smaller than
they are now, they possessed an incom·
parably weaker appara1us of communication~the modem means of
communication did not then exist.
Mountains, rivers and seas were immeasurably greater obstacles than 1hey
are now, and the formation of the state
war. confined within far narrower
geographical boundaries. A technically
weak state apparatus served a srate confined wi1hin relatively narrow boundaries and a narrow circle of acrion.
Nevertheless, there did exist an apparatus which compelled the slaves to
remain in slavery, which kept one pan
of society subjugated to and oppressed
by another. It is impossible to compel
the greater part of society to work
systematically for the other part of
society without a permanen1 apparatus
of co~rcion. So long as 1here were no
classes, there was no appara1us like
this. When classes appeared,
everywhere and always as this division
grew and took firmer hold, there also
appeared a special instilution-the
s1a1c. The forms of state were ex1~emely
varied. During the period of slavery we
already find diverse forms of the state
in the most advanced, cultured and
civilized countries according to 1he
standards of the time-for example, in
ancient Greece and Rome, which rested
entirely on slavery. Al that time the difference was already arising between the
monarchy and the republic, between the
aristocracy and democracy. A monarchy is the power of a single person, a
republic is the absence of a ny
nonelected power; an aristocracy is the
power of a relatively small minority, a
democracy is the power of the people
(democracy in Greek literally means the
power of the people). All these differences arose in the epoch of slavery.
Despite these differences, the state o f
the slaveowning epoch was a slaveowning stace, irrespective of whether it was

a monarchy Qr a republic, aristocratic
or democratic.
In every cou1se on the history of ancient times, when hearing a lec1ure on
this subject you will hear about the
struggle which was waged between the
monarchical and republican states. Bur
1he fundamental fact is tha1 the slaves
were nor regarded as human beings-not only were they not regarded
as citizens, they were not even regarded
as human beings. Roma n law regarded
them as chattels. The law of manslaughter, not to mention the other laws
for the protection of the person, did not
exrend to slaves. le defended only the
slaveowners, who were aJone recognized as cirizens with full rights. Bur
whether a monarchy was ins1ituted or a
republic, it was a monarchy of the
siaveowners or a republic of the slaveowners. All rights under them were enj oyed by the slaveowners, while the
slave was a chattel in the eyes of the
law; and not only could any sort of
violence be perpe1ra ted against a slave,
bu t even the m urder o f a slave was not
considered a crime. Slaveowning republics differed in 1heir internal 6Tganization: there were aristocra1ic repu blics
anp democratic repu blics. In an aristo·
cratic republic a small number o f privileged persons rook part in the elections;
in a democra1ic republic everybody
took pa rt in the elections-but again
only the slaveowners, everybody except
nhe slaves. T his fu ndamental fact must
be borne in mind, because it 1hrows
more light than any other on the quest ion o f the s t a t e a n d clearly
demonstrates the nature of the state.
The state is a machine for the oppres-

sion of one class by a nother, a machine
for holding in obedience to one class
other, subordinated classes. There are
·various forms of this machine. In the
slaveowning scate we had a monarchy,
an aristocraric repu blic or even a
democratic ·republic. In fact 1he forms
of government varied extremely, bur
their essence was always the same: the
slaves enjoyed no righ ts and consti1u1ed
a n 0pp~essed class; they were not
regarded as human beings. We find the
same thing in che feuda l state.
T he change in the form of exploita1ion transformed the slaveowning stale
into the feudal ·state. This was of immense importance. In slaveowning
society the slave enjoys no righ1s wha1ever and is nor regarded as a human being; in feuda l society the peasan1 is cied
to the.soil. The chief 1oken o f serfdom
was thar the peasants (and at that rime
the peasants constituted 1he majori1y;
!here was a very poorly developed urban population) were considered attached to the land-hence the very concept serfdom. The peasan1 might work
a d efinite number of days fo r himself
on the plot assigned to h im by the
landlord; on the other days the peasant
serf worked for his lord . T he essence of
class society remained: society was based on class exploitation . Only the
landlords could enjoy fu ll rights; the
peasants had no rights a t a ll . In prac1ice
their condition differed very li ttle from
the condition of slaves in the slaveowning stare. Nevertheless a wider road was
opened for their emancipation, fo r the
emancipation of the peasants, since the
peasant serf was not regarded as che
direct property of the landlord. He

could work part of his time on his own
plot, could, so to speak, belong to himself to a certain extent; and with the
wider opportuni1ies for the development of exchange and trade relations
the feudal system steadily disintegrated
and the scope of emancipation of the
peasantry steadily widened . Feudal
society was always more complex than
slave society: T here was a greater element of development of trade and industry, which even in those days led to
capitalism. In the M idd le Ages
feudalism predominated. A nd here too
1he forms of state vari'ed, here too we
find both the monarchy and the
rep ublic, although the latter was much
more weakly expressed. But always the
feudal landlord was regarded as the only ruler. The peasan1 serfs were absolutely excluded from all political
rights.
Bqth under slavery a nd under the
feudal system a small minority o f people could •not dominate over the vast
majority without coercion. History is
full of the constant attempts of the oppressed classes to throw off oppression.
The history of slavery contains records
of wars of emancipation from slavery
which lasted for decades. l.ncidentally,
the name "Spartacist" now adopted by
the German Communists- the only
German party which is rea lly fig hting
the yoke o f capitalism-was ado pted by
them because Sparracus was one o f the
most prominent heroes of one of the
greatest revolts of slaves, which took
place about two thousand years ago.
For many years the seemingly omn ipotent Roman Em pire, which rested entireContinued on page 12
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Cash
Continued from page 4
and maiming as usual, a huge public
relations campaign has been launched
by the city. There is Mayor J ane
Byrne's Blue Ribbon Citizen's Committee on Police Brutality, there have been
police brutality hearings, and the latest,
another tacc, is the CBS news local
series on "The Man Behind the
Badge," a heartwarming look inside the
Chicago Police Department. But che
masses have nOl swallowed, much less
scomached, these repeated outrages.
Within minutes after Cash's death,
50 to 60 shocked and angry neighborhood residents gathered on the spot.
They saw his face was bloody, swollen,
and badly beaten. "Motherfucker, you
killed him," they spat right in the cops'
faces. Only a few weeks earlier another
blatant police murder had taken place a
few blocks away. Walter Cooley, a
Black man, was surrounded by 50
police while in his apartment and killed
by a single gunshot wound to the chest
because he had fired a shot in the air
earlier io the day. The cops' response ro
both was the same. They begin "an
investigacion,'' including intimidation

of witnesses and making ap lies for
ment and then accidentally replied ,
public consumption.
"Oh, I'm not supposed to even
The 1edia, including the Sun-1 imes
acknowledge that he's here."
and the community newspaper, the DaiIn the wake of the shooting, the cops
ly Calumet, printed the "true facts" of
wasted no lime in going about their
the Cash story-straight off the police
business of interrogating and inreport, that is. Channel 7 ABC News,
timidating witnesses. They showed up
however, did a little creative investigabright a nd early the next morning at
tion on its own-embellishing the "berU.S. Steel to question one of the coserk" theme with the wild fabrication
workers who had witnessed che murder.
that Cash jumped out the third floor
This man, who initially called what
window of the plant hospita l a nd ran /happened a clear cul case of police_
out the gate. When asked why they had
brutality, now refuses 10 even talk
repeated the cops' story and disregardabouc ii. On the evening of the murder,
ed the reports of eyewitnesses, the Daily
a neighborhood witness reported that
Calumet shamelessly told the R W,
he was visited by two Black detectives.
"Well, there was another 12_olice
First, they tried to get him to deny the
shooting a round here a couple of weeks
vicious beating he had seen by telling
ago already, and we don't want to start
him they had other testimony chat cona race riot." They further defended
tradicted his statements. When he was
their story by saying that South
still firm in his story, they laughed
Chicago Community Hospital backed
about James Cash, saying he was jus1 a
up the cops' statement that Cash was
crazy man who had refused to come out
killed by a shot in his forehead. This
of the mud. "I asked them, 'why use
cozy relationship between the police
force to apprehend a nude person?' "
and the emergency room (which is
this witness told the R W. "And they
ready and willing to lie to get the cops
said they apprehend a person any way
they can, even if it means killing him .
off the hook) is no secret. The hospital
did another service for the cops by
That's when I told them to gel the hell
shielding the wounded security guard,
ouc of my house."
Edward Rak, from any questions.
The cold-blooded reply by the pigs is,
When an R W reporter attempted to
in fact, simply a statement of Hlinois
law which legalizes police murder. It
visit him in rhe hospital, the clerk flipped through her index cards for a mostates that anyone who is fleeing from a

Walc.e of
Racist
Attacks
Continued from page 4
Iran.
Buffalo has also be.en blessed with
another familiar face. J esse Jackson,
professional fireman, was sent shuffling to Buffalo in the wake of this butchery in an effort to douse the sparks of
rebellion that might ignite. ln his usual
demagogic style he tried 10 rev people
up with chants of " I am somebody,"
etc., t hen gave them the rulers'
message: "There's power in that vote."
Although they got nearly 800 people into this capitalist revival meeting, many
refused to sing and sway to "We Shall
Overcome,'' and left saying how disgusting it was to have J ackson up there
supposedly representing Black people.
During the meeting itself, one Black
man had yelled back at him: "People
are dying in the streets and you're saying vote!"
1ackson & Co. certainly have no clear
field. On October 7 a mass meeting was
held in the Black community. The anger
of the people intensified as it became
clearer and clearer that there were two
forces determined to keep the interests
of the people snuffed out. On the one
band, there were the pigs, saying
"We're doing everything we can." On
the other hand, there were the Black
"leaders," saying, "We all need to
cooperate with the law enforcement
agencies," and ending the meeting with
a prayer for these pigs 10 find the killer.
Finally one brocher jumped up and said
that it was only a low level of political
consciousness that even allowed rhese
pigs to be at the meeting. Another exposed the fact that the head of 1he State
Police was sitting right there a1 the
meeting, the dog that had led the
assau It on Auica in 1971, and people
began to shout, "Butcher of Attica, go
home!"
When the two cab drivers were killed
and other incidents occurred, more a nd
more Blacks began arming themselves
on the street, and hundreds of Black
youth took to stationing themselves
with baseball bats at main intersections
in the Black community. And as events
have developed, many who were active
in the '60s have come 10 the fore again
now. The R W has begun to circulate
broadly with much
in terest
generated, especially over a recent issue
featuring Bob Avakian's article, "Reply to a Black Nationalist with Communistic Inclinations."
While forces of reaction-both official and unofficial-have been
brought into motion in this upstate New
York city, also propelled into motion
by these very same events have been
elements which the authorities cannot
control.
0
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cop and is suspected of commiting a
felony-a category which could include
everybody and cheir brother-is fair
game for a cop's bullet. This is why the
a uto psy results (which have not been
publicized by the press) even though
they so obviously catch the cops in a lie,
are not particularly disturit?ing to them.
ln fact, Commander O'Reilly told the
press, "I expect to put him (the pig who
shot Cash) in for a department commendation!''
This case is still under investigation
by the office of Cook County State's
Attorney Bernard Carey to determine
whether any criminal charges should be
brought against the cop. But no one is
holding their breath. All of the recent
police murders have been ruled "justifiable homiciqe" except in the case of
the vicious beating death of Richard
Ramey, where mass oucrage made
indictment of the cops an expedient and
timely decision, by the city fathers . Off
of this indictment, the first in recent memory, Carey has suddenly metamorphosed into "a friend of Black people" with a record of "fighting police
brutality"-or so his re-election campaign pitch says. The results of his
"fig1H" are plain to see as the pigs continue to run amok amidst repor1s·of rising police violence and murders like
that of James Cash across the city. 0
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Funding Chokehold Ex.posed
in Pontiac ·Brothers Trial
~

Chicago. The process of jury selection in the trial of the Pontiac 10-10 of
16 brothers framed up for the murder
of three guards during a rebellion a1
Pontiac Prison in Ulinois-was delayed
for four days last week when defense at·
rorney Isaiah Gam failed to appear in
coun. On Wednesday, October 29,
Judge Ben Miller issued a "writ of attachment, .. an order that directed Cook
County sheriffs to find Gant, rake him
into Cl!Stody and bring him to coun.
Gant appeared in court the following
day and filed a motion which exposed
but another element in this outrageous
frameup: it turns ou1 that until this
week, defense attorneys had not been
paid by the state in three monrhs while
the prosecuting auorneys have been
supplied with a constant inflow of
dollars. Another shining example of the
American democratic process in action
and "equality before the law."
Nearly two years ago, before the start
of the pre-trial hearings, the defense
won a battle to get the state legislature
to vote $450,000 to go for payment of
lawyers of the Pontiac Brothers' own
choice, rather than public defenders,
and to pay for the cost of the invesrigaiion in preparation for the legal case.
An equal amount of money had already
been voted for 1he prosecution. ll
sounded wonderfuJ on paper. But in
reality this "equality" concerning
money for the two sides has proven to
be as much of a sham as every other
aspect of "justice" me1ed out in this
case.
The state has constantly delayed payment to the defense for months al a
time or only given a fraction .of what
has been promised. During Fiscal Year
1979, out of the grand total of $450,000
the defense received onJy the paltry sum
of $20,608. The prosecution was paid
around $200,000. Besides this money
granted by the legislature, the prosecution had practically unlimited funds at
its disposal from the IDLE (Illinois Department of Law Enforcement) for carrying out its sham investigation in the
wake of the rebellion. This invest1igation involved 36 full-time staff and paid

for all expenses incurred-such as the
widespread bribery of witnesses with
promises of transf'l!:rs to another prison,
travelling expenses for their families,
etc. At least $35,000 has been paid o ut
thus far in these kinds of "fees," while
a conservative estimate of the cost the
prosecution has spent on the entire investigation is $350,000. This is above
and beyond the amount voted by the
legislaLUre.
In the case of the defense, o n the other
hand, the judge ruJed that the cost of
investigation, questioning of potential
witnesses, and so forth, must be limited
to $48,000, or $3,000 per defendant.
The 19 defense attorneys never received
a penny until six months after the pretrial hearings started in April, 1979 and
their five investigators were not paid for
eight months. While the money for the
prosecution rolled in right away and
they had a captive audience 0f 1,200
prisoners under deadlock conditions to
"interview" (read: intimidate and/or

bribe-R W) in the wake of the
rebellion, the defense was severely
hampered in the amoum of investigation that could be done.
In fiscal 1980, both the state and the
defense were allocated and paid approximately $750,000. But again, IDLE
had an additional budget to pay the
salaries and fees of the state's investigators. For fisca l year l 98J, even the appearance of equality was thrown o ut the
window as the legislature appropriated
$1,250,000 for the prosecution and
$750,000 for the defense. While the
state's attorney's office set their pay
scales at $60-70/hour, J udge Mill er ru led that defense lawyers can get only
$35/hour for in-court work, and
$20/hour for out-of-court work. T his
has meant that most all defense attorneys have been forced to continue to
handle other cases even whi le they're involved full-time in rhe Pontiac Brothers' .
trial, making it that much more difficult to prepare.

This is the situation that reached the
crisis point for Isaiah Gant. ln his motion filed before the court he explained
that his law practice has gone down the
drain, his two secretaries have quit
because of irregular pay and he is
unable to pay his office telephone bill.
He demanded thai the judge either raise
the pay scale or allow him to withdraw
from the case. These questions, critical
for waging the legal battle, will not be
decided until this hearing continues on
November 7. Every aspect of this case,
from the judge's continuous legal decisions against the defendants to the
hysterical publicity surrounding the
trial to the denial of funds for the
defense, underscores the desperation of
the authorities to convict the Pontiac
Borthers in hopes of thwarting rebellion
like that at Pontiac in the future.
0

Shine ·t he Light of Revolution
Behind the Prison Walls
Contribute to
the Prisoners
Revolutionary
Literature Fund
The Revolutionary Communist Party
receives many letters and requests for
literature from prisoners in the hellhole torture chambers from Attica to
San Quentin. There are thousands

more brothers a nd sisters behind bars
who have refused to be beaten down
and corrupted in the dungeons of th e
capitalist class and who thirst for and
need the Revolutionary Worker and
other revolutionary literature. To h elp
make possible getting the Voice of the
Revolutionary Communist Party as
well as other Party literature and
books on Marxism-Leninis m , Mao
Tsetung Thought behind th e prison

walls, the Revolutionary Worker is es·
tablish ing a specia l fund . Contribu·
tions s hould be sent to:
Prisoners Revolutiona ry Literature
Fund
Box 3486, Merch a ndise Ma rt
Chicago, IL 60654

(Opposite page and below) Two of the 600 works of art from over 30 countries r!Jcently on exhibit in San Francisco as part of the ANTl·WW3 INTERNATIONALIST ART SHOW. This show will be reviewed In an upcoming
issue of the RW and we will be printing a number of the art works from It, but we certainly hope many people
will have the opportunl,ty, to see It first hand. It will open in the Los Angeles area on Friday, November 7,' 1-·10
p.m. at SPAl1C Old Venice Jall Gallery, 685 Venice Blvd., and run through December 16.

.
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" PoulNllH d.. Chicago," French postcard of Chicago pigs In g•tb•ll• truck.
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Lenin
Continued from page 9
ly on slavery, experienced shocks and
blows under the impact of a vast uprising of slaw~s who armed and united 10
form a vast army under the leadership
of Spanacus. In the end they were
defeated, captured and put to torture
by the slaveowners. Such civil wars
mark !he whole history of the existence
of class society. I have just mentioned
an example of the greatest of these civil
wars in the epoch of slavery. The whole
epoch of feudalism is likewise marked
by constant uprisings of the peasants.
For example, in Germany in the Middle
Ages the struggle between the cwo
classes-the landlords and the serfsassumed wide dimensions and was
transformed into a civil war of the
peasants against the landlords. You are
all familiar with similar examples of
repeated uprisings of the peasants
.against the feudal landlords in Russia.
In order to maimain their rule and to
preserve their power, the landlorcts had
to have an apparatus by · which they
could unite under their subjugation a
vast number of people and subordinate
them to certain laws and regulations;
and all these laws fundamentally
amounted ro one thing-the maintenance of the power of the landlords
over 1he peasant serfs. And this was the
feudal state, which in Russia , for example, or in quite backward Asiatic countries, where feudalism prevails to this
day-it differed in form-was either
republican or monarchical. When the
state was a monarchy, ~he rule of O!Je
person was recognized; when it was a
republic, the participation of the elected
representatives of landlord society was
in one degree or another recognized-this was in feudal society. Feudal
society represented a division of classes
under which the vast majority-the
peasant serfs-were completely subjected to an insignificant minority-the
landlords, who owned the land.
The development of trade, the
development of commodity exchange,
led to the crystallization of a new ·
class-the capitalists. Capital arose at
the close of the Middle Ages, when,
after the discovery of America, world
trade developed enormously, when rhe
quantity of precious metals increased,
when silver and gold became the instrument o f exchange, when money circulation made it possible for individuals to
hold tremendous wealth. Silver and
gold were recognized as wealLh all over
the wGrld. The economic power of the
landlord class declined and the power
of the new class-the representatives of
capital-developed. The reconstruction
of society was such that all citizens supposedly became equal, the old division
into slaveowners and 'slaves disappeared, all were regarded as equal
before the law irrespective of what
capital each owned; whether he owned
land as private property, or was a
starveling who owned nothing but his
labour power-all were equal before
the law. The law protects everyb.ody
equally; it ~rotects the property of
those who have it from attack by the
masses who, possessing no property,
possessing nothing but their labour
power, grow steadily impoverished, and
ruined and become convened inro proletarians. Such is. capitalist society.
... This society advanced against
serfdom, against the old feudal system,
under the slogan of liberty. But it was
liberty fonhose who owned property.
And when feudalism was shattered,
which occurred at the end of the eighteenth cemury and the beginning of the
nineteenth century-in Russia it occurred later t.tian in other countries, in
1861 - the feudal state was then super·
seded by the capiralist state, which proclaims liberry for the whole people as its
slogan. which declares that it expresses
the will of the whole people and denies
that it is a class state. And here there developed a struggle between the Socialists,
who are fighting for the Jiberty of the
whole people, and the capitalist state-a
struggle which has now led to the creation of the Soviet Socialist Republic and
which embraces the whole world.
To understand the struggle that has
been started against world capital, to
understand the essence of the capitalist
state, we must remember that when the

capitalist state advanced against the
feudal state it entered the fight unde1
the sloga· of liberry. The abolition of
feudalism meant liberty for the
representalives of the capitalist state
and served their purpose inasmuch as
serfdom was breaking down and the
peasants had acquired the opportunity
of OWl')ing as their full property the land
which they had purchased for compensation o r in part by quit rent-this did
not concern the state: it protected property no matter how it arose, because
the state rested on private property. The
peasants became private owners in all
the modern civilized states. Even when
the landlord surrendered part of his
land to the peasant, the state protected
private property, rewarding the landlord by compensation, sale for money.
The state as it were declared that .it
would fully preserve private property,
and it accorded it every support and
protection. The state recognized the
prope~ty rights of every merchant, industrialist and manufacturer. And this
society, based on private property, on
the power of capital, on the complete
subjection of the propenyless workers
and labouring masses of the peasantry,
proclaimed that its rule was based on
liberty. Combating feudalism, it proclaimed freedom of property and was
particularly proud o f the fact that the
state had supposedly ceased to be a
class state.
Yet the state continued to be a
machine whic~ helped the capitalists to
hold the poor peasants and the working
class in subjection. But in outward appearance il was free. lt proclaimed
universal suffrage, and dec lared
through its champions, preachers,
scholars and philosophers, that it was
not a class state. Even now, when the
Soviet Socialist Republics have begun
to fight it. they accuse us of violating
liberty, of building a state based on
coercion, on the suppression of some by
others, whereas they represent a
popular, democratic state. And now,
when the world socialist revolution has
begun, and just when the revolution has
succeeded in some countries, when the
fight against world capital has grown
particularly acute, this question of the
state has acquired the greatest -importance and has become, one might say,
the most burning one, the focus of all
political questions and of all political
disputes of the present day.
Whatever party we take in Russia or
in any of the more civilized countries,
we find that nearly all political disputes,
disagreements and opinions now centre
around the conception of the state. Is
the state in a capitalist country, in a
democratic{ republic-especially one
like Switze'rland or America-in the
freest demdcratic republics, an expres- ·
sion of popular will, the sum total of
the general decision of the people, the
expression of the national will, and so
forthj or' isl the state a machine that
enables the. capitalists of the given
country to \Jlaintain their power over
the working class and the peasantry?
That is the fundamental question
around whi¢h all political disputes all
over the wdrtd now centre. What do
they say about Bolshevism? The
bourgeois press abuses the Bolsheviks.
You wilt' not find a single newspaper
that does not repeat the hackneyed accusation that the Bolsheviks violate
popular rule. If our Mensheviks and
Socialist-Revolutionaries• in their
simplicity of heart (perhaps it is not
simplicity, or perhaps it is the simplicity
which the proverb says is worse than
robbery) think that they discovered and
invented the accusation that the
Bolsheviks have violated liberty and
popular rule, they are ludicrously
mistaken. Today not a single one of the
richest newspapers in the richest countries, which spend tens of millions on
their distribution and disseminate
bourgeois lies and imperialist policy in
tens of millions of copies-there is 1101
one of these newspapers which does not
repeat these basic arguments and accusations ag_ainst Bolshevism, namely,
rhat America, England and Switzerland/
• The Mensheviks and Socialis1-Revolu1ionari9~
were opportunist parries in Russia who in 1heir
overall capitula1ion to and sQrvice of the Russian
capilalis1s promo1cd all kinds of ideas abou1
"pure'' democracy above class and opposed 1he
smashing of 1he bourgeoisie's siate machinery by
the masses of people led by 1he working class.

are advanced states based on popular
rule whereas rhe Bolshevik Republic is
a state of bandits in which liberty is
unknown, and that the Bolsheviks have
violated the idea of ' popular rule and
have even gone so far as to disperse the
Constituent AS!icmbly. These terrible
accusations against the Bolsheviks are
re'peated all over the world. These accusations bring us fully up against the
question-what is the state?. In order to
understand these accusations, in order
to examine them and have a fully intelligent .attitude 1owards them, and not
to examme them on hearsay but with a
firm opinion of our own, we must have
a clear idea of what the state is. Here we
have capitalist states of every kind and
all the theories in defence of them
which were created before the war. In
order 10 answer the question properly
we must critically examine all these
theories and views.
I have already advised you to turn for
help to Engels' book, The Origin of the
Family, Private Property and the State.
This book says that every state in which
private ownership of the land and
means of production exists, in which
capital dominates, however democratic
it may be, is a capitalist state, a machine
used by the capitalists to keep the working class and the poor peasants in subjection; ·while universal suffrage, a
Constituent Assembly, parliament are
merely a form, a sort of promissory
note, which does not alter the essence of
the matter.
The forms of domination of the state
may vary: capital manifests its power in
one way where one form exists, and in
another way Where another form exists-but essentially the power is in the .
hands of capital, whether there are
voting qualifications or not, or whether
the republic is a democratic one or .
not-in fact the more democratic it is
the cruder and more cynical is the rule
of capitalism. One of the most
democratic republics in the world is the
United States of America, yet nowhere
(and those who were there after 1905
probably know it) is the power of
capital, the power of a handful of billionaires over the whole of society, so crude and so openly corrupt as in
America. Once capital exists, it
dominates the whole of society, and no
democratic republic, no form of franchise can alter the essence of the matter.
... The bourgeois republic, parliament, universal suffrage-all represent
great progress from the standpoint of
the world development of society.
Mankind moved towards capitalism,
and it was capitalism alone which
thanks to urban culture, enabled the
oppressed proletarian class to learn to
know itself and to create tl\e world
working-class movement, the millions
of workers organized all over the world
In parties-the Socialist parties which
are consciously leading the struggle of
the masses ... It is not only the · conscious hypocrites, scientists and priests
that uphold. and defend the bourgeois
lie that the state is free and that it is its
mission to defend the interests of all; so
also do a large number of people who
sincerely adhere to the old prejudices
and who cannot understand the transition from the old capitalist society to
Socialism. It is not only people who are
directly dependent on the bourgeoisie,
not only those who are oppressed by the
yoke of capital or who have been bribed
by capital (there are a large number pf
all sons of scientists, artists, priests,
etc .• in the service of capital), but even
people who are simply under the sway
of the prejudice of bourgeois liberty
that have taken up arms against
Bolshevism all over the world because
of the fact that when it was founded the
Soviet Republic rejected t hcse
bourgeois lies and openly declared: you
say your state is free, whereas in reality.
as long .as there is private property,
your state, even if it is a democratic
republic, is nothing but a machine used
by the capitalists to suppress the
workers, and the freer the state, the
more clearly is this expressed. Examples
of this are Switzerland in Europe and
the United States in the Americas.
Nowhere does capital rule so cynically
and ruthlessly, and nowhere is this so
clearly apparent, as in these countries, •
although they are democratic republics,
no matter how finely they arc painted
and notwithstanding all the talk about
labour democracy and the eqti'ality of

all citizens. The fact is that in Switze~
land and America capital dominates,
and every attempt of the workers to
achieve the slightest real improvement
in their conditjon is immediately met by
civil war. There are fewer soldiers, a
smaller standing army, in t,hese countries-Switzerland has a militia and
every Swiss has a gun at home, while in
A~eric~ there was no standing army
unul quite recently-and so when there is
a strike the bourgeoisie arms hires soldiery and suppresses the s~rike; and
nowhe're is this suppression of the
working-class movement accompanied
by such ruthless severity as in Switzerland· and America, and nowhere does
the influence of capital in parliament
manifest itself as powerfully as in these
countries. The power of capital is
everything, the stock exchange is
everything, while parliament and elections are marionettes, puppets ... But
the eyes of the workers are being opened more and more, and the idea of
Soviet government is spreading wider
and wider, especially after the bloody
carnage· through which we have just
passed. The necessity for a relentless
war on the capitalists is becoming
clearer and clearer to rite working class.
Whatever guise a republic may
assume, even the most democratic
republic, if it is a bourgeois republic, if
. it retains private ownership of the land,
mills and factories, and if private
capital keeps the whole o~ society in
wage slavery, that is, if it does not carry
out what 'is proclaimed in the program
of our Party and in the Soviet Constitution, then this state is a machine for the
suppression of some people by others.
And we shall place this machine in the
hands of the class that is to overthrow
the power qf capital. We shall reject ·all
Lhe old prejudices about the state meaning universal equality-for that is a
fraud: as long as there is exploitation
there cannot be equality. The landlord
cannot be the equal of the worker, Or
the hungry man the equal of the full
man. The proletariat casts aside the
machine whicti was called the state and
before which people bowed in
supe,rslitious awe, believing the old tales
that it means popular rule-the proletariat casts aside this machine a nd
declares that it is a bourgeois lie. We
have deprived the capitalists of this
machine and have taken it over. With
this machine, or bludgeon, we shall
destroy all exploitation. And when the
possibility of exploitation no longer exists anywhere in the world, when there
are no longer owners of land and
owners of factories, and when there is
no longer a situation in which some
gorge while others starve-only when
the possibility of this no longer exists
shall we consign this machine to the
scrap heap. Then there will be no state
and no exploitation. Such is the view 6f
our Communist Party ....
First published on January 18, 1929, in
Pravda, No. 15.
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Cancer. Here i'n the U.S., what the
imperialists tell us is the •'most scientifically and medically advanced" country
in the world, this disease has reached
unprecedented proportions. Some
400,000 people will die of cancer in the
U.S. chis year. One of every four people
in this country wiU, according co current statistical trends, contract the
diseas<!, and better than one in five will
succumb to it. Often portrayed as a
disease of old age or of "affluence," ii
has in fact become the biggest killer
among all diseases of children under 18
and the second most fatal (after heart
disease) among the poor (as among the
population generally). Year after year,
the official "war on cancer" consists of
billions of dollars collected by the
American Cancer Society (ACS); scores
of new "anti-cancer" drugs tested and
more sophisticated radiation equipment
and surgical techniques devised; over 50
million visits to doctors a year by cancer
patients; 750,000 cancer operations,
often severely mutilating; and direct
treatment costs of over $20 billion
(averaging over $30,000 during the lifetime of each patient)-and yet despite
all this, the total number of cancer
fatalities mounts. While the upward
trend in cancer incidence and mortality
is a worldwide phenomenon, the U.S. is
setting world records in these regards.
Cancer is a disease that is shrouded in
mystery by the professional medical
associations, official anti-cancer bodies
and the bourgeois media. "Stop Running Scared" commands the ACSsponsored bus billboard; and reading
o n, -we learn that the only a lternative to
this fear (which has been carefully cultivated by the ACS, the largest private
fundraising organization in the world)
is the ray of hope offered-by making a
contribution to rbe American Cancer
Society! Jn the last week of March
(leading up to April, official "cancer
month'' which initiates the annual ACS
fund drive), a panel of "cancer
experts" reported from Florida chat
"drug treatment is fast becoming as effective against cancer as antibiocics are
against infection"; one of the mosc promising developments was said lo be
"interferon" ("ff"), a highly potent
(and marvelously profitable!) anti-viral
agent whose investigation was soon lo
be spurred by the biggest research grant
in medical history-$2 million from the
ACS. IF was the subject of a glowing
cover story in Time magazine on March
31. Yet less than two months later, as
the annual fundraising a nd "hope-raising" drive had diecl down, a · N. Y.
Times article reported (May 27) chat
results in cancer treatment to date had
revealed "no evidence that it (IF) is the
wonder drug many patients hope it
might be. Results reported so far have
been modest, in some cases cont~over
sial or even negative. Often, interferon
has produced less evidence of tangible
improvement than can be expected
from conventional drug treatment."
Another chapter in the seemingly endless "war on cancer," what one bureaucrat had dubbed "a medical Vietnam,"
had been written.
A new industry, "cancer insurance,"
has now spawned . It is reported that
one provider of such faith offerings
paid out o nly 40%-of the premiums it
had collected in Ohio in I 978. More
recently, "cancer insurance" salesmen
have pushed their wares door to door in
the area around Three Mile Island.
In the midst of -all this, it has become
public knowledge that Steve McQueen
has joined the thousands of cancer patients who have had to go to Mexico or
some other foreign country to rc:ceive
cancer treatments which are frowned on
as "quackery" or even outlawed in the
U.S ....

•

•

•

•

Into the whirlwind of mounting confusion and outrage over the repeat~
failures of the government's "war on
cancer" and the numerous contradictory statements and distortions from
medical officialdom , has come Ralph
Moss's new book, The Cancer Syn-

drome. Moss is a former assistam
public relations director at Memorial
Sloan-Ketcering Cancer Center in New
York (the largest and " most prestigious" cancer research a nd treatment
center in the world), fi red in 1978 for
his part in exposing the suppression of
experiments a nd other sordid dealings
conducted there. Arguing that the "war
on cancer" fiasco has resulted precisely
from the fact chat cancer and ~ts creatment are a very proficable business (as,
it must be said, medicine in general is
and must be under the rule of the bourgeoisie), the book has found a -very
receptive audience in many quarters,
while becoming the objecc of unrelenting hostility o n the part of what Moss
calls the "cancer establishment"-the
private research centers, ACS, Food &
Drug Administration (FDA), National
Cancer Institute (NCI), and r.he drug
companies.
Moss's basic approach is to examine
the se-catled "proven methods" of
treatment (surgery, radiation and
chemotherapy), which together have
achieved a "cure" (5-year survival) rate
of I in 3 at best, and to challenge and
expose the conventional wisdom about
relying on these, showing that excessive
and unnecessary treatments are often
damaging, sometimes even causing cancer, and can undermine the patient's
abilit·Y to respond to the so-called "unp1;oven methods. "
He emphasizes that what the "proven" methods have in common is that
they are all very profitable. He quotes a
defender of the radical mastectomy
procedure who a rgued rhat less elaborate. surgeries "wouldn't cut it"-"in a
free enterprise system, the fee for a
larger operacion is also larger." And
Moss correctly predicted that IF (jnterferon) would win the favor of the
cancer establishment, since 1 ounce of it
is worth $1 billion, and treatments in
1975 averaged $500-5000 per patient per
day. When the Second lnternati'onal
·workshop on Interferons was held in
April 1979, the list of contributors read
like a " Who's Who of the drug field. "
Small wonder, chen, that only months
after Moss wrote his book, Time
splashed the story of IF all over ics front
cover.
Profit returns to be gleaned from
radiotherapy also a re very considerable,

particularly with the new generation of
fancy CAT scanners and the like thac
have been installed in major hospitals
and medical centers in recent years. But
capital's economic interests coincide
with its political and even military interests in chis matter: for example, che
efforts which the "cancer establishment " coordinated , with the Acomic
Energy Commission to suppress informacion about the effects of radiation,
whether fro m X-ray doses o r A -bomb
test fallouc.

•

•

•

•

•

What may be best in Moss's book is
his systematic discussion of che •' unproven methods" of cancer therapy: " The ·
proven methods of treating cancer are
in a stace of crisis .. .. Something
radically new is needed- approaches
that are fresh and daring."' As he says,
cancer is no long~r mainly a medical
problem, but a political problem; and
as he perceives, the basic technology,
even some of the particular knowledge,
needed to wipe it out a lready exist-whac stands in the way is the
capitalist system.
Careful examination of the ACS's

"unproven methods" list (.their euphemism for "quackeries") shows that in
over 41 % of the cases, no scientific investigation had been made as to
whether the method in question had any
anti-cancer activity or not. In another
15C7/o of the cases, tests had shown con- .
tradictory or inco,nclusive results, while
in yet another l 2C7/o, there was no proof
whatsoever thac the method was not
useful! Inclusion on this lisc is a powerful obstacle to winning the funding,
facilities and personnel needed for
future testing. The point is not that all
chese agents and techniques have merit,
nor even that many of them might not
be completely bogus, but that they were
consigned to the scrap heap without
systematic investigation-in contrast to
many of the ACS's approved drugs,
which often have long-range devastating toxic effects.
In the remaining 31'1/o of the cases,
the ACS claimed th.ac testing had shown
negative results. Moss contends, however, that many of these "tests" were
invalid or inconclusive. Laetrile, for example, is grouped among these substances on the basis of a summary of its efContinued on page 14

Statistical Analysis of Investigations of ACS Unproven Methods
Kind of Investigation
I.

Method Number (total

= 58) •

Percentage

No investigation made

5. 7. 9. 12. 13. 15. 16. 17. 19. 20.
22. 24. 26. 28. 30. 34. 38. 43. 47.
50. 51. 55. 57. 58 [total = 24]

41 .4%

II.

Investigation made: method
found to be positive (+I

11. 14. 18. 36. 37. 44. 45 (7]

12.1%

Ill.

Investigation made:
•
contradictory data (+I - I

3, 25. 46. 56 [4]

6.9%

IV.

Investigation made:
inconclusive results (?)

4. 29. 31. 42. 52 [5]

8.6%

v.

Investigation made: method
found to be negative (-1

:a

.

1. 2. 6, 8. 10. 21. 23. 27. 32. 33. 35. •
39. 40. 41. 48. 49. 53. 54 (18]

31.0%
100.0%

58 cancer treatment methods, mally of which have shown pro·
mlse, have been summarily dismissed as "quackery" by the
American Cancer· Society.
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There has been essentlally no Increase In cancer survival rates over the last .30 years. In the same
period, the Incidence of cancer has slcyrocketed.
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fects on 44 selected patients. Moss
de\'Otes two chapters to laetrile, probably the most widely used and "controversial" of the ahernative therapies.
Derived from an organic compound
found in over 1200 plants and especially
concentrated in the pits of apricots, laetrile first came into use on a limited
clinical basis in the J950s. After many
years of restricted testing in the U.S.,
where it had come to be outlawed (and
where users, researchers or prescribers
of the substance, whose proponents call
it Vitamin B-17, were subject to government harassment, fines and imprisonment as w~ll as seizure of their supplies,
lab equipment and experimenta l
records). on the strength of animal cests
and treatmenc of human patients in
Germany, Canada, Mexico, the Philippines and elsewhere, and the testimony
of many patients in the U.S. who said it
had had positive effects on their own
cancers, the McNaughcon Foundacion
in Montreal finally won the right to
carry on tesling through its offices in
California, being granted an acceptance
of its IND (Investigative New Drug) application by the FDA in 1970.
But tben, in an unprecedented move,
the approval to test was revoked by the
FDA the following week on the grounds
that there was "insufficient evidence to
merit testing.'• Three more years of
wrangling ensued before it was fatally
agreed that animal tests would be .conducted at Sloan-Kettering.
In 1974, Kanematsu Sugiura, a veteran and world-renowned researcher who
had been investigating cancer for over 50
years, was selected to carry out the ttists
of laetrile's effeccs on mice. After several
months
of
painstaking and
characteristically methodical investigation, Sugiura reponed to the SloanKettering administration that laetrile did
indeed have potency in inhibiting or
delaying the growth of spontaneously induced mammary tumors in mice, in
preventing metastases (spread to other
parts of the body) of these cancers, and
in prolonging the life and general well
being of the treated animals.
Instead of arguing that these positive
results be taken as a basis for conducting
tests on humans, the Sloan-Kettering administration chose to conduct several
repeat studies. Some of chese showed
negative results, others were inconclusive. A storm of controversy developed
between the usually very staid Sugiura
and the most powerful doctors and
scientists at Sloan-Kettering. Sugiura exposed the highly questionable testing
techniques used in these repeal studies
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and argued for various reasons that the
results of all chese repeat experiments
had to be considered invalid. Meanwhile, he repeated his experiments (they
were also duplicated in Germany and
elsewhere) according to his own procedures, which were the more widely accepted for biological testing, and several
more times got results confirming
laetrile's above-mentioned anti-cancer
properties.
But in the end, the yiew publicized by
the Sloan-Kettering admini~tration was
that laeuile was absolutely worthless as
an anti-cancer agent. When pressed
about 1he earlier results that contradicted this, a Sloan-Kettering spokesman admitted that those positive results had
been obtained, but claimed that they
were "spurious" because "the investigator was not familiar with the
animal systems used." Sugiura had been
studying those animal systems for over
30 years!
In che following months; powerful
interests, working behind the scenes,
managed to block further definitive
testing of laetrile, either at SloanKettering or as part of jointly sponsored
experiments which were to have been
conducted in Mexico. The controversy
continuea, however, especially with the
release of Moss's group's publication of
its report on che cover-up, Sugiura's
results, etc.
Not content to have blocked testing
and publicized the view 1hat laetrile was
a "worthless placebo," the organl:ied
opponents of i1 unleashed a ridiculous
campaign about its alleged "toxicity.,,
Moss notes that in 1977-78, " ... the
FDA took the extraordinary step of
posting large 'Laetrile Warning' posters
in 10,000 post offices and sending an
FDA Drug Bullecin on the subject ... to
hundreds of thousands of health workers. As a result, laetrile, once known as a
remarkably non-toxic form of therapy,
is today widely considered to b~ a
dangerous and toxic drug."
Yet in testing over two decades, laetrile had proven to be "less toxic than
glucose," in the words of one scienfist.
The' FDA was sowing confusion based
on the fact that the laetrile molecule contains a true poison, hydrogen cyanide.
But because of the enzymatic
mechanisms involved in laecrile's action,
this cyanide is released only at the site of
cancer cells, which it then destroys. This
explanation and the overwhelming experimental evidence did not sway the
FDA, however, which wanted only to
hear that a sufficiently large dose of laetrile couJd be fatal. But the same could
be said for vinually any subscance. As
for the laetrile molecule "containing a
poison, ' 1 as Moss remarks, we would as
well consider table salt poisonous since it
contains 'the deadly gas, chlorine! ·
While Moss's book contains a good
guide to, further reading, it does not
discuss the details or the mechanisms by
which laetrile may selectively destroy
cancer cells. Nor does it discuss at all the
"trophoblast theory" of cancer which is
'upheld by many of laetrile's proponents,
including its developer, Ernst Krebs, Jr.
(Krebs is a San Francisco biochemist
who, working with his father, also
developed pangamic acid, or Vitamin
B-15, proclaimed the "most impoi ant
medical discovery of the 20th century"
in t he USSR and fina lly made
available-though it remains largely unknown-in the U.S. after a long and bitter struggle against forces in the FDA.)
In a private interview, Moss related tha t
none of Sloan-Kettering's doctors and
scien tists co uld produce any arguments
against this theory, nor any eq ually
coherent and comprehensive theory of
the nature of cancer. The "high priests"
of cancer, in short, have only a set of
perceptions eclectically a nd pragmatically woven together; Krebs, whom they
have tarred as one of the biggest q'uacjls,
, does have a theory of cancer-one wt/ich
they cannot refute.
Moss's d iscussion o f laetrile is a n objective assessment of. what has and has
not been scientifically proven. Moss,
never claiming that laetrile is " ihe" cureaJI for cancer, correctly insists that the
issue will onJy be resolved by large-scale

50~

testing qn humans. He avoids a common
pitfall of rejecting discussion of laetrile
on the grounds that many of its most active proponents are members of the John
Birch Society. (Krebs, incidentally, does
not at all subscribe to these reactionary
politics, having spoken out repeatedly
condemning the capitalist system, its
suppression of cancer treatment, -and
even 1he corrupt, profit-grabbing pature
of much of the "laetrile movement.")
Moss notes that the Birchers have
been able to recruit perhaps 75% of their
members in recent years in connection
with this issue. The main ideological and
political question they emphasize is
"freedom of choice" in cancer therapy,
that is, the right of the individual doctor
or patienc to arrive at an independent
decision about what course of therapy to
follow, unfettered by government meddling and decree, quack lists, etc. Further, the "back to nature" bent of much
of the literature on laetrile and othe(
alternative therapies fits into the reactionary view that the cancer problem is
caused by the "overdevelopment" of
society and that what is called for is a
return to Jeffersonian-style family
farms, unpasteurized milk, unflouridated water, whole grain, fresh air, and
so on.
But what the cancer problem cries out
for is not an impossible and reactionary
leap backward to pre-monopoly capitalism, nor, for that matter, a condemned
futile attempt at endless regulation of themonopolies a la Ralph Nader. What's
called for is a movement forward
through revolution to socialism, which
will uproot the basic conditions giving
rise to cancer and allow it to be combat1ed effectively.
The information we have does not
show that any fundamental research
breakthroughs on the nature of cancer
were achieved in the socialist countries
(though a number of fruitful and suggestive innovations, particularly in
regard to prevention, were made). But
this was largely a byproducc of che face
that these countries had to direct their attention first and foremost to taking basic
measures around sanitation and feeding
the population and to wiping out the
particular diseases which were most
widespread in their conditions. Cancer
had become a major problem in China,
for example, only during the fast several
years of working-class rule, at which
time increasing attention was paid to it,
in basic research treatment, mass education campaigns, and in otl1er ways.
What must be learned from the experience of especially China is not so
much the specific content of treatment
methods against cancer that had been
developed- as an appreciation of the
powerful force of an aroused and conscious people under the direction of a
revolutionary political line, of the
necessity to wage campaigns tapping the
wisdom of, educating and unleashing the
masses to overcome all obstacles to ·the
prevention and treatment of disease.
This was done in China, for example,
with regard to schistosomiasis ("snail
disease"), venereal disease and drug
addiction-the latter two, of course, being problems which are no less baffling
and insoluble u nder capitalism than is
cancer.

•

•

•

It is noteworthy that the FDA and the
cancer·establishment generally have begun to accom modate themselves to the
"nutritionist movement" and the growing awareness that cancer may well be a
deficiency disease, much like scurvy,
pellagra, rickets or beriberi. Since it is
impossible u nder monopoly capitalism
to eliminate harmful food additives,
preservatives, nutriment-destroying
processing and packagi ng, and other
typical features of capitalist agriculture
and food distribution, the only way to
alleviate things a nd to attempt to
assuage the masses' outrage a t all this is
by adding.. some anti-cancer agent or
other to the food as a final step in its
adulteration, presumably to ' 'undo"
what has a lready been d one. And so
while the FDA last Ma y announced that
nitrites (additives which enha nce colorr
and flavor) would not be removed from
bacon, ham, hot dogs and balogna
(nitrites combine with .amines in the
body to form nitrosamines, which are
carci nogenic , o r cancer-causing),
thereby reversing a 1978 decisio n to
phase them ou t, it has now announced
that henceforth, bacon will get not only

a dose of sodium nitrite bu t a lso one o f
Vitamin C l In its "omniscience,'' the
FDA doles out and withholds public
health-"The.Lord giveth a nd the Lord
taketh away."
There is more than short-run economic logic here, than the ract that sodium
nitrice production is essential to over 7%
of food production in the U.S. The
whole ideology of " individual responsibility" and "individual solution" is one
which the bourgeoisie seeks to spread
with regard to environmental problems
generally, and cancer in particular.
Unable to get rid of the carcinogens in
food, air and water, mobilize the masses
and set up a system of diagnosis and
prevention-all this is possible only
under socialism-the beurgeoisie must
resort to further overreliance on narrowly restricted "technique."

•

•

•

Moss discusses half a dozen other key
alternative methods of creating cancer,
many of which have been tested or are
in use in other countries, and all of
which showed promise in the few lab
tests or clinical cases in which they
could be studied in che U.S. against the
backdrop of government harassment
and official medical censure. The picture that emerges is one in which those
who have been unable to get satisfactory treatement through the established
methods (i.e., the majority), and who
have also become aware of alternatives,
have been forced to go abroad or to
smuggle the desired substances into the
U.S. Doctors wishing 10 study or use
laetrile have to do so in a sideline and
cla11destine way (it is illegal to ship it
across state lines). Even Linus Pauling,
a Nobel P rize winner in chemistry, has
been refused publication in the Pro-

ceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences (of which he is a member), has been unable to get any research money
from the government for studying the
effects of Vitamin C'on cancer (he has
recently co-authored. a book, Cancer
and Vitamin C), and has even been
reduced to peddling laboratory mice to
raise the needed funds.
What the various "unproven methods"
have in commqn is being readily available
in many foods (which, for various reasons, tend to be uncommon in the American d iet) or as vitamins, or being easily
produced and very inexpensive drugs,
such as hydrazine sulfate. They are unpatenta.bJe and consequen,tly offer no
profit bonanza to. the drug companies.
(The high price of laetrile is largely a
function of its illegality.) And so, there
is no reason to produce or use them!
And what determines whether a given
drug can be patented? As summarized
in an article in the N. Y. Times
(1017180), not mainly, perhaps. not at
all, the merits of the drug itself, but
rather, whether its inventor has "standard credentials" and "knowledge of
how to market it."

•

•

•

If such be the fate of unprofitable
treatments, how much less chance does
preventive medicine-the only really
thoro ugh "treatment" for cancer-have of developing under the capitalist system . With regard to cancer,
preventionjs largely a matter of removing the hundreds of carcinogens which
have flooded the environment-chemicals used in the workplace, food additives, water and air pollutants-largely in the last 30 years (it is during the
same period that the incidence of.cancer
in the U.S. has soared). Under capitalism, this fakes the forth of phony ''regulation," in which the regulating agencies-here, the FDA, the U.S. Department of Agrjculture (USDA) and t h~
E n viron mental Protection AgencY.
(EP A) are key-are frequently headed
by or in the pay of the biggest polluters.
T his is a familiar picture, but a few
facts from Moss's book bring it out
with regard to cancer.
For years, Dr. William Hueper was
the leading expert on environmental
carcinogenesis at the Nationa l Cancer
Institute (NCI). Granted a paltry
$90,000 in 1948 to pu rsue his work (the
sum total of prevention research ill
NCI 's total budget of $ 14.5 million,
which was heavily weighted toward
testing new and potentially profitable
d rugs, etc.), when he retired from NCI
in 1964, he still was working on th~
same annua_I budget- a lthough NCI's

Continued on p&ge 15
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Several court rulings in recent
months renect increasing pressure from
industry to overturn rulings cutting into
its profits, especially in the face of the
deepening crisis: as mentioned, the
FDA/ USDA reversal of the decision IQ
phase nitrites out of meat; upholding an
American Petroleum Institute suit,
thereby ruling that OSHA cannot set
strict limits on levels of benzene (a potent carcinogen) in workplaces; and at
the American Cyanamid Plant, "Whose
director is on Sloan-Kettering's Board
of Directors, throwing out a lawsuit by
five women who had been transferred
to the plant's lead pigment division,
where they were forced to handle potentially fetus-damaging amounts of lead.
ln light of these recent decisions,
Moss points out that the prospect for

pie, in the Guardian's review (Oct. 22)
of The Cancer Syndrome. Jn a futile attempt to render Moss more profound.
they let their real reformist view come
through, concentrated in the headline:
''Greed: The Deadliest Cancer." Their
line is in essence no different from the
reactionary view that the problem is a
"conspiracy" of the medical/drug/
regulator honchos. It has nothing in
common with the correct view, to which
Moss points: that cancer is a byproduct

achieving a cure for cancer, o r even any
reversal in the trend for its growth to
spiral without Hmit, is bleak under
capitalism. He does avoid promoting
the widespread reformist "regulationist" illusions which have been somewhat reinforced in recent years by the
numerous exposures of c}lemical
dumps, radiation leaks and so forth.
Such dumps and leaks are part of the
daily (in the case of the dumps, mainly
nightly) workings and the very nature
of capitalism.
The major media act, of course, as
the mouthpiece of the "cancer establishment.'' For example, one top AP
executive, questioned about rhe propriety of. AP running an ACS publicity
piece as a I 0-part "objective" news
series on cancer without acknowledging
its origin within the ACS, replied in
amazement, "I never considered the
ACS ta be a political o rganization ... .
That's just like saying that God is politicaJ." This unwitting statement was
true in more ways than one: for in its inquisition against mavericks in the scientific and medical community, its maintenance of the "unproven methods" list
of heretic treatments, its cultivation of
an image of virtual infallibility, its
"selling of indulgences" in the form of
annual contributions to the ACS, and
its mystification of cancer as an ever
elusive disease whose na~ure is "unFor over 10 years, big meat-producing companies have fought In court to
ltnowable," the "cancer establishdefend their right to Inject DE'S Into livestock and put It In feed-even
ment" smells more than a litt le like the
though It was shown over 40 years ago to cause cancer and more recent·
Catholic Church. And as it forces its
ly a variety of birth def-ects In humans,·fncludlng sterlllty.
critics, those who wish to pursue progressive, scien ti fie, preventive medicine, and those desperate for treatment
periments on laetrile! This example
of capitalism itself.
into the cracks and crevices of
shows
that
it
is
not
the
existence
of
any·
Such a correct view is, of course,
bourgeois society, the stench arising
particular institutes and agencies in one
complete anathema to the cancer estabfrom its operations has a distinctly mecountry that have "gone bad," but the
lishment as well as the bourgeoisie
dieval character.
operation of the capitalist system
generally. It is not surprising, then, that
But, upon close examination, the
worldwide, that is the main obstacle to
Moss's book has been shur out of the
features of the "cancer establishment"
making progress against cancer.
major review media. The Washington
are rooted in more modern times. TracWhile the book jacket for The CanPost, after conducting an extensive ining some history of Sloan-Kettering
cer Syndrome states that it ' 4offers no
terview, has delayed printing it. The
(named after a former P resident and
panacea, nor does it attempt to assign
New York Times, the New"York Review
Chairman of the Board of General
blame," it is quite clear from reading
of Books, and the Wall Street Journal
Motors, former directing members of
the
book that Moss, .too, views capitalhave also not run a story on Moss or his
the cancer center; today its Board
ism
itself
as
the
leading
cause
of
cancer.
book.
Any mention of it is conspicChairman is Laurance Rockefeller), of
For the big finance capitalists in whose · uously absent from a review of new
the American Cancer Society (its prime
hands the whole conduct of the "war . books on cancer in the latest edition of
movers included Albert Lasker, an ad
on cancer" ultimately rests, the suScientific American. CBS-TV's "60 Miman for the tobacco industry, and
preme
objective
is
neither
the
cure
nor
•
nutes," after taping a I 5-minute segElmer Bobst of Hoffman-LaRoche,
the prevention of cancer, but the makment,
pared it down to 60 seconds of
one of the biggest drug-making com_paing of ever bigger profits. As the head
r,elatively innocuous material. 'Fhe
nies Jn the worlilf), and some of the
of Philip Morris (it too has a slot on
other networks have likewise refused to
other key components of the "cancer
Sloan-Kettering's
directing board)
cover it. Moss went to 20 publishers
establishment," Moss shows how canmight view it, if something like IF
before Grove P ress agreed to print this
cer treatment research is restricted
comes along that looks promising, he'll
"inflammatory material." More realong certain lines , and "prevention is
invest in it; otherwise, he mignt reinvest
cently,
he was the target of numerous
prevented.''
in his tobacco holdings. If some really
attacks levied by pr.oponents of cancer
For example, rhe main corporate
effective cancer treatment could be
orthodoxy at the 4th International Symgifts to Sloan-Kettering today are from
shown to be more profitable than the
posium on Cancer Prevention and Debig oil companie~ . whose refineries'
different existing rip-offs, capital
tection in London.
pollutants are a major cause of cancer
would surely flow into its research,
The seriousness with which the bour(according to somt: studies, these polludevelopment, production and marketgeoisie views Moss's exposures was captants Gause 30-40% of all cancer). The
ing, and the "war on cancer" would
tured in a statement by a Sloan-Kettermajority of Sloan ~Kettering's directing
become a thing of the past, much as the
ing executive after Moss had been fired:
board are bankers, who know rhe im"war on polio" largely did a generation
"If Moss were a scientist, we could conportance of being directly represeared
ago. (As Moss put it in an aside, at a
trol him"-that is, we could silence him
in the medical field and keeping abreast
certain point it became clear that there
by cutting off his grant mon,ey. But
of new and profitable innovations. Also
was more money in polio vaccines rhan
.since he is a freelance writer, he has inrepresented on its Board are such
in iron lungs.) But given that cancer is
stead become the publicist for many of
monopolies as ARCO, Texaco and
rooted in the very production relations
the "underground" and unorthodox
Union Carbide.
of capitalism and the vast, anarchic
doctors and scientists who wish to· see
despoliation of the environment to
As for the FDA, another main comtheir views on cancer therapy expressed
whj~h they inevitably give rise, and takponent of this "cancer establishment,"
without jeopardizing their patients,
ing into account the likelihood that any
practice o r research.
the highly scientific character of the
truly effective clinical and nutritional
proceedings held by its Bureau of Drugs
About 50 smaller and local perfod imeans of controlling cancer will prove
is depicted in a passage which Moss
cals have reviewed the book, mainly
10 be relatively unprofitable, as well as
favorably. Moss feels that the most im- quotes from the New England Journal
the enormity of the existing vested inportant result of the controversy
of Medicine: "There was open drunterest in cancer, such a "victory" in the
generated around it has been a " heightkenness by several employees which
"medical Vietnam" is a very dim proened sophistication about cancer"
went on for months. There was intimispect under capitalism .
among cancer patients and the masses
dation internally by people .... (In) '72,
It is important to s'e that the "cancer
of people generally: a determination to
'73 going to certafo kinds of meetings
establishment " is not some select group
persist in struggle until all the facts
was an extraordinarily peculiar kind of
about this scourge and about the
standing outside or above the bourgeoiexercise .... people tittering in corners,
sie, but just a particular section of that
political and economic interests that
throwing spitballs; I am describing phyprofit from it are brought to light.
class which has cornered the market on
sicians, people who would ... slouch
In this struggle, The Cancer Synthe1ancer commodity. Any other view,
down in a chair, not respond to quesdrome has been and will continue to be
whfch exaggerates the particular cortions, moan and groan with sweeping
a very valuable weapon.
ruption of this group, its presumed con· gestures, a kind of behavior I have not
sc\bus design to "inflict cancer on the
seen in any other institution as a grown
masses" (a view that runs into the fact,
man!" With such a distinguished team
among others, that the bourgeoisie,
pontificating over the merits 6f a new
too, die from cancer), or the " greed"
The Cancer Syndrome, by Ralph Moss.
chemical, how could anything of value
Grove Press, New York, 1980. $12.95
or other forms of "will" of the "cancer
possibly escape their notice?
establishment," is wrong.
Order through Liberation Distributors
Of course, it is not only in the U.S.
Such a view is contained, for examand Revolution Books bookstores.
that the fight against cancer is subordi-

Lota! allocation bad jumped ten times!
Hueper had at one point been warned
by his director at NCI to omit from a
public presentation a section of a report
he had wri1ten on the dangers of radioactivity-induced cancers among uranium miners. He summed up, "the AEC
(Atomic Energy Commission) was
afraid that publication of that information might interfere with Lhe continued
production of A bombs. " (cited in Cancer Syndrome. p. 227)
In I976, the entire membership of the
NCI Carcinogenesis Program team, its
"prevention" wing, resigned, complaining of a lack of manpower or of general
support for cancer prevention. In 1970,.
the FDA allowed a doubling of the level
of DES (diethylstilbesterol, a very potent
carcinogen) residues in meat, despite
widespread outrage and demands that it
be removed altogether. (This synthetic
hormone causes a premature fauy bloating of livestock and thus allows much
higher profits per pound.) Synthetic hormones were dumped imo the water table
in the San Bernardino Mountains, and
young girls 7 and 8 years old in the area
began to menstruate. The list goes on
and on-sound medical opinion has it
that perhaps as many as 90% of all
cancers are mainly environmental in
causation (a figure obtained from UN
World Health Organization data by
comparing the incidence rate, adjusted
for overall differences in life expectancy
and age structure of the population, with
chat in countries where carcinogenic
pollution of the environment is far less
widespread):
But in its 1978 Annual Report, the
American Cancer Society stated:
" ' ... we are steadily extending our
knowledge of cancer-causing agents.
However, some mjsunderstanding has
grown up around t he probable extent of
"environmental " cancer-an unexamined assumption that a very high percentage of human cancer is caused by
dangerous chemicals in our air, food,
water and work places ...
" 'While the evidence is mounting
that substances we eat, breathe or contact are contributing causes of most
cancer, only a minority of these a~e industrial "chemicals" or by-products.' "
(Cited in The Cancer Syndrome, p. 225)
Moss relat~ a story that captures the
essence of this official complacency.
Even though asbestos had long been implicated as a very powerful carcinogen
(one-third of asbestos workers die of
lung cancer), in its 1976 Annual Report,
among hundreds of research projects,
Sloan-Kettering made no mention of
studies on asbestos. But that is not all:
that same year. '· ... the Center's administration began renovating two of
the older buildings .... Dust flew in the
corridors of the hospital that summer
and fall, but no one outside of the administration knew that these clouds
contained asbestos, whkh had accidentally been freed from old pipe-coverings
by workmen . .. . No official announcement was made that for several months
employees, visitors, and possibly patients had been exposed to asbestosladen dust." The rotting of these pipe
coverings was' only a very small part of
the rot that perm~~ued Sloan-Kettering.

•

nated to powerfuJ economic and political interests. In irs Oct. 16 issue, in the
"Ask An Expert" column, the Daily
World (CPUSA) approvingly quotes
Dr. August Garin, Deputy Director General of the Cancer Research Center of
rhe USSR Academy of Medical Sciences, to the effect that he "agrees with
the results of the ACS's experiments on
laetrile, showing it to be worthless."
ynfortunately for this "expert " and
rne CPUSA, the ACS has done no ex-
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action. And it is the same Party that has called for
the 100,000Lco-conspirators that has called on thousands to ace around the elections, to not remain
passive or cynical but to ace in a significanc way on
election day in opposition to the imperialists' con
game. It is the same Party that called for support
of the demonstration in Germany exposing and
opposing the Autumn Forge '80 war preparations.
and called for taking this out to_ the very troops that
are being preparetl as cannonfodder for this war.
But I would expect that those who hold the line of
thac letter have no enthusiasm for this kind of "action'' because ic gets you right back to the need to
gel into politics, to be in advance of the spontaneous
sentiments and actions of the masses and to get to
the hean of the mauer-what do we have to understand in order to end this system and what do we
have to break with. (Just as an aside, I recently
heard Vernon Jordan on the radio arguing against
every point that was made in che Party's recent leaflet on the elections-without explicitly mentioning
the RCP-which just underscores the point chat
there is indeed a sharp battle for pubiic opinion and
that the R Wis definitely drawing blood.)
l would like to close on this note. Any careful
reading of the R W can only reveal the truth that ImperiaJism is gening weaker and more desperate and
that the struggle of the masses here and around the
world against it is increasing. This is excellent. But
understanding this puts greater demands on the class
conscious forces to seize the opportunities presented
to us and to do the work necessary to transform the
world. The line of those who oppose the struggle to
organize and train 100,000 co-conspirators today as
a crucial step in preparation for revolution has been
proven wrong by history and will be proven wrong
again. There is more that needs to be said in
response to this and other letters that 1have appeared
in the pages of the R W. I call on others who see Lhe
urgency of the battle for the 100,000 to contribute to
the struggle in the pages of the R W.
A Co-conspirator

The RW as a Weapon
To the R. W.:
Just a few weeks ago was a call for debate and
discussion around the hundred nowers campaign in
relation to rhe 100,000 R. W. sales and conspirators.
The response ~eems good but I would like to add
more to the debate. From the leuers I jusr read you
can see the debate and struggle around line.
To double the size of the R W among the broad
masses and get it in.to the hands of.the advanced, 1.
want to relate an incident that happened to me while
I was selling the R W.
Some people told me they don't know anything
about this paper getting us prepared for revolution.
lt's just a lot of general reading and stuff they may
know about or see on the T.V. news. We need guns,
one guy told me, not a paper.
They fail to understand that we have the
guns-R W's that train the masses the true way of
understanding national and world events in such a
way that we can understand and change the world.
Guns is Marxism. The truth and correctness of
Marxism needs co be applied and studied by those
who do see the need and role of the R W in preparing for revolution among the masses. Marxism is the
world outlook of materialist dialectics based on the
thoughts of the real world that people come in contact with. And it b~ings out other things. Like with a
telescope-if you want to see stars you use this, if
you want to make revolu~ion you n~ed the R~ an~
its Marxist outJook on thmgs affecung us which will
give rise to a revolutionary moqd in this country
(such as mass outbreaks and protests and wars for
imperialist gain).
With this revolutionary newspaper we can master
and understand world and national events instead of
just watching the news and saying we saw it and
that's all we fieed to know. That's Wrong! l We need
Marxism and rhe R W 10 lead us out of the thick fog
our mind is in and into the revolution. Here are the
guns, now let's use them and get ready to use the
reaJ thing when the time arises.

and early '70s to the support of the Gang of 4 and
the open debate over the Programme and the
100,000 co-conspirators campaign. I make them with
the knowledge that without the R.C.P. and a correct
line revolution in this country will be impossible at
least for quite awhile.
Overall I feel the Programme is excellent and I
really only have disagreement with the Create Public
Opinion and Seize Power section but that
disagreement is strong and basic.
lt states "The main way that the Party influences
the masses and the mass movement, the main way it
works to build the leadership of the proletariat and
prepare the working class and the broad
masses-and the Party itself-for revolution is to
systematically carry out revolutionary agitation and
propaganda." This downplays the actual practice of
class struggle, making the main class struggle the
Party carries on theoretical struggle. In The R{)le of

the Chinese Communist Party in the National War,
Collected Works, FLP Vol II, p. 208 (also Red
Book, p. 4) Mao says, "No political party ean
possibly lead a great revolutionary movement to victory unless it possesses revolutionary theory and a
knowledge of history and has a profound grasp of
the practical movement." A little later he says that
Marxism is a "guide to action." Without being out
there leading, organizing and participating in the
struggles of the masses there is no way of testing
revolutionary theory and surely no way of getting a
profound grasp of the practical movement. The
R.C.P. does carry on practical class struggle
(demonstrations opposing world war, supporting
Iranian people, etc.) but this has become increasingly
secondary.
In the Create Public Opinion section it says

"Mainly through these means, written and spoken
the Party and those under its leadership must support every major outbreak of protest and rebellion
among the masses and assist the struggling masses to
both unite more broadly and fight more p0werfully ... " This separates the Party from the masses
and their struggle like it's some coach, ~landing on
rhe sidelines directing and cheering on the working ·
class whose place it is to actually carry on the toe-totoe struggle with the bourgeoisie. It seems since
revoiution is not going to be a debate, our social
practice now has to be with the masses organized in
struggle with the bourgeoisie. The Party of the
working class has to be intimately linked with them
helping to lead, build and organize their struggles
not merely explain or cheer them on.
In bringing up these questions I often get the
answer frem peonle in the R.C.P. that the masses
will build these strnggles on their own. This may be
somewhat .true but it doesn't seem like a communist
altitude to me. I think people involved in those
struggles will tend to say "Who the hell are you?
What do you know?" if you try to explain the
deeper aspects of the struggle without being practically involved in building it. And they'll be right.
Mao said in On Practice, Collected Works, Vol. I,
p. 297, "Only social practice can be the criterion of
truth. The standpoint of practice is the primary and
basic standpoint in the dialectical-materialist theory
of knowledge." If the " ... main content of the Party's work ... is to raise .the consciousness of the
working class and broad masses," I think there has
to be more emphasis on practice; otherwise all the
agitation and propaganda will be worthless.
In correcting the right errors pushed by and consolidated in the Mensheviks some left errors are being made. Those right economist errors are t~e
easiest to make and hardest to see but as I think
Mao said, "In correcting right errors guard against
left errors."
Let the use of Whar Is To Be Done? be guided by
Mao's On Practice and we will come from behind
and make Revotution in the '80s.

the line o f the Party, )Yho have been steeled in the
struggle of preparing for just such a moment, will be
so important. They will then have to provide leadership to the vascillating rebellion. It will be then that,
as our Chairman has put it, the class conscious
forces will step forward to become the leaders of
tens of millions. But until that time, "we nave work
to do." While the Revolurionary Worker must be
gotten into the hands of as many of the advanced as
possible, (and 100,000 is simply a figure that points
out that there are certainly at least that many people
who today do yearn for revolution) it is, at the same
time not just a paper for the advanced sector. It is
not an elite newspaper which the broader sections of
the masses would not be interested in. Rather, it is
exactly through exposure to such a paper that many
people who may now be "sitting on the fence" can
be won over to the revolutionary ranks. To refuse to
take the paper out to these wavering elements or to
those who the writer of that first letter does not view
as dedicated enough "warriors," is counter productive bullshit! It evidences the same type of
downgrading of the masses as the second letter in
that issue does.
The author of that second letter has much the
same outlook as does the first. He does not'see the
time as being ripe for such a bold step as increasing
circulation to 100,000. He fails to see that the people
who are coming into motion now will develop rapidly as the situation develops and move from the
reformist outlook of groups like the anti-nuke movement towards a more revolutionary understanding.
But more than this, there are many who· are now involved in such groups who already hunger for a
more revolutionary organization but who have not
had any contact with the Party. Yes, people will try
many things and many methods before becoming conscious revolutionaries, but this process does not occur magically in isolation from the influence of the
advanced.
The writer concludes by claiming that while he
himself, may aspire to loftier goals than narrow
reform, the great mass of people are incapable of
such aspirations. This type of outlook, if we accepted it, would lead us all to become "goulash
communists."
The Revolutionary Worker is our main weapon today not without good reason. It is essential
for building the overall revolutionary movement. It
travels in regions where there are currently no Party
branches, no Party members, and into many more
hands than it would be possible for the Party to talk
to individually and with regularity. To downplay the
urgency of getting this paper into as many hands as
possible is to cave in to the ruling class. To claim
that there are not at least 100,000 revolutionaryminded people or people who would at least be open
- to such ideas, is crazy. To have put oura call for
500,000 co-conspirators, while it >YOuld be much
more difficult, would not have been unrealistic.
N.B.

Furt/1er Description, Clarification Wanted on ''Create
•
Public Opinion ... Seize Power"
To the Revolutionary Worker:

First of all I 'd like to congratulate the RCP for
launching the campaign to "Let 100 Flowers Blo~som,
Let I 00 Schools of Thought Contend." Although
·struggle over political line is not "an optional ac-.
cessory," still it is a tribute to the Party's. determ1~a
tion to remain red that it has launched this campaign.
Like the comrade who wrote in last week's R W, I
too have been reluctant to put forward my views on
the campaign for 100,000 co-conspirators and the
Party's central task in general. P~rtly be~au~e.1
don't "get it" so good, because II doesn t fit mto
my view of Things, and partly bec~use I do h~ve
A class-conscious worker • more confidence in the Party and Hs leadership than
I do in my own ability to analyze what is possibl~
and former revolutionary organizer
and necessary at this time. But nonetheless, my disagreements have· held back my contributions to the
campaign. So now is the time to lay it out.
100,000 is not a Magical Figure
One thing that has distinguished this Party ~nd the
RU before it from any other so-called revolutionary
Comrades:
organization I have ever had any co~tact with is .it~
In response to the calls in the Revolutionary
thoroughness in educating people. Lm~s and pohc1es
Worker for correspondence around both the Draft
have always been gone into deeply, on alf levels,
Programme and the 100,000 RW sales, I would like
politically, organizationa lly, philosophically ~nd
to offer some thoughts ... In the October 3 issue of
theoretically. Also, the Party has been bold m makthe paper, two of the letters take a negativ¢ .outlook
ing self-criticism when lines or policies have been
on the call. This attitude is wrong! 100,000 1s not a
proven incorrect. In my opinion there has been a
magical figure, pulled out of the air as a blueprint
serious failure to do this arou nd the new central task
for
revolution.
It
is
not
a
certainty
that
a
ll
100,000
O..M.
and programme of the Party. The exp~a_n~tion for
- readers will be dedicated "warriors," well schooled
this new line and programme and the cnt1c1sm o.f the
·in Marxist philosophy. But, as the first letter fails to
one has been inadequate. People are l~~t to
old
see that isn't of prime concern for the JllOment.
Criticism of "Create Public Opinion . .. Seize Power"
figure it out for themselves •. an~ the re~ult ~s much
Ye~
we
must
seek
out
as
actively
as
possible
the
adas Central Task
ideological confusion and d1sumty, as 1s bemg
van~ed sections of the working class and strive to bring
reflected in this campaign for 100,000 coThis letter was submitted as a criticism of the secthem more fully into the Party. There is no argument
conspirators.
tion in the Draft Programme, "Create Public· Opinwith this. But, at the same time, this will not
What am I talking about? Comrades, for a
ion, Seize Power," but we have taken the liberty of
be the situation o·f the t.lst ma~ority of people (connumber of years people in and around the RU and
printing it together wilh the letters on the JOO Flowers • sciously Marxist and SGfiooled m ~II phase~ of the.
the Party were trained that people learn through
campaign because it is relevant to this debate as well
Party line) at the time/ hey come mto mouon durmg
their day to day struggles. Cadre were chided .For
as the discussion and struggle over the Draft Prothe revolutionary crisi . Many, perhaps even.most!
thinking that the masses learn "through their day to
will be acting initially out of simple frustrauon with
gramme and Draft Constitution . .
day discussions" or their "day to day ~ewspaper
the given order, capitalism, and lashing out
.
I am making these criticisms out of a great respect
reading." I think most people, mys~lf mcl~~ed, are
somewhat blindly at the perceived enemy. They will
for the R.C.P. who have held the correct line
agreed that we have to "Create Public Opm1on,
not, at that moment, be dedicated communists. And
through many twists and turns and been in the
Seize-Power." We have to raise the consciousness of
it is at that juncture that the role of those who ar~
vanguard from holding high the N.L.F. flag and
Continued on page 17
class conscious revolutionaries. who are schooled m
uniting with the Black Panther Party in the late '60s
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the masses. But r.he question, and the confusion and
disunity, revolves around How do we do that?
The following quotes, excerpted from the Mass
Lme pamphlet, which is still sold as a publication of
t he RCP and which was written in the beginning
stages o f the struggle against the economist line of
the \lenshe\'iks, illustrates sharply what 1 am talking
about:
" . . . The Party of the working class applies the
mass line. It takes these scauered and partial experiences and ideas, and by applying the science of
revolution, sums them up, concentrates what is correct. . . and returns these ideas to the masses in the
form of line and policies, which it perseveres in carrying out and propagating in linking itself with and
leading the struggle of the masses, and these concentrated ideas become a tremendous material force as
the masses take them up as their own and use them
to transform the world through class struggle." (emphasis added) It seems the Party would stand by this
quote, except for the part that is emphasized, but I
don't see what is wrong with the part that I emphasized. But let's continue through the pamphlet:
"But in order to apply the mass line, the Party
must base itself firmly on the understanding that
people learn through their own experience, and not
simply 'being told' what is correct and what must be
done ... The role of agitation by the Party is
crucial-to organize the anger of the masses over
particular outrages and abuses into militant,
disciplined struggle, uniting many, not just a few.
... No Party is fit to lead the masses, nor can it be
in any position to determine what must be done and
how to do it 1 unJe.ss it continually strengthens its ties
with the mas ses and takes part, together with them
in the daily struggle against exploitation and oppression, and assists them in· forging links betWeen their
struggles ... "
.
And on the qaestion of training the advanced,
"The Party must pay special attention to uniting
with and raising the level of the advanced workers
not yet Party members who come forward in these
stmggles as leaders • .. and it must train them not
apart from, but in the course of actually leading the
struggle of the broad masses."
The pamphlet goes on to discuss How to develop
mass struggle and the relationship between the day
to day struggle and the revolutionary goal.
I am aware that this pamphlet was wrinen in
1976, before the split with the Mensheviks, and
before the line struggle really took off.
But the point in quoting this pamphlet is that I
believe it contains a line that has never been
thoroughly refuted. In the course of the struggle
against the Mensheviks and in the continuing struggle around economism, the Party's line has changed,
but almost in a piecemeal kind of way. Where has
there ever been a critical analysis of the old central
task, for example, "To build the struggle, class consciousness and revolutionary unity of the working
class and develop its leadership of the broad united
front against the U.S. imperialists in the context of a
united front aimed at the rulers of the two super:powers"? Where has this been stacked up against
the new central task, "Create Public Opinion, Seize
Power," and exposed in the Llioroughgoing way I
spoke of earlier, in order to educate people as ro
why the new central taSk is correct?
J have the same question around the line th_e P arty
fought for and won people over to concerning t~e
crucial necessity for intermediate workers orgamza~
tions. The NUWO was formed in spite of t1'1e ~en
sheviks. Well after they were out of the Party~ m the
1979 CC repert, it was still being held up as a cor- ·
rect form of organization. This was based on the
line that we need to carry out concentrated strug_gles
and broad exposures, to "walk on two legs" as Jt
was put. What happe~ed to this line a~d this
organization? Was it mcorrect? If so, 11 see~s there
should be some criticism of it, some educaong done
about it because otherwise people are left unarmed
and confused . Was the TUUL article in Revolution
meant to be a way of criticising the Party's line
around the NUWO? If so I think the question
.
should have been gotten into straight up and not 10
a round about way. Many comrades and others
worked hard to build the NUWO, the Party struggled hard for people to grasp its necessity, y_et the
whole business bas just faded away. The pomt I am
making is that the line the Party was struggling fo~
in that organization has n~t f~ded a:-"ay, but remams
a pan of many people's thmk1~g.
What J am arguing for here 1s not so much that
we resurrect the old programme of the RCP, ?ut
that there be a much more thorough explana11on for
the new one. The introduction of the nc~ Draft Programme certainly doesn't do that. It basically says
"The world has changed, and so has our undersla_nding, so that's why the new programme." To sum it
up, in order to cr<:<1~e the new. we have to destroy the
old, and in my opinion there 1s a need for more allaround des lruction.
.
A few more comments in passing. First, you will
recall that shortly after the Miami rebellions the_re
was an announcemenc in the R W of a forthcommg

article on the relationship of lhe Party to rebellions
like that one. Thfa article never appeared, which is a
1..rag because it seems to me that an article like that
is just what is needed because it would speak exactly
to the question of how, given the central task and
main work around a newspaper, is the Party going
to be an organization "capable of combining all the
forces and of leading the movement not only in
name but in deed ... '' as Lenin put it. This is certainly a big question in my mind.
Secondly, it strikes me that in making the R W be a
paper that speaks to the advanced, it has become too
advanced, speaking at a level of political awareness
and interest beyond that of even many advanced people. Something that illustrates this to me is that Revolution magazine seems to have become unnecessary,
because everything in it has bascially already been in
the R W. Perhaps this is why Revolution hasn't bee.n
playing much of a role lately. At any rate (and I
know this is a big subject), I think there is a contradiction in having the R W be wriuen for people
who are pretty advanced, yet the paper is for the
broad masses. This is not to say that only the advanced buy it, but it is mostly the advanced who really read it in a sustained way. At least this has been
my experience and it definitely influences the way I
have viewed the possibility to win 100,000 coconspirators.
A reader & distributor of the R W

Against the "Defense of lagging"
Dear RW,
Sustained distribution o f 100,000 R Ws is definitely
a quantitative leap. But primarily and more important it is a qualitative leap.
What this quality means was sharply posed when
the introduction to Lenin's "Talk With Defenders of
Ecq,nomism" called f?r "pulling an en~ to t_he 'third
period' of the revolut10nary movement in this country With g4sto." What Lenin attacked as
characteristic of the "third period" in Russia is
"defense of lagging" as opposed to "preceding the
spontaneous movement, pointing out the road and
(being) able ahead of all others to solve_ th~
theoretical, political, tactical and orgamzauonal
questions which the material elements of the struggle
spontaneously encounter." While it's not up to me
to completely sum up the "third period" in the U.S.
revolutionary movement J think some of its
characteristics, "the false notes" are things the _Party
has made great strides in overcoming like eclectics
on the relationship between building the struggle and
raising consciousness, a party of jack-of-all-trades
instead of a Leninist Party of professionals and
especially the tolerance of a low theoretical level.
The 100 000 is a decisive break with the false notes,
the crus;y legacy of reformism and economism, ~
leap to a new period and it is exa.ctly a contribuu~n,
something that resolves the quesuons and contradictions that the material elements are spontaneously
running up against.
Two main interrelated questions are being debated
iq the 100 Flowers l et~ers: The firs~-:ar:. we a~ead
011 behind, as the Chairman posed 1t m Crucial
Questions," especially are we behind in satisfying
the interests and requirements of the advanced? The
second-is what we are mobilizing the advanced to
do correct?
Both the second letter in issue No. 76 and the se-

cond letter in issue No. 75 "defend lagging" and I
think are fairly typical of the opposition to the campaign. The one in No. 76 speaks more to the question of the advanced and the one in No. 75 to the
central task. Both are wrong, the political lines in
them need to be taken on and defeated.
The letter in No. 76 says there were more advanced at the time of the Bolshevik Revolution and that
they were more advanced than the advanced today,
concluding that "the masses (then) hadn't been
drugged with crumbs for so long and the ruling
class's mask wasn't nearly as intact."
This is in sharp opposition to the Chairman's
analysis of "roads to the proletariat," an important
materialist analysis of how to work toward resolving
the contradiction between the generally backward
state of 1he working class and the fact that certain
sections of the working class have haa revolutionary
experience (not mainly because of their·position as
workers). The upheavals of the '60s awakened and
revolutionized vast numbers of vets, oppressed nationalities and women. The anti-imperialist struggles
in the colonial countries brought forward many
thousands more. Many of these workers have
belonged to revolutionary organizations, were influenced by Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung
Thought or different tendencies and trend.s.
Js the mask intact for the advanced or is it much
more that "they have no tribune from which to
speak , no eager and encouraging audience, they do
not sec anywhere among the people that force to
which it would be worthwhile directing their complaints against the ,'omnipotent' Russian government" as Lenin described the need for an allRussian newspaper. In our lagging, especially in not
truly making the RW central, we have not been able
to fulfill the advanced requirements. The more the
line of the Party, especiaJly "Crucial Questions," has been taken up, the more we have discovered that
these advanced have questions that are indeed profound-and hard to answer without Marxism. How
many times in the past .have questions about Fidel or
Che been smugly dismissed with "we think they're
revisionists"? Or when questions have been raised
say about the R W article on Sartre, rather than
studying his Line"(and the article) and taking on his
analysis often these advanced get dismissed as "too
intellectual" when they know the line of the paper
better than us.
The bourgeoisie really has a problem. In all these
decimated areas they consider "jungle" and "vast
wastelands" are revolutionaries who still study the
Red Books they got 10 years ago and propagate its
thought where they work and li~e and generaJly
among those they know. Or what about one group
of workers that revealed the huge library of sciepce,
philosophy and history books in more than several
languages (that they had taught themselves) that
brought to life the meaning of what Mao says about
the oppressed searching for philosophy as they study
and struggle over different idealist and materialist
philosophers. And not only do we run into these
people, but many of them and many like them have
been influenced by the line of the Party, heard the
Chairman on the speaking tour or the Snyder show,
went to or were influenced in one way or another by
May Day I etc. (Those who keep writing of rhe Party's "isolation" are dead wrong. There's a 191 of
people, obviously not the majority, but not an inconsequential number either, I'd say millions) who
admire and respect the Party's line and the actions it
has taken. The contradiction is more on us; how
Continued on page 18
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well people get utilized and trained. (Once again the
importance of the R W.)
Some of the advanced take up tlle R W right
away-because lhey see it as a social force for
revoJution, because they like s0me or all of the content. Some don't take it uP right away because they
have questions, disagreements that have to be struggled out. We speak a lot of challenging tf\e advanced-I think that's correct if we mean challenging them to rake up Marxism-Leninism and become
communists, one crucial part of which is understanding the role of the R W scientifically. The other
side, though, is we have to accept the challenges that
they place on us. As Lenin says, " Theoretical knowledge, political experience and organizational ability
are things that can be acquired. If 0nly rhe desire exists to study and to acquire these qualities.'' Frankly, I think chis leap requires a ll of us making ome
leaps, as the opening remarks to the '79 CC meeting
said, it is on us to actually lead this revolution. I
think being a nice person or a good organizer o r a
pragmatist with a littJe Marxist coating won't cut it
any more (not that it ever really 'did).
While I think this letter errs in confusing the aelvanced with the intermediate and ends up taiUng the
imermediate, I think the description 0f even the intermediate as "drugged with crumbs" is a little onesided. Compare this 10 the Chairman's view that
these workers tend to find things. tolerable, are
plagued with growing restlessness, are being drawn
int0 political life as oig things happen-Iran, the
elections, Miami. They won't mainly act now but
they will be affected by our work .
This writer as well as others has brought up the
Bolshevik Revolution to negate the revolutionary
elements in today's situation. The Chairman stresses
the similarities between t0day's s i tua~iop and the
sicua~ion Lenin wrote about in What Is To Be Done?
(and in fact brings up the universal applicability of
the -pri1;1ciples). Area 't there some advantages in today's ·situation that didn't exist then? The experience
of the Bolshevik Revoluri0n and the Chine'se Revolution, especially the Gl'ear Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, as well as the struggle of tile working
class and oppressed peoples iniernati0nally (inducting in this country) for the last 60-plus years; the
fact that the world system of imperialism is now on
the decline, much more battered, much more "rotten
ripe" than at the time of the Bolshevik Revolutio n
when the age of imperialis m was just earning into
being; the i:iroletariat is much larger. and much more
mobile.
T he second letter in issue No. 75 uies to hide
behind the advanced by saying they and he don't
agree with this leap. They want something more concrete, namely action. Again, m~n y ·of the advanced
do not demand "something more concrete" but
answers co profound questions. But in fact when the
advanced do raise these things, what is our
response-and responsibility?
T he comrade's view of the advanced reveals the
incorre.c tness of his method -and outlook. The communists determine what is possible based on what
the advanced (if these are advanced) say is pos.sible.
(Isn't this a refurbished yersion of the old Gallup
P o ll mass Line?) The advanced have much experience, and great contributions to make, but,
without theory they can't distinguish appearance
from essence. The point isn ' t .to criticize them , theic ,
limitations are objective and reveal che necessity for
the Rarty and for many more to make the leag to
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought. But the
point is to raise cheir sights and win them l0 th.e ..
historieal inevitability of communism, the poss1b1hty
for revolution in rhis co~ntry and why the R W is the
key, link right new.
·
This comrade doesn 't attack the central task and
the plan of the R W from the plane of theory by
analyzing the contradicnions in the world and in this
country now and how the conscious forces must act
on it, but is incredibly restri<::ted by his 9wn narrowness. He says the 100,000 is not possible because
· his practice has not shown that it is p0ssible. That's
definitely -think ing that leads nowhere-our Party
hasn't been involved in an attempted seizure 0f
power yet_:_does that mean it's not possible?
It is critical to prove that his "more eoncrete"
path is not at all concrete if you're trying to for;ge a
path coward communism, an important qualitacive,
leap being the seizure of power in t~s .cou~try (as
well as aicling this process wherever 1~ 1s gQmg on).
First ihe Party does want to act-we want to
seize p~wer and overthrow tne bourgeoisie. Our
tasks today flow from this and 0ur ultimate goal of
communism. You get no sense of this as a clo.se
possibility when he goes into what he thi nks achieving the 100,000 would mean "half a million
readers . . . networks and circles, finances, supplies,"
etc. But for what? What difference would it make?
Not much according to him, that's why there has
to be something more, some other action, and he
says this is Bob Avakian's line l:>ut net the line of
the 100,000 co-conspirators. I would say this is an
example of "rendering Chairman Avakian more profound . "
The tomrade reverses the dialectic between

creating public opinion, the raisi ng of consciousness
a i:J class conscious action. This in fact, whether he.
likes it or not, ends him ·up in the camp of the
economists. When he t~lks about this action he puts
little emphasis on the line of these actions. For example, "key to this is an actual visible multinatfonal force." Building multi-nationa'l unity is certainly important-but based on whal line-r;ight now
the hacks and the CP can produce a "multi-national
force." Even the bourgeois army is a "mu llinational force."
The comrade also says "to continue to call for the
100,000 at this time without, say, organizing a 'ilisible conscious movement in opposition to war ·
moves.'' There is already a visible movemenr in opposition to war moves with all kinds of class forces
in it. An.cl it is b0und to grow. forces will throw
people into moLion. The q uestion is, will it be classconscious?
The Party bas placed s0me importa nce on class..,conscious action in the last few years. What about the
Teng demo, May Day, the electfon demonstrations being calledJ0r, banners being sent to lran .. ete. But because he reverses the correct relation between the R W
and class-conscious actions he sees these as few and far
betw~n. To him the R W has s0me limited usefulness
as the way to get people to May Day. This is straight
up Martynov's line of rendering Plekanov more profound that agitation is o nly a call to action not that the
R Win training peoplejn proletarian internationalism
as well as the importance of May Day won a certain
section of the advanced workers to act politica!Jy on
that day, which in turn made it clear to million'S
(creating public opinion) chat there is a social force of
proletarians in this country preparing for revolution in
conjunction with the proletariat intemati0naUy.
The comrade's line seems to be that the way to
build off May D ay is ro have more demonstrations so
the masses will "see a multi-national force" and that
"they're no t alone." May Day showed that already.
And the 100,000 c0-conspirators reveals our "not ~o
ciny force."
The point· the Chairman is making around action,·
as I understand it, is that when these concr.e,te leaps,
actions in support of somettUng like Miami wouJd
take place "then tremendous progress will be made
for the positfons occupied by the class-conscious proletariat in its preparation for the time when it can
lead the all-odt struggle to overthrow U.S. imperialism and continue marching with the international proletariat toward the final goal of communism."
But this will never happen without wielding the R W
as the Party's most decisive weapon now.
What has. to be grasped and fought for is not just
that the IQ0,000 is a good idea but it is .a correct idea
whose origins lie in the material conditions o[ imperialism ·at this time. In other words it. is. as Lenin
says, "The wh0le art of politics Ii.es in finding and
grasping as strong as we ca:n that link that is least
likely to l:>e- torn e ut o f our hands, the one that is
m0St important at the given moment, the one that
guarantees the possessor of a_link the possession of
the whole chain."
T o grasp this I think we have· to grapple with the1
relat ionship between the forees and Telations of production and the base (relations of production) and
superstmcture. In the pamphlet "Communists Are
Rebels," Bob A vak ian points out:
"Capitalism, in a way far more than previous
societies, necessitates and brings about unpreeedented
development of the productive forees and, for the
first time, establishes the porential to abolish scarcity
as a social phenomenon, but especially with its further development-and in a qualJtatively greater way
with its transformation into il\lperialism-suf focates
these same productive forces, is itself incapable of
utilizing them in anything like a full way. Therefore
even while it provides the potential to aboUsh scarcity,
capitalism repeatedly-and on an e.ven mc;ire destructive scale-brings about the criminal aBsurdity that
there is great scarcity precisely because there is too
much abundance-not as Marx and Engels pointed
out too much for what people need, but to0 much
for"'what the capitalists can pr0fitably employ."
·n re imperialist superstru~ture reflects and serves to
maintain this system. The beurgeoisie must create
public opinion-to hang on to power. The writer of
this letter is obsessed with visibility, but the
bourgeoisie's grip on the masses through the superstructure is "invisible." On the surface it seems like
each person just happens to come up with their ideas
on their own. But this is quite false. The imperialists
have a vast arsenal of books, tv, radio, movies, etc.
at their disposal and they use them to the max.
In order to unfetter and unleash the productive forces, first and foremost, man, there has to be a re~o
lution in the superstructure. In other words the misery
suffered by the proletariat and others oppressed by
imperialism will not end until the. ~roletari~t seizes .
political power from the b0urge01s1e, cJeatmg. eonclitions for and establish~·n new economic relations. To
continue from rhe pam let, "The proletariat is ·
capitalism's grave digge ·and the agent of the adva,nce
of humanity t0 a whoJ new and unprecedented
'natllfe' because it alo e can, in 00nformity with the
secial character of its productive labor, utilize these
forces fully and unleash them-by taking control of
and employing them collectively aoa r~tionally. qommunist ideology represents the theoreucal expression
of this historical role and mission."
"But here a. contradic~ion emerges. While the pro-

t

letariat as a whole has this historic ·role and mission
and while, as a class, it ba·s no interests in ..the ex,
ploitation and the division of society into classes, the
ent·ire proletariat does not become conscious of ~his
all at once-and in fact, in capitalist society in parJicular under the d0mination of the bourgeoisie
econ0mica1ly, politically and. ideologically, only a
relatively sma ll ininority of the pr0letariat is able to
take up this class conscious position and fight on
that basis. Here we see the contradictl'on between the
advanced and the rest of the class (and masses) or
between l·he leadership and the led. "
ln fact we can't "aet"-seiz:e powen-because o nly a small part of the proletariat is class-conscious
and acting in its own interests .. But the woFking out
of the principal contradiction betw,een the forees and
relations of production (which' in the era of imperialism is expressed in the working 0ut of the
spirals fr<;>m work! war- to world war) as• t·he p~0ple 1 s
e~perience· brings them up in contrai:liction to t11e
ruling ideas of society provides. the material basis for
a growing number to get more won to their own
class interests, and a greater number sti ll to the side
of the proletariat if the RartY and advanced are principally carrying out this task.
While .a revolutionary Situation must exist objectively, what is decisive in carrying a ·~evolutfonary
~ituation throµgh to victory is whet·her the Party has
the line, roots, plan and organization to carry it
through. I suppose it's possible to lead the armed
struggle without raising the consciousness of.the ·
masses, but, given that our goal is not just seizure of
power but the complete transformation of society
until classes are historically obsolete internationally,
for the masses to be unleashed as t;he Draf t Programme (and histon¥) stresses again a nd again, it is
impossible. to carry the battle thwugh if that process
is not done now. Also, say, in € uba rhere was an
anti-imperialist revolution without a class conscious
proletariat, but where clid that end up?
To bring all this back to the central cask, create
public opini0n ... seize power, is quite scientific and
fighting for the leap to be made to really implementing it is q.uite necessary.
Creating public opinion for revolution means
training t.he wo fl~e rs in the materialist understanding
of all aspects 0f life a nd' activity of all classes, strata
and groups of population in' society, showing that
behind every manifes tation o f tyranny and oppression lies the same dark forces. Hence while the R W
is the main weapon, written agitation especially
political exposure is the only way to train the masses
in revolutionary activity. Man's knowledge proceeds
from the particular to the general and th rough exp0sures of particuJar outrages -and abuses people will
be repeatedly shown who and what is respo·nsible for
their oppression.
The R Wand the call for the 100,000 is not a ques"
tion of training the advanced (n a vacuum. T he R W
begins to train and win over some of the in'termediate (and neutralize others) and, as Lenin
poinred out, it actually weakens -the bourgeoisie. As
he put it, "Political e'<posures are as much a
declaration of war against the government as
economic exposures are ~ declaration .of war against
the factory owner,s. And the moral significance of
this declaration of war will be all the greater, the
wider and more powerful this campaign of expo5ure
is, the moi:e num,ernus and determined the social
a/ass, which has declared war in order to ·eommence
the war. B ence, political exposures in themselves
serve as a powerful instrument ror disintegrating this
sys,tem we oppose, a means of diverting from the
enemy his casual or temporary allies, as a means.for
spreading enmity and distrust among the permanent
partners of the autocracy." Not only that, thrnugh
agitation being central we will truly be able co keep
on the pulse of the masses. The newspaper can build
organization based on the political line of the P arty,
organization that is flexible and can go from one
stage 10 an0ther.
·
1
The R W is exactly, concretely what is needed. to
break the hold' of t he be urgeoisie an.d no other plan
aqd no 0ther program will enable us to prepare
ouTselves and a section of the advanced t0 step to
the fore as time develops.
i
D.M'.
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Co-Conspirator Corresponds

Important Questions
about Revolution
in El Salvador
Dear RW:
I've been selling in the Salvadoran
community for quire some time now,
and over the lasL few months I've noticed some changes in rhe community,
and questions that I think the R W
should speak to.
When I first starred selling in the
Salvadoran community a year ago, I
found that people had an incredible enthusiasm for revolution and socialism
and pride in the struggle 1hat was
developing in their countr y. People
would come up to me on the street and
say, "I 'm from El Salvador. Is that
newspaper against capitalism?" We
met only a few people who said, "Oh,
it's terrible .. . all the bloodsbed!"generaJJy these were people who were
not politically aware or who'd become
burnt-out and . had summed up that
revolution was impossible.
Now, much more often the Salvadorans I meet have recently arrived here
and are people wiLh revol·urionary experience in their own country-union
leaders, student activists, even guerrilla
fighters. But when 1 ask them, "How is
1he struggle going?", quite ofren they
respond, "Oh, but there's so much dying." What.angers me is that these people are not burnt-out. Just the 01her day
I heard this from a young woman 1 met
while selling the R W. She is from a
poor family in El Salvador, she and a
woman cousin of hers had fought wirh
the guerrillas, and she is now in the
U.S. 10 help support her family back
home. She had never seen the R W
before, but she and another cousin rook
5 copies and wanted 10 get the Draft
Programme as well. By no means have
these people's dreams of revolution
been wiped out. Bur more frequenlly

now, people from El Salvador are confused as to what is the road forward.
I think this confusion has a 101 to do
with the revisionist line tha1 is leading
the struggle in El Salvador, which is
oriented nor towards unleashing Lhe
conscious activism of the masses but instead more and more sees the heroic
struggle of the Salvadoran people as a
bargaining chip to be used to force the
junta (and its U.S. masters) 10 turn
power over to a new bourgeois leadership-themselves. I certainly wonder
what's going on when the Revolutionary Democratic Front (FDR) makes
statements like, "With the fiscal tdumph will begin the construction of a
new homeland" (the emphasis in recent
strikes has been economic damage) (this
quote was taken from Excelsior of Mexico City, 9- 13-80). And Lhen I read
about how the guerrillas stop an auack
10 blocks from the Presidential Palace
(will they ever actually take it?) while
they attack the Guatemalan Embassy
for the fifth time (are they looking at
the Guatemalan Embassy attacks as
more of a protest derrionstratfon"Don't you dare try to invade E l
Salvador!"-than as part of an offensive aimed at seizing power?) Anyway,
I'm not surprised that revolutionaryminded people are wondering about the
seemingly aimless dying.
And as contention between the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. sharpens up all over
the world.. the situation in El Salvador
is becoming even more complex. Some
Salvadorans have come .right out and
told me that they see a great deal of
superpower contemion going on now in
El Salvador. Anyone who saw the TV
program, "The Castro Connection, "
knows that this is true for Central

America as a whole, and tha1 the U.S. is
working hard to prepare public opinion
in Lhis country for its next move-quire
possibly military intervention by
Guatemala and Honduras , may be disguised as an OAS (Organization of American States-R W) "peacekeeping" mission. But also, more and more now
when paper sellers in the Central
American community talk about Cuba
and how people fought against U.S. imperialism only to be sold o ut to Soviet
social-imperialism, the people there
anxio usly add, "and Nicaragua?".
These questions Clre not coming from
anti-communism. For example, recently we sold outside an adult school where
mainly Central Americans go to learn
English. We noticed that the people
clustered around us reacted the strongest-nodding their heads in agreement,
looking up to listen more carefully-when we 1alked about the Sovie1
Union being the "same shit" as the
U.S., and Cuba being no more than a
colony of the USSR. Bu t then when a
reactionary tried t0 tu rn people against
us by saying rhat the tJ.S. was the land
of freedom and democracy; which we
took on, a crowd of at least 50 people
became dead silent and then most of
them began booing and jeering him!
This presents tremendous opportunities for the R W to build upon the understanding that people have arrived at

(we would not have gotten this kind of
reaction to both the superpowers a year
ago). But a lso the R W needs to be addressing the questions that have arisen.
We need more consistent articles
specifically analyzing what's going on
in El Salvador -and Central America as a
whole, especially now that superpower
contention is heating up in the U.S. 's
"back yard". We also need articles that
hit at some of the line questions that
people coming from these countries
have-e.g., have you wiped out revisionism when you reject the "peaceful
road to socialism" theory, the question
of C he and focoism. We have seen
many times now the effect 1he line of
the RCP has on people, not only in this
country but internationally. Several
people from Central America have told
me that they've seen the R W or articles
from the R Win their own country. One
Nicaraguan we recently met had liked the
paper so much when he saw it in Nicaragua (and he says he wasn't the only
one there who liked it), that he even
took copies with him to El Salvador.,
risking instant death if he were to get
caught with them at the border. I think
the basis for taking on Latin American
revisionism now is very good, and it is
very necessary to do so.
A paper seller
in the Salvadoran community

Cuba: The Evaporation of a My.th
Cuba. home of the first successful revolution against Yankee imperialism in Latin America. a country which as a result became a
symbol for revolution for a great many people opposing imperialism ar0und the world.
Cuba. which despite all this has become a pawn of Soviet
social-imperialism, a breeding faJm for cannon fodder for the expansionist ambitions of the revisionist superpower.
This pamphlet contains a critical analysis of the development 0 f
the Cuban revolution and the nature of Its phony '"socialism."
Drawing the less0~s of this negative experience is necessary to
make clear tl'le real road to liberation and socialism.
Second printing.
Please make all
orders payable in
advance to
RCP Publications
P.O. Box 3486
Merchandise Mart
Chicago. IL. 60654
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Talk by Bob Avoid an
Chairman of the Central Committee of the
Revolutionary Communist Party, USA
This major analysis originally appeared in the Revolutionary Worker.
issue no 49. under the title of "Is Revolution Really Possible this Decode
and What does Moy First Hove to Do with It?"
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Hostage Deal
Continued from page 7
bring about the overthrow of the Khomeini regime, which Saudi Arabia and
other Arab states regard as a threat.
Both developments are clearly in our
national interest ....
"OK, you ask, if Caner, the State
Department, the CIA and the Saudis
helped mastermind lr:aq's attack on
Iran, why did the United States tilt
toward Iran and label Iraq as the aggressor? The answer is that we have
conflicting interests in the area and
mustt therefore follow seemingly contradictory policies. We want Iran. in
such a critical bind in the war that releasing the hostages and saving the nation
(capitulation te the U.S.-RW) takes
priority in parliament over the rantings
of wild leftists ... "
And Rowan concludes from this:
"We are dealing with an area of
devious people implementing diabolical
schemes-an area where we, too, must
play ruthlessly and shrewdly when we
can."
A strange "neutrality" that these
bloodthirsty imperialist mobsters are
involved to the hilt in. As to the wild
rantings of this imperialist tool about
the "devious" and "diabolical" Iranians, they can be likened to a wolf
charging his prey with being a predator
for refusing to let himself to be eaten
up!
Threats, blackmail and naked forcethese have been the bottom line of the
tactics employed by the U.S. imperial~
ists throughout this so-called "regional
war" in the Persian Gulf as they battle
to crush the Iranian revolution and
shore up their deadly grip on this critical region in order to prepare for a far
bigger and bloodier showdown with the
Soviet imperiafats. Last week, even as
Carter and Muskie called for "patience"
and expressed their pious hopes for "restoring normal ties with Iran," State
Department spokesmen were warning
that if any hostages were t.o be put on
trial as spies, "this would have extremely grave consequences for lran." Of
course, there was no serious expectation
that any of the hostages were going to
be tried as spies by the Iranian government at this point-although the CIA
operatives, defense attaches and others
are guilty of spying and far worse
crimes against the Iranian people. The
message really being communicat~d
througll this "warning" is that any action taken by Iran-including any se·
rious foot-dragging on releasing the
hostages and on caving in even further
to the U.S.-will have "grave consequences," a none too subtle attempt by
the U.S. ruling class to reassert their
role as omnipotent imperialist bullies
whose rule is law.
This is indeed a fitting example of the
kind of military and economic gangster
tactics used by the U.S. in order to
bring intense and growing pressure o.n
the national bourgeois forces that
dominate the Iranian government to
capitulate. While these pressures have
been developing for some time, the
U.S.-backed Iraqi invasion-with its
direct military threat and its large-scale
economic devastation-has brought to
a head the many contradictions the
bourgeois forces face due to their class
position between the imperialists and
the workers, peasants and other popular strata of the Iranian people.
Of course, the main club being wielded by the U.S. to force Iran's bourgeois
leaders to their knees has continued to
be the Iraqi invasion. As the U.S.'s present overall strategy calls f6r, Iraq's
armed forces are continuing their slow,
plodding, noose-tightening operations
around Khorramsbahr and the bil refinery city of Abadan, and are continuing
to unleash missile attacks and constant
artillery fire on the civilian population
of Khuzestan's cities. In spite of the
steady claims of "crushing victories
over the Persian racists" churned out
by the Iraqi mWtary command, over the
last week they have made little progress
near Abadan, and nave reportedly even
lost ground in fierce house-to-house,
hand-to-hand fighting with irregular
Iranian forces, including those led by
Marxist-Leninist forces, inside Khorramshahr.

Serious internal difficulties are also
clearly loo'lling ahead for Iraq's reactionary ru1ers. Ac-cording to information coming,,out of Iraq, there has been
a steadily increasing number of executions of Iraqi soldiers who have refused
to fight. According t0 another report,
demonstrators in the southern Iraqi city
of Basra recently stormed the local
prison and freed 1500, among whom
there were many political prisoners.
As the U.S. has moved to strike a
bargain with the Iranian government,
t.be Hossein regime in Iraq has begun to
squeal some protests, making threats to
permanently occupy Iran's Khuzestan
province. What this reflects is a fear
among Iraq's leadership teat an accommodation between the U.S. and the
capitulationist forces in Tehran could
lead to them getting shaf1ed. However,
while Iraq certainly has its own nationalistic interests in the conflict, its
threats to dismember Iran, and the U.S.
government's "principled stand in opposition to this," a re all basically part
of the program for bludgeoning Iran into submission which has been unfolding
since the beginning of t.he war.
Superpower Contention Sharpens
The Soviet Union, too, is stepping up
its attempts to come off the defensive
position it has found itself in since the
beginning of the U.S./lraqi attack on
Iran. This is now clearly taking the
form of a "tilt towards Iran," designed, they hope, to offer Iran an
"alternative" to moving back into the
Western bloc-that is, coming under
Soviet patronage itself. According to
t.he New York Times, "Western and
Asian diplomats have become aware of
an apparently widely held Soviet fear
that military reverses in the war might
lead to an inlernal officer-led overthrow of the regime of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini and the restoration
of ties with the United States .... Concerns of this nature appear to be implicit in a message today from Leonid
Brezhnev .... Mr. Brezhnev warned
against the American buildup and current attempts to revive an imperialist influence in Iran ... " The Soviet armed
forces newspaper Krasnaya A vezeda,
also for.the first time, has branded Iraq
the "aggressor" in t.he war.
Although the Soviets officially deny
it, it is widely reported that they offered
arms supplies to Prime Minister·
Mohammed Ali Rajai at the beginning
of the war. Undoubtedly, that offer still
stands, and the Soviets are now going
further out of their way to signal Iran.
that "We're here if you're interested."
Thus far, ~ there has not developed
within the Iranian government any
significant visible faction advocating a
move towards the Soviet bloc, and the
general coni;ensus within the franian
national bourgeoisie is clearly in favor
of some sollt of accommodation with
the West at this time.
However,. this Soviet "tilt" towards
Iran also cohtains within it an implicit
threat: "W<f re offering our 'friendship'-reject it at your own peril."
While the Soviet Union, largely out of
necessity, has so far played a subdued
role in the conflict and has continued to
stress its "neutrality," this veneer is
beginning to flake away, and the Soviet
fear of the U.S. making large military
and political gains in the Persian Gulf
area will undoubtedly force them into a
more active and aggressive posture as
events unfold.
The U.S. is also stepping up its greatnation swaggering in the rest of the Persian Gulf and throughout the Middle
East, as it earries forward its military
buildup in an attempt to reassert firm
political control and deny any gains to
the Soviets. The recent signing of a
20-year pact of friendship between
S¥ria and the Soviet Union (which is
reported to include secret provisions for
the Soviet navy's use of Syria's ports on
the Mediterranean), and the moves
towards the formal union between Syria
and Libya, have brought a sharp
response from the U.S. through it1
client toadies in the Gulf area.
The U.S. imperialists are determine
to head off the absorption of Libya int0
the Soviet bloc. Libya, nlike Syria, is
an oil-producing country with substantial economic relations with the U.S.
and Western Europe. Recently, it has
appeared to move closer to the Soviets,
and bas attatked Saudi Arabia for

allowing the U.S. to set up military
bases and position eqoipment within its
borders. Last week, Saudi Arabia broke
diplomatic relations with Libya, of
course at the instigation of the U.S., in
a blatant attempt to force Libya into
line and punish it for opposing the U.S.
military buildup in the Middle East.
This is just one more example of the
rapid polarization in the region directly
resulting from the heightening intensity
of the U.S.-Soviet contention and
preparation for war-which overshadows all other developments.
Releasing Hostages-Hot Potato
Up until the weekend, Tehran Radio
continued to claim that there were no
negotiations going on with the U.S.; the
newspapers in lran said little more than
that the parliament was taking up the
hostage question. In spite of this blanket of official silence, the word began
to get out among the Iranian masses last
week, through listening to foreign radio
broadcasts as well as just putting "two
and two" together. As it became more
and mo~e difficult to conceal its moves,
the government started laying the
groundwork for relea~ing toe hostages
on the basis that it is "in the interests of
the Iranian people and the revolution."
For example, last week, Ayatollah
Sadegh Khalkhali, the head of Iran's
Islamic courts .and a vocal opponent of
the U.S. in the past, emerged as a
leading spokesman for a "swift settlement of the hostage crisis.'' Pushing for
the hostages to be released prior to the
U.S. presidential elections in order to
maximize Iran's so-called "barg~ining
position," Khalkhali told a Beirut
newspaper on October 29, "Carter is
trying to return to the American presidency. Therefore he is ready to give us
all the spare parts we need for the war
on condition the case of the hostages is
resolved. We agree to this because it is·
in our interests."
At last Friday's prayers at Tehran
University, Prime Minister Rajai-who
had just one week earlier told a press
conference in New York that he believed that the U.S. had "in practice"
apologized for its crimes against Iranblustered that "the spare parts that this
arch-Satan owes us, we will drag out of
his throat." And in a further tirade
aimed at convincing his audience that
he had not caved in to the U.S., Rajai
said that we are "not prepared, not
even for a single moment, to become
the servants of the United States in
order to obtain the spare pans." ~·
While most members of parliament
have preferred to make their arguments
for coming to rerms with the U.S. during the last week's secret sessions instead of out in public, they clearly
reached basic agreement to release the
hostages some time ago. Plans to demand a public U.S. apology for its
criminal support for the Shah's regime,
and to demand that the U.S. withdraw
its AW ACS planes and naval forces
from the area, were a lso dropped as
~·unacceptable" to the U.S. Instead,
the terms they are most likely "demanding" from the U.S. are those laid
down by Ayatollah Khomeini in midSeptember, before the start of the war,
or something similar. True to character,
in order to avoid taking the rap for all
this, Khom~ini has been staying somewhat aloof from the hostage deal so far,

insteading handing it back to parliament to make the final decision, and
undoubtedly warning them to reach
unity among themselves before trying
to sell it to the people.
·
On October 30, the scheduled public
se~si0n of the parliament that was supposed to set the terms for the hostages'
release was boycotted by a bloc of
Islamic Republic Party (IRP) members,
on the grounds that "we have no in-'
terests in promoting President Carter's
re-election." In response, Ayatollah
Montazeri, one of Khomeini's closest
associates, publicly attacked their actions as "unacceptable ~o the Moslem
and revolutionary natipn."
While there may be some in the
government who are actually balking at
releasing the hostages at this time,
IRP's leaders, including the reactionary
Ayatollah Beheshti, are not opposed to
closing the deal with the U.S. Their only reason for pushing for delays such as
this is to avoid the appearance of being
"railroaded" by the U.S. into a craven
rush 10 do its bidding, which could
seriously undermine their base among
the masses.
ln fact, this is the fundamental problem these ~apitulationist forces in the
Iranian government-as well as the
U.S. imperialists themselves-are faced
with as they push through .rhis deal.
While a: popular eruption in Iran derailing the hostage release plan cannot be
totally ruled out until all 52 are flown
out of Iran, the main question facing
Iran's rulers is how they will ride out
the reaction after they do so.
They are most certainly hoping that
the war against Iraq-because it has increased the prestige of the government
and the armed forces in the eyes of
many-wiJI provide them with some
rodm to maneuver and mask their moves
behind a smokescreen of "national unity
against the main enemy-Iraq." Exactly because of this, these moves towards
capitulation on the part of the Iranian
government do pose a serious danger to
the Iranian revolution; and they can only whet the appetite of the U.S. imperialists and their reactionary agents
inside Iran, and force the hand of their
equally imperialist Soviet rivals, as well.
· On the other hand, the war has had
the effe·c t of arousing and mobilizing
the masses of Iranian people to fight
against U.S. imperialism (which is
. popularly understood to be behind the
lraqi invasion) and has heightened their
political awareness in the process. The
governmenl's present rush towards
capitulation to imperialism can only
greatly sharpen up the contradictions
betweeh the Iranian masses and the national bourgeois forces that have been
in leadership of the movement up to
this time, ushering in a new stage of
class struggle inside Iran.
It is this, above all, thafdoesn't bode
well for Iran's bourgeois forces as they
cinch this deal with the U.S. As for the
U.S. gangster ruling class, they may be
getting their hostages back soon, but
this situation does not promise them the
counterrevolutionary "stability" in
Iran and the Persian Gulf they are so
desperately and ruthlessly trying to
0
achieve.

Ava11aa1e un Cassette Tapes

, look to the future
Prepare for Revolution~
An importan t talk by Bob Avakia n, Chairman of the Central Commi ttee of the Re volu·
tionary Com munis t Pa rty. delivered at a Party forum in th e San Francisc o Ba y Area,
December 30, 1978.

An ins piring and provoca tive speech

. . We must not be drugged by the illusions that they spread and that living in this
imperialist coun try has built up ... They are shedding our blood every day and they
are preparing to incinerate tens o f millions of people in a world war ... But we are
determined that the blood will not fl ow only one way and that ours wil l not fl ow for
nothing . .. We wil l shed the blood of the enemy in order to bring about the overthrow
of its dictatorship and, the emancipation of the working class and the people . .. "
S6 for 2 cassette tapes: 120 minutes
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LETTERS
ON THE DRAFT PBOGBAMME.
8: DRAFT CONSTITUTION OPT.HE BCP, USA
"Dare to Grapple with the Battle Plan for Revolution," was the call issued by
the Revolwionary Communist Parry some rime ago. This was a call to rake up,
discuss and criticize drafts of the New Programme and New Censtitution of the
RCP, USA which were published in early /VJ.arch.
The drafts of the New Programme and New Constitution are truly profound and
pathbreaking documents. They are a baule plan for proletarian revolution and the
establishment of socialism-the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat-in
this country. The documents are drafts, weapons in preparation. They represent a
concentration of the science of revolution-Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung.
Though t-and the application of this scienee to the specific conditions we face in
this country. The real possibiliry for revolution in the ne~r deeade demands that
those who burn with the desire for such change seriously throw themselves into the
struggle over the draft New Programme and New Constitution.
We have solicited commems, questions, agreements and disagreements over the
new documents., and eneourage the submif!ing of /etlers for publication in the
Revolutionary Worker. Groups and individuals are urged to contact the Party with
their ideas and to set up discussions.
Any topic covered in £he drafts will be open to discussion. The publication of letters does not indicate that the Party necessarily agre(#s with the position stated in
them. Others are free to respond to the points rais.ed in any leuer. .The RevolutionaFY
Worker will on occasion respond directly to points rcaised, but as a rule we will not.
This is bediuse rhis process is not a series of question~ and a-r1swers, but a process of
discussion, struggle and sharpening of the drafts which wi?I culminate in the final
version of these documents. This process will last for a couple of months and will
conclude with an even higher concemrat-ion of a correct pr"pletarian revolutionary .
line by the leadership of the RCP. The final New Prograrnm« and New Constitution
will be published shortly ther,eajter. The result of this process directly involving
thousm1ds will not only be deeper unity over the political line of the R evolutionary
Communist Party, but a deepening of the line it~e!f. And the proletariat will have an
even sharper weapon in its revolutiot10ry strruggle for political power.
•

I

Revolutionary Mass Organlzatldn
In the section of tf'le Draft Programme, " Create Public Opinion, Seize Power,"
on page 38, it says, " The Party must build revolutionary organization among the
advanced workers, as one important vehicle for mobilizing broader sectlohs of
the working class to mount the political stage around key questions in society."
The following proposed rewrite alms to deepen this point with reg·ard to a number
of questions that I wlll briefly outline here. It Is eruclal now to intensify our ef·
forts to rally the advanced work.ers on the basis of Mar,xlst agitation and pro·
paganda, developing the conspiracy around the RW among the workers and give
"sustained ar:1d growing expression fo the actions <;>f the. advanced" in supporting
outbreaks of protest and rebellion of the masses. But at t his time it Is premature
to form mass 01ganlzations of tt1e advanced workers (aside from o~ganlzatlon
around the RW}. Whi le the forms of organization through which the masses will
be mobilized and brought forward to a revolutionary position cannot be known
right now, we have to anticipate the time when such organizations will be
crucial-when the mass movement approaches and then reaches a point of
revolutionary upsurge and a revolutionary struggle for power. Even then it will not
be the case that the Party wlll just Initiate these organizations all on Its own (the
development of the Soviets and Lenin's analysis of them ls relevant t\ere), but we
have to prepare for the tlme when all this is the order of the day. In this light I
propose the following rewrite:
Page 38, 1st full paragraph
Original: "The Party must bolld revolutionary organization among the advanced
workers, as one important vehicle for mobilizing broader sections of the working
class to mount th& political stage around key questions in society."
" Overall, then. the main content of the Party's work . .. "
Rewrite: "The Party must bulld revolutionary ,organization among the advanced
workers, as one important vehicle for mobilizing broader sections of the Werking
class to mount the political stage around key questions in soGiety. Many specific'
questions that will arise and have to be addressed, theoretically and practlcally, In
V.. ~ of buUdlng the revolutionary movement to overthrow capltallsm cannot

be answered, or In some cases no doubt even anticipated, at this time. For exam·
pie, what will be the particular forms through which the workers, and other sec·
tlons of the people, will In their masses both wage stru~gle against the bourgeoisie
and be won to the revolutionary position by the work of the Party and the Influence
of the class·conscious forces generally this Is something which cannot be deter1
mined as yet. And, overall, there will be ~any problems-politlcal, tactical,
organizational, as well as ldeologlcal-tnat will have to be confronted and resolved
when It is no longer a question of uniting thousands or tens of thousands of the
advanced around the revolutionary program but actually reading millions and tens
of millions to take it up and wage the decisive battles to overthrow the old-order
and establish the new. But the basic principles and tfle general features of this
process can be grasped now a!ld have been outlined here."
A.C.

On Consciousness
Comrades,
The late Wiiheim Rel·c.h, no d0ubt lncreasingly losing his contact with reality,
still had the insight to observe that forlevolutionarles the objective conditions for
revolution have always been right; or I think. "~lpe" was how he expressed it. In the
Programme on page•25 we are reminded that " desperate conditions mark(lng) a
revolutlona!)' situation and . . . a revolutionary mood." It Is pointed out that for such a
mood to seize the, masses "the depth of crisis must be such that society as a whole
is convulsed in it and the stability and tolerability of the situation of the masses is
not only being shaken but shattered."
From previous discussions I have had conce~rn i ng the following ideas with
members of the RCP 1·w0uld assume tf"tat the.apparent contradiction expressed ,
above would be resolved by pointing out the phenomenon of the division of the
masses into backward, Intermediate and advanced forces-for whom the conditions,
short of crisis, are ripe for revolution-more or less. This idea would be qualified by
pointing out that prior to the revolutionary situation the advanced workers would do
revolutionary work In preparation for the revolutionary situatl.on that is in development. It ls generally agreed that the breadth and depth of the crisis would ripen the
objective conditions, the intermediate and backward would be drawn into political
life and based on the previous work of the advanced, the masses would seize the
time or the bourgeoisie would seize it, for counter-revolution.
But I{ "desperate conditions" and goo,d propaganda are ttfe prime Ingredients
how will the revolution continue under socialism whicb will progressi.vely do away
with the "desperate conditions" the proletariat faces under capltalism? It is again
generally agreed that the remaining antagonisms rooted in the division of labor,
which will survive capitalism, coupled with revolutionary agitation and propagan·
da-which will be enhanced in scope and effect by the workers' armed dictator·
ship-will give focus and direction to a continued struggle to revolutionize man and
nature; society.
Though these anticipations of what I understand to be the Pa~ty's understanding
is somewhat simplified I think It gets1o the essence of the l?arty' s understanding as
it is advanced in the Drafts. The Dr,afts and discussions with Party members have
made myself and others increasingly clear that the RCP, though making a relatively
correct assessment of the present and future tasks at revolutionaries, itself falls short
.of those tasks. l"he above anticipated rebuttal, or qualification of, the questions Im·
plied by Reich's statement do not con front the praductlon of consciousness in a
more than superficial I.e .• external, manner. The Ideas are incorrect because of this
essential superficiality.
lhe RCP wlth'Out a doubt has been in the forefront of the struggle against
mechanical materialism particularly as it has manifested itself In the revisionist pro·
ductive forces theory. The heroics the Party has demonstrated In this flgtlt are
magnified because the Party has done so witho\Jt actually moving beyond .a
mechanical materialist standpoint. Joel Kovel, In an unpublished paper titled " Marx
aJid Freud" wrote, " a good deal of aetual Marxist (sic) practice down through tfle
f.~.ars has been Informed by just this type of linear (i.e. mechanical) materialism.
fllhenever, in fact, Marx, or one of his followers ascribes the same degree of In·
pvitabllllty to a historical proaess as would belong to a law, of nature, he is practicing
linear materialism. Such would be the case whenever purely technological or
economic factors are adduced to explain the action of men in J30Ciety. This kind of
materialism is ultimately ldealistic,'for man ls seen outside nature, acted upon lly
nature and without dynamism of his own-In short, a pale abstraction." It is for this
reason, because of this ("linear materialist") position, that the Drafts, besides and in
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spite of a lot o f talk about the conscious transformation of men and society, reads
like and sounds like a giant list of reforms and/or pre-In-the-sky idealism. The Drafts,
to put it simply, demonstrate no understanding of how class society (trans)forms
men spontaneously In the course of Its development. It goes without saying that the
Qrafts do not begin to explain how the proletariat will consciously transform men
and society.
It Is a basic understanding that men change society and thereby change
themselves. The opening articles In the Programme give a concise and accurate
representation of man's historical struggle to change society; class struggle Is correctly posited as the motor of that motion that leads to societies' historical development. But the Drafts on the other hand say little about how man was or is transformed In these developments. If anything the idea expressed on p. 13 about the
bour_geoisie's "vigorous, tradition-challenging advancement of the natural sciences"
gives the Impression that the increasing development of society transforms man
simply by adding to his consciousness, i.e., by Increasing It. This Idea has In fact
been defended by RCP members In discussion. The conception clearly and obvlously
negates the dial ectical Idea of qualitative development.
Previous revolutions have been characterized by the development of a higner
degree of consciousness. I think that It would be generally agreed that this higher
degree of consciousness could be understood In a two-fold sense; a higher degree of
scientific/technological development or the consciousness attendant to those
developments on th~ one hand, and on the other, probably in· some kind of relation
with the previous aspect, the consciousness of new social p0ssibilltles. This latter
aspect is manifest in a tendency to pierce the attempts by the ruling class to more
or less consciously mystify society, giving their rule an eternal character.
The Idea of "more or less conscious" mystification of socety begins to get to the
factor of the qualitative development of human consciousness. For Instance, what is
seen most concisely in the rise of the bourgeoisie is that In the first place, or phase,
during the rise of the bourgeoisie, i.e., Its "heroic era," the consciousness produced
by awareness of the social possibilities developed as a result of new Instruments of
production and forms of property, pierces the mystificat ion of fedual society, as carried out by the lords. What becomes apparent Is that the new ruling class-In this
case the bourgeoisie, but it applies equajly to Its predecessors as I am confident any
serious examination of the following ideas wlll show-with the increasing develop·
ment of the new instruments and forms of property, Increasingly establishes, or
reestablishes, the mystification of society; but now on a higher level-In this
development mystification becomes Jess-conscious, more spontaneous. This spon·
taneity seems to have its basis In three aspects of the development of class society
and class struggle. The first appears to be the tendency of the rising class to project,
backwards through history, the existence of what is for It, the contradiction between
old and new forces and relations of production. By doing so, the realization of the
new relations offered by the new forces through revolution Is viewed as realization of
the Inherent human nature of man-or some such nonsense-which as Is pointed
out on p. 14 of the Drafts, Is consolidated against further development and change.
The second and third aspects appear fo be the larger base that each successive rul·
ing class establishes its rule on. This larger base is evidently connected to the fact
that the new forces and relations of production operate Increasingly as real social
forces which determine In an ever more broad and effectual manner, the lives of the
most diverse Individuals.
With the consolidation of bourgeois power, mystification is so complete that
capitalism's action as a fetter on 1he productive capacities of man Is made operable
mainly tnrough that mystification. It is the fettering of consciousness, through the
mystification of man's social reality, that is attendant to the consolidation of private
property's newest form-the commodity and/or money-that in the last phases of
class society erects the most effective fetter on future development, I.e., com·
munism.
The commodity form of property and labour-money-ls the most effective and
mystified fetter on development because It increasingly restricts all human activity
(and after this consciousness) to commodity forms of production as It Increasingly
invades every area of human Intercourse-seen most strikingly In its control of
popular culture through which it has Invaded the deeper recesses of personal life
which, in folk culture to varying degrees, was fortification aga.inst social mystification. The Importance of the " personal" and "private" sphere 1s clearly seen In
bour~eols development. The new Instruments and relations of production evolved as
the personal and private property of the individuals-tj"ley became a social force and
property only with the development and consolldaticm of bourgeois society.
On page 14 of the Draft It Is explained that "In past socleUes, the productive rela·
tlons characteristic of the new society would begin to appear spontaneously
alongside the old ones within the shell of the old society ... . But this is impossible
under capitalism, because exploitative relations can only be abolished by abolishing
them and their basis throughout society." This idea Is put forward as an " aspect of
why the socialist revolution has to be a conscious aet. ... "
Of "estranged labour," the basis of exploitative relations, Marx wrote,
"In estranging from man (1) nature, and (2) himself, his own active functions
.. . estranged labour estranges the species from man. It changes for him the life of
the species Into a means of individual lite and secondly It makes Individual life In
its abstract form the purpose of the life of the species, likewise In its abstract and
estranged form." (Marx & Engels, Collected Works, Vol. 3, " Economic and
Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844," p. 276)
Explaining further, Marx wrote,
" . . . in degrading spontaneous, free activity to a means, estranged labour makes
man's species-life a means 1o his physical existence.
" The consciousness which man has of his species is thus transformed by
estrangement in such a way that species (life) becomes for him a means.
" Estranged l abour turns thus:
"(3) Man's species being, both nature and his spiritual species property, into a
being alien to him, into a means for his individual existence. It estranges from man
his own body, as well as external nature and his spiritual aspect, his human aspect.
"(4) An Immediate c0nsequence of the fact that man is estranged from the pro·
duct of his labour, fr0m his life activity, from nis specles·being Is the estrangement
of man from man. When man confronts himself, he confronts the other man. What
applies to a man's relati on to his work, to the product of his labour and to himself,
also holds of a man's relation to the other man, and to the other man's labour."
(Ibid., p. 277)
Please excuse the long quotes, comrades, but Marx no doubt can explain these
Ideas better than myself. Finally, what is important In all this was summed up also
by Marx, who pointed out:
" Through estranged, alienated labour, then, the worker produces the r~latio~
ship to this labour of a man alien to labour and standing outside It. The relat1onsh1p
of the worker to labour creates the relation to It of the capitalist (or whatever one
chooses to call the master of labour). Private property is thus the product, the
result, the necessary consequence, of alienated labour, of the external relation of the
worker to nature and t~ himself." (Ibid., p. 279)
[
Capitalism cannot be understood or defeated as simply the highest stage ,_,f
private property. On the contrary, we must understand capitalism-the final a11d
highest stage of private property as " the product, the result, the necessary co~se
quence" of the final and highest stage of the alienation of lab0ur-"of the external
relation of the worker (the individual producer-R.G.) to nature and to himself." This
external relation of the worker to society (I.e., nature and self) is seen clearly in the
very real fact " desperate conditions" create a " revolutionary mood" among the
masses and that these conditions are, as best we can tell, the primary cause tor such
a mood. This proves that In fact the laws of commodity circulation and accumula·

tlon exist as a force which acts Independently of and on the Individual producers.
Marx pointed out that, "The transform'atlon1 through the division of labour, of per·
sonal powers (relations) lnt0 mateflal powers cannol be dispelled by dismissing the
general Idea of it from one's mind, but can only be abolished by the individuals
again subjecting these material powers to themselves and abolishing the division of
labour." (Marx & Engels, Collected Works, Vol. 5, "The German Ideology," p. 78)
Marx pointed out again, " Private property thus results by analysis from the con·
cept of alienated labour." Explaining further, " ... analysis of this concept shows that
though private property appears to be the reason, the cause of alienated labour, It is
rather its consequence, Just as the gods are orlglnally not the cause, but the effect of
man's Intellectual confusion. Later this relationship becomes reciprocal." (Marx, op.
cit., pp. 278-80) Marx saw that-and shows that-"The worker produces capital, capital
produces him .. . he produces himself. .. man as a w0rker, as a commodity." (Ibid., p.
283)
By viewing society and social life In a restricted, fettered, manner as a means of
individual life-a development which reaches Its greatest height with the develop·
ment of capitalism, i.e. exchange soc,lety In which all (or most) relationships are
dominated by exchange and mediated with money-the worker's p·ersonal powers
are transformed Into material powers. Through estrangement, the personal powers
are given an objectivity of their own which Is Independent of that producer and
which becomes operable through the division of labor. The consequence of this; or
its objectification, Is realized in private property-which In capitalism also achieves
Its greatest development as the apparent Independent circulation of c ommodities
which regulates exchange society, capitalism-which In Its material force fetters
future development by (re)producing the worker as a commodity. Labour is, after all,
the " subjective essence of private property-private property as '1Ctlvity for Itself, as
subject."
It is Important that we begin to understand this and its Implications. If It Is not
understood, Marxism turns Into Idealistic mechanical materialism, as witnessed fully
developed In the productive forces theory, or In a less developed, less dangerous,
more militant or even " progressive" or " revolutionary" form, In the Drafts. The new
Communist man will emerge through the creation of a new environment; a kind of
variation of the liberal notion that a man Is a "product of his environment." One Is
given a list of reforms which are highly praised as to their value and significance;
but one gets no sense of where the force and possibility of those changes comes
from. One gets no sense of how man really acts on society. After all, the basis for
the emergence of the new Communist man will only be laid to the degree that that
man already exists and creates those conditions. On the contrary, then, It is only by
grasping thejgea of the radical t(ansformatlon of man, which we claim as our goal
and as the possibility revealed by our science, that It is possible to grasp the key to
,
changing reality.
It seems that what is to be gained here Is an understanding that the subject-the
individual-must be made conscious of how It Is fettered, In terms of both activity .
and attitude, and how that fettering Is an actual fettering of material life and as such
Increasingly fetters the subject 1·n both aspects. It seems that In fact the subject's
awareness of this fetterJng Is in fact the first step the subject must take in transform·
Ing reality and itself. This Is the first step the subject must take in subjecting the
material powers it sets In motion spontaneousl y, by spontaneously fettering itself to
Its conscious control. The subject must be made to grasp the full Implications of Its
activity on reality, that by approaching social life with a restricted and fettered at·
titude, as a means to maintain physical existence, the individual does his part in
unleashing the forces of capitalism.
ft, could be said-to anticipate some arguments in closing-that crisis may
Indeed aot on man from without but that It does make him aware of the personal
nature of society's social power. Actually, on the contrary, In time of crisis men
are made aware of the personal nature of social power only In so far as they are
made aware-increasingly aware, even-of the personal effect of social forces.
Contrarily, what ls important In understanding the personal nature of social
forces Is understanding man at the basis of those forces. This alone gives one
consciousness that social forces cannot only be reformed-Le., piecemeal
change-but can be changed fundamentally and radically. This Is why Reich's
observation Is Important for anyone serious about revolution and why a more
conscious understanding of the real subjective factor in social develop·
ment-allenatlon-ls necessary to make possible the real revolutionary transfor·
matlon of reality. Society (human reality) can only be transformed when all men
are revolutionaries In that they adopt a revolutionary orelntation-slmply express·
ed by Mao: "It's right to rebel." But In order for this to happen, men must no
longer be alienated from themse(ves or from reality, but must consciously
understand the totality of the connections between the two and not be overcome
by the spontaneity that attends commodity consciousness. Consciousness
which, approaching social life as a means of existence, sees only society's spontaneous actions as those means. No new productive forces, or relations, actually,
appear under capitalism because everything that does appear which even Implies
some other form of existence is not really developed until It too has been con·
verted Into a means. Understanding consciously the totality of his relation with
society, the conscious-Le. " revolutionary" - individl!,al understands that the
restricted view of specles-soclal-llfe as a means of individual life becomes a
material force, through the division of lab'o r. Understanding the totality of his
relations, ttie conscious lndlvldUal in turn understands that the material force
thusly set In motion has an effect on people, making them and himself increasingly fettered and also Increasingly fettering society, all as means; posited
abstractly as means by society and themselves. This Is the genuine significance
of consciousness In the socialist revolution and why It must be conscious;
socialism Is the grasping of the impllcatlons created by man's appearance as
nature's bearer of conscious act ivity.
,
The above arguments leave a great deal to be desired-particularly In terrps
of practical significance and particular application. It is h<;>ped that mutual strug·
gle and study will draw out the pract ical particularities of these arguments. I
have above Implied some ideas about culture and am in fact preparing a more
complete analysis of culture that is Informed by the above viewpoints. Though
that Is not immediately relevant to the present discussions over the Drafts, I
think that the above viewpoints have some fairly clear and Important implications
on culture and educat ion that I hope will be discussed later. Pressed for time, I
was more inclined to present the above arguments in a general form because the
general manifestation of a mechanical outlook seems to me to be more
dangerous and therefore important because In particula(s of application the RCP
firmly stands with the people. It seems this is why the RCP has been able to so '
far stand up against International revisionism without completely abandoning the
theoretical-and possibly Ideological-stand of the revisionists. How long this
can be maintained Is not important- rather, that It cannot be maintained. I think
that It Is Important that this error be pointed out In the general form In which It
exists and where It shows Itself most broadly.
Anyway, In-line with cont inuing the struggle and study over these points, I
would suggest that comrades study the above cited works by Marx, In addition to
Russell Jacoby's "Social Amnesia: A Critique of- Conformist Psychology from
Adler to Laing"; George Lukacs' "History and Class Consciousness," partlcular!r
the repudiated article on "Relficatlon and the Consciousness of the Proletariat.
Also any of Freud's work-particularly " Totum and Taboo" -would be helpful, as
would that of the so-called " Frankfurt School," most notably Herbert Marcuse;
" Eros and Civlllzatlon"; " Towards a Critique of Marxist Aesthetics"; " One·
Dimensional Man"; or " Negations." Stanley Aronowitz has also done some good
work around bourgeois-Le. alienated-education, in particular, though I can't
remember any titles.
-Conspire! Bl9om 100 Flowers!

..

A.G.
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Dare to Grapple wi~b the
Battle Plan for Revolution!
New Programme and New Constitution of the
Revolutionary Communist Party, USA fDrafts for. DiscussionJ
"Whether revolution will be able to prevent world war, whether war, if it
does break out, will ~ive rise to revolution or yet another reund on the rack
of capitalism-~hese mgencquestions dei:;>end if! part on wMat we do.''

Get your copy now. Read it-study it-struggle over It.
To get a copy of these important documents. sent S2 to:
R<!P Publications. PO Box 3486. Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60654
To discuss these drafts with a representative of the RCP. wri te to RC:P Publications. or
contact the RCP in your area.
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Notes on Draft Programm~. "Organs of Political Power"
That the new Draf1 P~ogramme is a big.advance over the old Programme is
especially appaFent when comparing the se~tion " The Proletariat l:.lpon Seizing
Power Will Immediately Take Up the TransfO'rmaUli>n 0f All Society" in the new
DP with the section in the old Programme on "Sociallsm and Communism". The
quesUon of fiow to revamp all society in the Interests ot the vast matority et people is taken far beyond the old rather- general bare bones outline of what the
future would held.
•
Alread~ today and in a dramatically increasing way, mUlions will be l0eking
for a way out of the madness of Imperialism, searchtng out and comparing and
contrasting the various solutions offered by different forces. The Programme of
the Party must present t0 these people the most radical, and the only r.ealistic,
solution in a sweeping scientific way and also address in a particular, speeific
way exactly what the Party of the Proletariat Intends to do and how.
As I said, I think the new DP is a great advance in this respect, .hewever, I
think there is one section in particular that needs to be fleshed out more-the
section on ".Organs of Political Power." The section addresses the guestien of
"how to smash and di~mantle the old forms ef rule and p0lttlcal institutions and .
create in their place new ones which actually represent, rely on, and Involve the_
masses In ruling and remolding society in their interests." As far as it goes, what
this section has
say about this seems correct, but for me (and for several people I've discussed the DP with, mainly in the petty bourgeois~) it raised more
questions than It answers. I agree that, as Is stated in this ~action of the, DP and
elsewhere (p. 88) it is impossible to provide more than a baste plctur~ new, the
DP can't be a detailelil blueprint because what steps are taken in the future will
depend o.n tl)e particular conditions at that time and_ also _t~at the o~ganizations
of the masses created before and during the revolution w1111ay the oasTs for
Organs of Power In the future socialist state, but it seems t0 me that more can
be said In a general way than Is in the Draft.
'
It should be stated that there will be a governmental strvcture separate from
but led by tfle Party. That there will be representative bodies} congr.esses (?), at
various levels leading up to a national governing body, which, led, f>y the Party,
woulo govern the affairs of the socialist state. These repres(intative bodies would
be based on the forms of mass organization developed leadipg up te and during
the seizure of power. This national body could finalize a constitution detailing the
rights of the people, the struct~ire of the state1 etc.
•.
Another fundamental principal that the DP could go inte. ts that such governtrig bodies would not t>e parliamentary, with the separation o.f exec1:Jtive and •
legislative functl0ns, but as part of ending the separatlen, oi leaders and the
masses would be a working t>ody that implemented decisions n9.t just Issued
·
them from on high.
Perhaps tam off in thinking that the stwcture of the st~te and organs of •
power can be more clearly 0utlined at this point. One thing that has become .
clear to me in the course of studying and thinking about this question Is how ht·
tie I understand abeut H:ie dictatorship of the proletariat and how the workl~g
elass implemented its rule In Paris, Russia and China. 1-t is however a question
which c0ncerns the masses and which, in my experience, with a few people, they
want a fuller answer 10 them given In the DP.

to

The Role of Gls In the Preparation For arid the Armed Seizure of Power
·
Revolutionary Mass Organization

.

The debate raging In the pages of the RW over the Draft Programme and
Draft Constitution of the RCP, USA Is great! Even though in my opinion most of
the criticisms s0 far have been wrong, the grocess of struggle and debate over
what is eorrect and what Isn't, ever the application of Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thougnt to the concrete conditions in the world and in this country to·
day is a tremendous thing which deepens and sharpens t•h.e revolutlonary
und~rstanding of all of us parti'clpatlng (even those only reading), and further
deepens and sharpens the final d_o~ument and cor.rect line of the f.IGP- vthich will
emerge frnm this process. The ongmal d0cument 1s an incredible thing-wh~t an
advance over the old Programme and Constftution of the RCP, what a sweeping,
dynamic and revdlutionary view of 'the struggle ~nd fhe future, and what a
staunch proletarian internationalist outlook! (It infuriates me, by the way, that
some who have written In criticize the proletarian Internationalism of the DP, and
then raise bullshit -The DP & O ls pregnant with the revolutionary stand of the
International working class. But that's not what I wanted to write about.)
The fact that the OP is so profound and so revolutionary has lnitlaliy made
me a bit hesitant to criticize It, but that is wrong, we must "Dare to Grapple with
the ~attle Plan for Revolution!" So anyway, I do have something that I would like
to throw into the struggle and debate In the hopes that It will help to sharpen up
the final result. who knows, even If this Isn't overall correct, it may spark some
other thinking which will contribute to the process.
After aU, a previous letter was what started me thinking about the ~ubject of

this one. I'm referrjs:ig to the last letter on the DP .In the Oct. 17 RW (pp. 16-17) titled
"Organs of Polltlcal•P-ower." I don't agree with most of Its points. Its first suggestlen, that the paragraph on the proletarian arme~ forces (DP, p. 41) should in·
elude points about iron discipline and the appointment and removal of, officers, is
not appropriate because that section is dealing with a bigger and more general
question about the smashing and dism·antling of the old and the creation of the
new forms of rule, etc. The revelutionary armed forces are raised as an example
In this connection and the points raised in the letter are unnecessary here and
would take away from the overall p0int. Further I think the main danger we wlll
face in the proletarian armed forces 'will be being too much like the old top-down
bourgeois military, so I agree with the emphasis in this se·ction.
Also I don't agree with the next criticism raised which says the DP Is onesided. I think the line in the DP abol!_t the revQjutionary armed forces being
"closely linked with and rely(ing) on the masses of peqple for support" is a
political ·as well as a material description and I think if is correct.
The last point raised in this letter, however, I do think is relevant. Specifical·
ly, " These Gls will ·be a significant element, to be wen over, if not already won,
r~-educated and integrated into the revolutionary forces."
N0w, before I get into a tangle about where this should b.e or shouldn't be in
the Programme or where it i§ or isn't already (for example, it is raised partly on
the same p. 41 and also Gn pp. 18-19 in a more complete and all-sided way), I
think it would be best t<:> put forward my overilll political position on this question.
•
•
Specifically, I want to talk about the role of Gls in the preparations for and in
the actual armed' seizure of power in this country. This question, white not
perceptually slapQlng us in the face at the present time, will become a gigantic
one in the years ahead. World war is coming and the closer it gets, .massive
numbers of workers and other oppressed masses (Including proletarian youth, oppressed minorities ar:td ,lower level petty bourgeoisie) will be press-ganged ana
otherwise driven into the imperialist mili! ary. I don't think we are ralking about a
small par-t·of the population either, it could easily be tens of millions, especially
if the war Is actually uncfer way before we approach a revolutionary situation.
How we deal with this will be decisive to the armed insurrection.
I think, in a country like fhe U.S., that before the proletariat, led by its Party,
can actually initiate the armed uprising it must have already won over and/or
neutralized significant sectiO(lS of the eourgeois military. In fact, that this is happening should· be one of the key Indications tbat the moment for insurrection is
near-. The reason for this is that in a highly Industrialized and urban country.like
the U.S., where an armed lnsurrec::tion followed by a, period of civil war is the correct pmcess for the revolutionary overthrow of the bourgeolsi.e, we will. have the
necessity to pass, ai the commencement of open armed hostilities, almost immediately (perhaps within a matter of hours)'from a military situation of overall
strategic defensive to the strategic:: offensive, placing the initiative firmly and
decisively in the proletarian camp. To do this requires not only a massive uprising of the masses generall~r especially the proletariat, but also requires a rapid
disintegration of large parts of the bourge"ols military as well as the outright
allegiance of sectiQns of it (entire units as well as individuals) to the proletarian
cause.
By way of example, I wll! make some comparisons to the Russian Revolution
of October 1917, which, although obviously different in many ways from what. we
will likely e)lperience in the U.S., does represent the cl0sest living example to
what our Insurrection will look like. The sail0rs and soldiers we~e instrumental ·in
the insurrection and civil war In the Soviet Union, and in fact the.majority of the
armed lnsurr~ctl0nary forces in PetrQgtad, the main fqcus along with Moscow of
the Insurrection, were sailors and soldiers (approximately 2/3 during the storming
of the WinteJ Palace, tor example, the rest being the workers' f.led Guards). Further virtually the entire Baltic Fleet, in.eluding full detachments of salfors and
com'plete Naval flotillas, Immediately sided with the Bolshevik;>, and most of the
soldiers In the Petrograd and Moscow garrisons and on the war fronts were
either won over or neutralized.
This does not take away from the political leadership of the w0rking class
through its Party, because the proletarian line was In firm command. In a~dition
the Red Guards wern the politlcal backbone even In the armed struggle along
with the sailors who were mosrly proletarians (as opposed to the soldiers who
were principally drawn from 1he peasants). However, it must be said, that the
largest number 0f organized, disciplined, and well trained armed units (as we.II as
the largest number, period) In the Initial phases of the armed struggle In the key
cities of the Soviet Wnion were ex-elements of the bourgeois military. I think we
must pay keen attention to this fact. I think It Is likely this wlll be even truer in
t~h country for several reasons: 1) the overwhelming majority of the bourgeois
m ltary personnel will be prnletarians. 2) In the most likely event that we won't
s e a revelutlonary situation unfll during the coming war, the bo1:1rgeois mil itary •
w II centaln massive numbers of armed and angFY members of the working class
a d oppressed minorities (many mllli0ns more than In the Russian military). 3) In
this age of complicated technological weaponry the time it takes to train Inexperienced revolutionary forces will be tonger and will be a factor, althou~h not
the deelsive factor.
Lenin often stressed the role of sailors and soldiers, pointing 0ut that In wartime they play "an exceptionally big role In all state affairs.'' (Vol. 26, p. 79) In
Cnntln11f!d nn oa"e 27
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Bob Avakian and the l
In the brief time since the U.S. government sharply escalated its allgck on
the Revolutionary Communist Party and the Chairman of its Central Commillee
Bob A vakian, the RCP, the Committee to Free the Mao Tselung Defendant.~, '
an~ angry and determined people from the broad masses have responded with
swif~ness. .O~ce again, ~I~ eY_es are bei~g focused on this battle where the enemy,
the 1mpenal1St bourgeo1s1e, ts allemptmg to snatch away /he revolutionary leaaership from the masses.
· As reported in last week's RW, on October 21, the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals ruled against Comrade A vakian and the 16 other Mao Tsetung
Defendants, indicted on multiple felony charges which stem from a police attack
on the January 1975?. demonsu:ation against the U;S. visit of G:hinese revisionist
leader Deng Xiaoping. In the face of broad opposition, the tr;al court was forced
10 dismiss the charges in November of last year; the govemment appealed this
decision and, as anticipated, the ,appellate court reinstated the charges and with
them 1/ie possible 241 years in prison faced by Comrade A vakian and the other
defendants.
.
Jn a SP_eech given last November. in Washington, D.C. shortly after the
char.ges were te"!porar:ily dismissed, Bob A vakian made a key political poi!lt, full
of lessons especially for the Strl/ggle around the Mao Defendants. And in the face
of the recent escalation of the attack on. the Par:ty, these same words ring out
with even greater significance now:
·
"We have to understand thar it 's a battle. We have fought to keep them
from carrying thrQugh this railroad and we can and we will.fight to keep them
from using murder or any other means to crush and cripple and destroy the
vanguard Party, the necessary weqpon of the working class and the masses of
people to rise up and make revolution in this country. We are determined to
wage rhat baule and more than that we are determined to win it. The masses of
people, no matter what they think, "'have something lo say about whether or not
they can destroy the revolutionary vanguard Party in this country."
The dismissal of the charges represented a taelical retreat>, one aimed.at
dissipating the sharp opposition to the government by temporarily burying the
ease. Now the government has returned and escalated its attack on the RCP by
dropping any pretense that this is a "criminal" trial, anti openly indicating the
trial's political nature. .
But the government maneuver has already started to backfire.
That great attentiori is focused on the case o.f the Mao Defendants was illustrated last week bY, a conversation between an RW correspondent and a
secretary in the clerk's office of the D.C. Court of Appeals. The secretary was
asked for "a coll)' of th.e court decision which came down last week." She responded, "Oh, you mean the Schiller decision (the official government name of
the Mao Tsetung Defendants case is "U.S. vs. Schiller"-RW ). Yes, t~at's very
popular. " When she was asked how many had been printed and distributed, she
said, '7 don't really .know the exact number., but I do know that ii's been very
popular, we printed a very large number of them and now in feet we have to
/i'l'it them to only two copies per person." A.nd right lifter that, in fact, "'they.ran
out altogether and had to reprint.
·~
But there is more than attention focused on ihis case-there is shar{l
outrage. This was powerfully conc~ntrated at a pr,ss aoriference on October 30
called by tire Party and the Comm111ee to Free the, Mao Tsetung Defendants. At
the press conference, the terms of the latest phast!lof this battle were laid out,
and a number of telegrams-s.ent to the Committee and the D.C. <:our:t of Appeals-were read. More telegrams continue, and m ust conlinue, lo pour in. Som~
of these are reprinted-below:

San Francisco Chinatown childcare workeis, parents and staff
To the Court of Appeals:
We deneunce your court's decision to uphold the proseeution in its at·
tempt to jail Bob Av~kian and 16 others for 241 years. This is nothing less
than a political at.tack on the broader interests of the people. There are
many who are consciously acting on what they understand is eut there-the·
stakes of the future. Lil<e the Berrigan brothers, who went up against the
U.S. war plans by obstriucting the building of weapons for use in the next
w?rld war. Right now we are acting on what we see is going on through this
tnal. Your democracy was onty meant to preserve and ·protect the present
anti future needs of the rich class.
Stop the railroad of Bob Avakian and the 16 other Mao Defendants!

8 workers from the Ford Ro,uge Plant -in Dearborn, Michigan

-,

Washington, D.C. "Smash H-Block Committee"
Today in the north of lre!and there are over 3000 prisoners out of a
population of 1 V2 milliqn. The majority of these prisoners have been tortured and locked up for their political beliefs. Even at this moment 500 of
·the Irish prisoners are protesting for political status. Knowing how
precarious politieal freepoms are, we are only too aware that if the indict·
ment of Bob Avakian is allowed to stand, the hands of strangulation will
have):~een placed around the throats of our own political freedom. Free all
political prisoners nowl
-

Bertell Oiiman, Professor, Dept. of PolJtics, New York University

To the D.C. Court of Appeals- ,
.1
Dear Sirs:
The prosecutors of Bob Avakian and the other Mao Tsetung Defendants
were clearly and ter-ribly vindictive, and it was a mark ·o f go_od sense as well
as justice to have fecognized this ·and dropJlied the charges against these
defendants. To renew these charges in light of these faets seems grossly un- ·
fair. Either there was P,rosecutorial vind.i ctiveness or there was not. Having
already decided that ·there was, and that this is grounds for dismissal, I can·
not grasp the moral, let alone the legal basis for renewing the charges. Or
ha:ve we simply·ex.changed prosecutorial vindictiveness for judicial vindictiveness? I l_lrge you to drop the chatges now.
Sincerely yours,
Bertel! Oiiman

..

Dan Sheehan, lawyer In the Karen Siikwood case

. I expressly endorse the dissenting opinion of Judge Mack, and agree
.,,
with her observation that Judge Pryor has both ignored the legal precedent
in this juris~iction and followed faulty logic in reaching his opinion. This
case is ·an ideal case for review.
Please accept my apol.ogies for not being able to be pres~nt with you
today; but I have to be in Greensboro, North Carolina to file the federal civil
rights act suit against the Ku KluX: Klarr, the American Nazi Party, and the
Greensboro Police Department for the killing of the labor organizers there
last year.

Oct. 29, 19tJO
Mary Alice Theiler, President, National Lawyer:s Guild
Th~ National Lawyers Gujld has always taken a firm stand against the
repre~s1ve use of the legal system in politkal trials. The opinion of the

a

th.ree:Judge panel Of the D.C. C:::ourt of Appeals\ reversing finding by the
Dist rict Court of prasecutorial vindictiveness irn the prosecution of the Mao
Ts~tl!ng Defend~nts , has ~ondo~ed a governmental attempt to repress
political express1owand dissent in this case. The District Court found actual
vindictiveness by the prosecution in getting additional indictments against
the deferndants after they had exercised a legal right-a request for a joir:ied
trial. By ~dding additional charges with additional penalties, t he government cynically stated that it was '"giving them what they asked for.'" Unfor·
tunately, as noted by the dissenting Judge Mack, the Circuit Caurt has
substituted. its own fact.· finding for that of the district judge, which was
overwhelmingly supported by the reeord. Like .Judge Mack we find the ac·
tians of the D.C. Circult Court '"troubling, and its holding c~ntra to
established law."

"This decis~on doesn't just mean that we are back to square 1
in the case, but represents a serious escalation which must be
met in exactly the way that forced tlle g.overnment to back off
the case last November, with an Outpou11ing of suppert by tq·ousands of peaple from all walks of life. Specifically, we're calling
on people to rise to the challenge and send letters and telegrams in protest of this outrageeus decision to the .O.C. Court
of Appeals, contribute money needed to fight this railroad both'
in t~e courts and out among the people, and step forward and
build political oppositien to this railroad in their local areas."

Oct. 30, 198G
Matt Piers , Cf}airperson of the National Lawyers Guild Committee
cm Government Repres,sion and Police Crime
I want to express outrage and dismay at therecent ruling a f the D.C .
Co1Jrt _Qf Appeals in the case of the U.S. vs. Schiller, the Mao Tsetung
Defenaants case. In an opinion which appeared more politically motivated
than any action by the prosecution, the Court of Appeals. has reinstated
c~imi.nal charges by generally av<?iding the fa. ct that the trial comt based, ts
d1sm1ssal of those c:;;l'larges on a finding 9f actual prosecutorial vindictiveness.
In a review of this ruling, it is apparent that the court's unreasoned 1ejection of the trial court's finding and the defendants" arguments is un·
critical acceptance of the prosecuHon's position.
"'
The National Lawyers Guild urges the Court of Appeals to reconsider
this dangerous and unprincipled rul ing and to allow the court"s dismissal to
stand.

We auto wor~ers from the Ford Rouge plant, Dearborn, Michigan, say,
"Do you think the world is the same as one year ago? The system you are
swarming to defend is growing weaker, and heading toward world war. On
May 1st, a force was born, a class·consclous section of the working class.
Our eyes are open wide. We join our brothers and sisters worldwide, and
will not stop until Q_Ur job is done. No wonder you fear and are desperate to
stop the revolutionary leadership of Bob Avakian. Raise your executioner's
ax over the b~ad of Bob Avakian-we will be part of a mighty fist to deflect
it, grab it, and turn it toward the system which so richly deserves it.
DROP THE €'.HARGJ:;S!:STOP THE RAILROAD OF BOB A VAKIANI

II
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Committee to Free the Mao Tsetung Defendants
Rise to the challenge! Send letters and telegrams to:
D.C. Court 0f Appeals
500 Indiana Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2000 I

Committee to Free the
Mao Tsetung Defendants
Box 6422 "T" Station
Washington, D.C. 20009
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197 9 Interview with Cl:tairman

The Enemy's Dilemma and

the Proletariat's Strr.ategy
in the Case of the Mao
Defendants
The following interview wi1h Bob
A vakian, Chairman df the -central
Commi11ee of the Revolutionary Com'mun/st Party, by Paul Valentine a
reporter for the Washington Pest took
place last year before the government
was forced to retreat and maneuver in
the Mao Tsetung Defendants' case,
throwing the ease out of court in· the
face of significant and growing broad
mass support for dropping the c'harges.
With the recent decision' by the government to put its railroad of the Chaif:man and the /,6 other ·defendants back
on track, this interview is quite relevant
to the current situation.
P. V.: As you say, one of your roles is to
expose to the world the inequitie.s and
' evils of the system, and that's what
you're doing now by broadcasting to
the world what's happening in the trial
or the seventeen defendants in November, right? At the same time you're doing tliat, you and your lawyers, through
the method of filing motions, are ask-.
ing the juCige to put a stop to that very
exploitation and evil sysre,m you 're talking about. You're asking for some kind
of equity in the court and you"re askiQg.
the judge to Gorrect it. AJI right, Jet's

Joseph Forir, civil liberties-lawyer

l;

Ttle decision on the appeal is an outrage. It's a completely unreasoned,
unconsdonable approval of pr0secutorial vindictiveness. ·

Doug Cassel, Chicago lawyer
The vindictive prosecution of the Mao Defendants is ~ sneak preview of
what's in store for many dissenters in the '80s tmless- t his ll>latar:it repressien
is stopped, and stopped now. Send the ,government .a message for tbe
'80s-one that it won't forget for 241 years.

6 Seattle attorneys
We strongly condemn the reversal by the CJ.S. Cou rt M Appeals of a
lower court order dismissing the charges against Bob Avakian and the 16
other Mao Tsetung Defendants. We call for tbe immediate dismissal of all
charges-a 25 felony count against each of the defendants-and an end to
this politieal attack once and for all.

Arnold Townsend, Executive Direc,tor of the Western Addition Project Area Committee, San Francisco
"'
We protest the government's reinstituting the charges. Harassment
must stop. We support the right of Bab Avak~n and the Ma0 Defendants to
be on the street and to be free.

2 D.C.

Lawyers,~ er:ad

Stetler and Norm Townsend

As private practitioners of criminal law in Washington, D.C., we are
deeply disturbed by the recent decision of the D.C. Co.urt of Appeals revers·
ing the ~rial court's decision to dismiss the indictments against the 17 Mao
Defendants. The majority opinion abandoned the clear factual findings of
trial court that the prosecutor's actions were vindictive, and the court
abruptly departed from unquestioned precedent in this jurisdiction to rule
against the defendants. In effect, the, court covered for the inconsistent positions of the prosecutors1 drawing at straws in an attempt to rationalize its
ruling. The political basis of the c(;,)urt's decision is clear. Despite lip service
t-0 the ideals of judicial neutrality and independence, the courts and the pro·
secutor are cogs in the same government, and the purpose of that govern·
ment is to repress radicals and dissidents in their struggle against the ex·
!sting order.

,

2 students at NoTthwestern Oniversity, Evanston, JllinoisCo-coordinator of the Progressive Student Coalition, aod Trea~urer
of the Coalition Against a Radioactive Environment
We condemn the railroading of Bob Avakian and the Mao Tsetung
Defendants on trumped-up charges arising from the demonstration against

say for the sake of discussion, that the
judge does go along with ~// the motions and supports them. And rules in
favor of the defendants and throws the
whole thing out. That does two' things: •
one is that it tends to show that there
are internal corrective mecha9isms
within the system, and it also takes
away at least that immediate., tactical
weapon that you've been using of the,
uh 1. statements that you've been putting
out on behalf of your own trial. Your
o.wn upcoming- case. So ypu're saying-this system is exploiting and tnis is
why it is, and they're trying to railroad
us in a political trial, hiding behind a
smokescreen of calling it a criminal
trial. Now if the judge ends up ruling in
your favor in those rulings, it seems to
me that whole. process comes to a halt.
Therefore, to take it one step fur_ther,
under a Marxist strategy, I should think
that you would not want the judge to
rule in your favor. I want you to respond to' that.
.
B.A.: Okay, well you see, I think when
we talk about exposing the system,
we're not talking about creating the inequities. When we say expoSlJre we mean
bring to light what exists. We mean rev~aling what is. We don't mean inventing-the operation of this system is criminal. So tha~'s the first thing. When
Continued on page 26
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We demanEI the fr.eedom of Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Revolu·
tionary Communist Party. The forces around the Revolutionary Worker,
and conscious people, wi ll str.uggle until Bob Avakian and the Mao Tsetung
Defendants are free. This case is a farce. with the intent to smash the
revolutienary movement in the U.S. by taking our leadership. We can see
ow .desperate the rulers s f ~his c.ountry ar.e in their efforts to expand. their
mp1re, and how the revolutionary struggles around the world are gaming
trength and threatening thei r rule .. They won't be able to stop the revolu·
i<:>nary forc·e s here e ither, who are showing the people the way out of this
hell-hole-revolution. We will use this attac::k to expose even more the
bloody nature of these imperialist rulers. We will continue ou~ struggle to
free Bob Avakian and the Mao Tsetung Defendants, and to overthrow imperialism in the name of the working class here and around the world.
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4 revolutionary m usicians. in Chicago

4 revolutionary Salvadorans In Chicago

l

. Il

Some cr1minals, these revolutionaries who d~fended Mae Tsetungl
Some crime, t his demonstrati.on canceled by the authorities minutes before
it was scheduled to begin! SomE: felony, defending oneself against police
who attack wftheut warning!
Judge, as you scurry to put this railroad bac::k en the tr.ack and prepare
to imprison 17 people for life, consider what kind of sentenc::e you will 'f ace ·
when the people; ground down by the system you defend, pronounce their
verdict ory you.
Free the Mao Tsetung Defendants!

I'm outraged about the continuing attack on Bob Avakl<}n and the Mao
Defendants. Drop the charges once and for all.

l

f

Gary Leutt, teaching assistant at the Oniversi.ty, of Hawaii, History
E>epartm"ent

Jim Stanbury, member,
South Bay Chapter, ACL()

I
I

I

Deng Xiaoping in Ja11_uary 1979. The pelitical nature of this trial is gQing to
become clearer to more and more people if you continue the prosecution.
We say, drop all the charges against Bob A.vakian and the Mao Tsetung
Defenoants.

The latest attacks on Bob Avakian and the Mao 1"setung Defendants are
.one more indictment against the r.ulers of this country and the government.
The' outrage af the people will continue to be heard until. even the dogs who
bring these plastic laminated foo ls their slippers in the evening are taking
chunks out of their legs.
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Enemy's Dilemma
Continued from page 25
we say exposure we mean precisely
that-shining a light on what exiSlS and
helping pe-0ple lo understand rationally
how the$e things relate 10 each other
and how they all stem from that one
source.
The coun system is a pan of the dictatorship that exists in this country and
it's completely unjust for the masses of
people in this country. Whether we are
found "not guilty'' by a jury or whether che judge feels he has 10 throw out
this case, wilJ in no way change that. It
doesn't change 1he fac1 that every day,
thoJsands of poor people and worlcingclass people and oppressed people are
being herded through these courtrooms
and stuck away for long periods of time
for the crime of being poor, for the
crime of being oppressed and for the
crime of not owning capital, and in
some way or another for having run up
against the capitalist dictatorship and
so having its fist slammed down on
them .... What's involved here is tha1
they exercise dictatorship-which
doesn't mean like high school textbook
or fairy tale definitions of dictatorship-it means the rule of one class over
another, fundamentally. The capitalist
class rules over and exploits the working class, politically dominates the life
of the country in its own interests and
oppresses the majority of people. Its
court system and everything else is se1
up to reflect that. But being an exploiting class, it represents a minority and
represents enslavers, r.epresents people
who oppress the majority. They have to
try to cover this up. They have to try
and pretend that in fac1, they are nor
oppressing and exploiting and dictating
to the majority of the society.
And you see, they also have a particular kind of slavery that's different-in
the old slave system, the slave 'owners
didn't have to try to pretend that they
were not dictating to the slaves . That
was obvious and clear. They just developed theories and rationalizations to
say that they desef"Ved to do tha1
because the slaves were inferior, subhuman, or what have you. Now the capitalists also have their ideologies and
so-called sociologies and other theories
to explain that the workers and the oppressed people arc inferior to them, and
to say that therefore, this is the only rational way to organize society because
they're the only o nes with the brains
and the ~now-how and the initiative.
The workers are dumb, stupid and lazy.
Therefore everything is as it should be.
But they can't simply rely on that. You
see, their form of enslavement is one
where you are so-called "free" to
choose who exploits you. This provides
them with both the need and the possibility to cover up or to attempt to cover
up the fact that the essence is still one of
enslavement and one of oppression. In
other words, if you don't like working
for General Motors, you don't have to
work for General Motors, you can
starve. Or you can try to go to work for
Chrysler or U.S. Steel. But you're going
to find that no matter who you work
for, if you are able to get a job, you're
going to be in the same sociaJ relations
and the same conditions of exploitation
because these people dominate all the
large factories and banks. They control
the means to life and if you want to Hve,
you have to work for them. But 1he
form of it i$. one where you are apparently "free." You 're not a slave to
be owned outright and tied lo a piece of
land. So you can be "free" to starve or
to choose one exploiter or another.
What goes on then in these courtrooms is that they set up these legal procedures Lo exercise their political control and their dictatorship but they also
have to try and cover it up. This is in
fact to their advantage. In other words,
if they were to come out openly and
say: "We are the capitalists. We control
everything. All you are our slaves. You
will do as we say and not ~tep out of
line. " If they were to do that, then
they'd be exposing themselves much
more rapidly. Instead they do it much
more subtly. Have you ever read anything by this guy who used to write for
the New York Times, a sports columnist, Robert Lipsyte? Well, he wrote a
book called Sports World in which he

made a comparison which 1 thought
was kind of interesting, about how
sports writers learn what not to write,
and I think it applies more generally.
The first day the sports writer walks in
to work wearing a blue sweater and a
green hat and 1.omebody punches him in
the mouth. The next day he walks in
wearing no blue sweater but still wearing a green hat and somebody punches
him in the mouth. The third day he
walks in with neither a blue sweater nor
a green hat and nothing happens. LipSyte's summation is: nobody ever has to
tell Lhc sports writer after !hat not to
wear a green hat anymore. And that's
Lhe way t_!ley do it in this society. They
don't usually come out openly and
shoot you down and club you. They do
that enough one way or another to tell
you what your place is so that only
when people find their conditions
dramat ically changed do they say,
"Fuck it. I want to go up against it
anyway. I don't care jf they do come
out with the club and the gun." Do you
see what l 'm saying? And Lha1 happens
all the time in this society, but only
when it happens in a massive way do
you have a revolution.
So they pul up_ this facade, this
facade of democracy, of "equality before the law, " and so on, and the norma/ function of their machinery is
enough to keep most people in their
place in so-called normal times, even
though people ha1e it and try and find
different ways to resis1 it. When we go
out and talk about revolution and
they
tell
us-"Hey
look,
they got tanks, airplanes, and
everything else." People are pretty clear
about that so it tak...es pretty desperate
conditions. So, it 's a complex question
but basically 10 1ry and boil it down
simply-the jucfge, the capitalist
system, and its represema1ives, have
this contradiction. Their courts are part
of their apparatus of dictatorship but
they have to maintain the facade of
democracy. Therefore they ge1 caught
up because of that. There are certain
contradictions they face and that's why
I said it's more their problem than ours,
fundamentally. Ahhough i1 is a prob!em for us, you know, being indicted
and facing this time in jail. I don't
mean to belittle the seriousness of that.
But in a sense they have a more fundamental problem. And that gives us
some room to maneuver, and we take
advantage of that contradiction. We
continue to e~ose that it's actually dietatorship, but we also take advantage of
Lhe contradiction.
We're fighting to preserve and strengthen our Party because without our Party
there can't be il &evolution in this country and these conditions are not going
to be changed without a revolution, and
without our Party to lead it. So we cake
advantage oft.h at. In other words, we
don'c accept tlieir rules. We don't play
by their rules io any fundamental sense,
but we bring tfiat contradiction to bear
on them: "You're trying to maintain
the illusion of democracy-therefore
what we do is file motions and other
things, the essence of which is to sayyou're not even playing by your own
rules. 11 That's the essence of what we're
doing in court, saying, you're not even
playing by your own rules. Now, that
pnis them in a position of having to
choose, "Are we going to acknowledge
or make it easier for the RCP to expose
that we only play by our rules until we
think we don't have to or until we think
we shouldn't, until we're in a situation
where even those rules aren't good
enough and we have 10 even go boyond
that? To expose the fact tha1 we make
the rules and we can ~hange them when
we get ready and that the fundamental
thing is that we're going to run this
society-OR-do we not feel like risking that and is it better for us politically
to gel rid of this problem (i.e., this case)
and to dump this, to let these people off
this time and then do precisely what
you're saying, come out and say, 'You
see, democracy can work here.' "
That's the choice they have to make.
That's their choice. Fundamentally
that's not going to get decided by what
goes on in the courtroom. Fundamentally that's going to be decided by what
political situatiop they see shaping up.

In other words, if they see, for example,
thousands and thousands of people
here in D.C. and around the country,
coming to see more sharply through our
work around this what the nature of
1heir court system is and how this case is
jus1 typical (1his is not atypical, this is
typical in a concentrated form of what
life and political and economic conditions are like in this country fer millions
of people), then they're going to have
that choice mucn more sharply
presented to them: "If we go ahead
with this case and we find 1hese people
guilty, it's going to expose us to
thousands and maybe milJions of peo~
pie more sharply. On the other hand if
we don't proceed with this case then it's
going 10 be a victory for the RCP, much
as we \.Jill get out there and say that this
proves that democracy works. They're
still going to have exposed us and in
fact, defeated us in this battle." So
they're going tq have to weigh that.
There's another element they have to
weigh. They obviously are trying to infiltrate the RCP. You know. the FBI
acknowledges that it's doing that. We
know that they're still carrying out CGINTELPRO stuff and so on. What
we're demanding in these motions is
that a lot of that stuff be revealed,
because it's obviously relevant to our
defense.
P.V.: You have motions on surveillance?
B.A.: Yeah. This is important, especially if you have an "aiding and abetting"
case, right? Now, if they're saying you
"aided and abetted" an "unknown
principal," it's quite relevant to your
defense to know if that "unknown"
person was a police agent. I mean, a
police agent threw a rock and rhen
we're all guilty by mer~ presence at a
demonstra1ion of "aiding and
abetting" a police agent. So we're demanding to know this. Now they've got
to weigh this also because they face the ·
question: do they want to reveal the extent of and the particulars of their surveillance? Do they want to expose this?
For example, suppose they're 1rying to
work certain agems into our ranks, do
they want to expose them? Do they
want 10 come out and acknowledge
that? Do they figure that this RCP is
going to be around and it poses a muc.h
deeper and more fundamental threat
than just 1his one political action,
therefore, it's more valuable and im· ponant to them, you 'know, to take
their time and to try to sink their agents
deeper into our ranks rather than
revealing 1hem right now just to get th;s
conviction? They're going to have to . ·
weigh that too, if you see what I'm saying.
·
So really, you see, what we are doing,
the way we're doing this legal case as
well as the motions and so on, really
amounts 10 this. We're saying, you're
not even playing by your own rules.
You claim to have these rules that are
"due process," "fair procedure," and
so on. You're not even playing by your
own rules, which are rigged to begin
with. We don't say their rules are fair,
we say they're rigged to begin with to
enforce the capitalists' rule, but you're
not even playing. by those rules. That's
what our motions amount to. Now
wha1 are they going to do about it?
Now the ball is in 1heir court, you see
what I mean? lf they say, "You're
right, fuck it. We don't have to play by
even those rigged rules when we don't
want to and we think it's time and
enough's at stake to suspend Chose rules
and introduce some new rules and we
can do it and that's all there is 10 it,"
well, they can say .that, and then that is
more exposure. Do you see wha1 I'm
getting at?.
P.V.: Yeah. Am I summarizing it correctly to say that either way it goes, you
win? Because in effect if either the
judge or the jury lets you off, that's vindication that slfows you were wrongly
arrested, wrongly charged and wrongly
processed. If you're convicted, then
you'll campaign that point; the system
successful, was design~d .to. keep
you down and successfully did 1t m this
case by convicting you and sending you
off Lo jail.
,
8.A.: Well, it's nor quite so simple as
that. If we lose the case, that will be a
defeat. If we are convicted, that will be
a defeat for us, there's no getting
around that. We do not w~nt to be ~onvicted. In other words, it's not hkc,

{ was
j

"Who cares. Heads we win, tails they
lose." We do not want to be convicted!
That would be a crippling blow against
~ur Party and against building a rc;voluuonary movement in this country. But
and therefore, we're going LO figh1
mainly by mobilizing and doing political work among masses of people 10 expose what's going on here and to rally
them in support of our fight, as well as
by our legal maneuvers which also have
a political thrust to them. (Our whole
legal strategy is to bring out the political
nature of what's going on here. h's not
to wrangle with them about the niceties
of the law.) Now, we believe that defeats can be turned into their opposites.
You can, in fact, by working and by regrouping, overcome defeats and move
rorward in the face of defeats. So if
we're convicted, we're not going to give
up. We're not just going to say, "Well,
they're too powerful. You can't do anything." We arc going to use that as a
further exposure. But there's no gelling
around the fact that would be a defeat
for us. It won't in any way lessen our
determination to work for revolution,
nor will it prevent us from carrying out
work for revolution. But it certainly
would be a crippling blow and I don't
want 10 try and downplay that. We're
taking this extremely seriously. If we do
suffer at the hands of that defeat, we
will do what you ·have to do-which is
to regroup to go out and use tha1 as
more ma1erial for exposure, as well as
everything else going on in society .. ..
P.V.: Will it be a defea1 iri the sense
tha11he movement or 1he RCP will have
lost credibility or will it be a defeat in
the sense that a number of you will be
literally out of circulation for a while?
B.A.: In 1he lauer sense, because by
correct ly dealing with this poli1ically,
we will not be politically defeated
through this. And that's very important. I think it's a very good guestion
and an important dis1inc1ion. You see,
it's one thing if you are politically defeated, that is, if you discredit yourself
politically or if you compromise fundamental political prindples in 1he course
of any activity that you carry out. Then
you've suffered a defeat that is very
hard to turn around because you've discredited yourself and compromised
yourself politically. W:c will not'do that.
We are standing on our principles and
we're going to continue to stand on
them. But it would oe an organizational
defeat.. in the sense that you said. A
number of us, including myself, would
obviously be removed from the political
situation. They've got a lot of years
hanging over our heads. We've got
work to do and it'll be a crippling blow
against our Party and against the revolutionary movement if a number of us,
including myself, are sent to jail for any
period of time.... Ir would not be a
minor blow, it'll be , an extremely
serious setback. It won't prevent
revolution· ultimately and ii won't prevent us from working for revolution but
it will certainly be a very serious setback. You know, this is a real struggle
that we're Involved in. It's not jus1
some game. For example, it's like if you
lose a baule in warfare, to use an
analogy, you can't say that it was a victory for us because it Shows how bloodthirsty the enemy is. I mean it does'•
show how bloodthirsty the enemy is,
but it's still a defeat ...
P.V.: So what i1 is going to boil down
to, when the day of the trial comes, is a ·
kind of credibility contest between you
and 1he police witnesses. You both will
be talking to a jury and the police are
going to say that the RCP initiated the
viol,!!nce and you're going to testify that
they initiated the violence.
B.A.: Right.
P. V .: IL 's really going to be a battle ·of
testimony there and credibility in the
way the two sets of testimony are offered.
B.A.: That's true, and that's important.
But what will be most i_m portant and fundamental in resolving that is the kind of
political atmosphere that exists generally,
in the area and even across the country.
Because we go in there again, as I said,
with a great disadvantage. They are the
authority. They are the state. They are the
law. They are the United States of
America, as they say in their indictments.
In other words, they are the ruling class.
We're just represent.atives of the exploited and oppressed people who funContinued on page 27
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this country even if we reach a revolutionary situation before the war starts I am
sure 1t will be so tied Into and close to the start of the war that we will be In a
similar situation to what he is describing.
So, bacl- to the OP, if we wait until the armed forces of the proletariat are actually in battle against the bourgeois military to start winning ''over broad ranks
of Its soldiers (as it seems to me Is Implied in the second full paragraph on p.
41), I think It will be too late, Also, note the phrasing In the paragraph above that
on p. 41 , where It says the "armed fqrces of the proletarian revolution ... wll 1 be
developed out of the masses' organizations in struggle." I suppose the " masses'
organizations" could be interpreted to Include the bourgeoisie's military but I tt'llnk
that would be stretching it and probably wasn't what was Intended. Either way, I
think it must be said explicitly that we will be struggling to win over significant
portions of the bourgeoisie's armed forces to side with the revolution right from
the start of the uprising. (Note: on this point I think the writer of the letter In the
Oct. i 7 RW misread that first full paragraph on p. 41 as Indicated by ·the second
full paragraph In the letter.)
Now I don't want to undermine the crucial political point raised by the DP
about the Importance of the defeats and losses suffered by the bourgeois
military on its demoralization and disintegration. Breaking the bourgeois arrogance of enemy military units Is a fundamental task which actually helps to
free up the thinking of soldiers who have been trained to act and think like
robots. This was clearly demonstrated In the Vietnam War where the most sfgnifi·
cant factor in the breaking up of the U.S. armed forces was the defeats suffered
in battle.
However, this can and rriust also be done politically through agitation ar.d
propaganda in the ranks of the bourgeois military in a massive way prior t9 the
Insurrection (as well as during and after); this, of course, cannot and will not be
unrelated to the probable enormous dislocation of the system and the Intensive
war preparations, and further, once the imperialist war starts, the defeats suf·
fered by the U.S. troops at the hands of their imperialist enemy as well as the
overall Incredible misery and horror will provide a major material force helping to
lay the basis for the disintegration of the imperialist military (which also, by the
way, was the key factor in the Russian bourgeois soldiers and sailors going over
to the revolutionary ranks). In other words, this process won't depend solely on
the thrashing provided by revolutionary forces, and if we wait for that, the
thrashing will probably come from the opposite direction.
Frankly the slant in the paragraphs on p. 41 I think Is more towards the pro·
cess which went on in China during the revolutionary clvll war where they won
over the enemy military forces mostly in the process of beating the hell ~ut of
them. A lot of those battles in China h ~p pened during the phase of the overall
strategic defensive (whieh hopefully we' won't see in Its full form in the U.S.), and
more importantly their revolution Involved armed strµggle through its entire pro·
cess up to the complete seizure of power. Again, In this country we must Im·
mediately seize the initiative with a decisive insurrection, which to be successful

1ions is not going to be determined
primarily on the basis of 1he force of our
legal arguments, though our arguments,
according to thei{ own rules, are very
powerful arguments legally. But thac's
not going to be decisive. The judge is going to weigh it politically and he~ not
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damentaJly have no righ1s in 1his socie1y.
So we have to do a lot of work. That's the
reason 1ha1 we're bringing wha1 we call
"picked troops"• in here. By the rime
!hat trial happens, we're going to create a
tremendous amount of turmoil politically
and public opinion. And I want to
emphasize-politically- we're going to
be creating political turmoil and creating
public opinion around this whole case
and all the issues. Because this touches on
all the fundamental issues of society and
the world. II !ouches on the
developn\ents towards world war. It
touches on the nature of the dictatorship
in this country. It touches on the question
of revolution . Many of the fundamental
questions, politicaJ questions, of society
and world affairs are going to be brought
out in this rrial. But the main way we're
going to fight to win vic1ory, tha1 is to
defeat their attempts to convict us, is. by
going out broadly in this city and around
the counuy, but especially concentrated
in this city. So, as l said, the atmosphere
is going to be one where when the trial
opens, they are going to have to weigh the
political atmosphere where hundreds
of thousands of people in this area and
many more around che country know
about this case and have heard from us
what really went on. That's going to be,
ultimately, the most decisive thing.
If you look at the Supreme Court, 1he
Supreme Court is a high polilical body
and in a certain way, it is a political
barometer of what the ruling class is doing and what the level of struggle of the
people is. They'll take the same issues of
law and find exactly opposite 1hings
about them from one period to another.
If you begin 10 read any of these decisions, you can see that they are inheremly, essentially, and rather clearly
polirical. A judge or a panel of judges
will sil 1here and say one thing one time
and say another thing another time, going au the way back (0 the beginning.
You have the "Oree! Scott" decision and
everything else all the way up to 1he present. All of these are extremefy polilical.
They reflect the struggle between dif• 200 volunteers from around the country
thai came to Washington, D.C. in advance of
the trial to build the ba11le to free Bob
Avakian and the Mao Tsetung IX-fcndant~.

must Involve elements of the bourgeois military actively among the revolutionary
armed forces (as well as at least neutralizing many others), battling against those
sections of the armed forces which remain with the bourgeolsle as well as other
reactionary segments of the population.
At this point I think It's Important to point out that the thrust of this analysis
is not completely missing from the DP. In the last paragraph In the section end·
Ing on p. 19 Is a profound analysis of the " Achilles heel of the bourgeois armed
forces," which goes on to say, "As the old authority begins to be seriously
challenged and to break down, many will come over 10 join the revolutiona,Y
struggle led by the class·conscious proletariat, especially If there ls-as there
will be-the firm leadership of the Party, armed Itself and arming the masses
with the correct line, strategy anEI policies, with a clear sense of the 1revolut-1onary
way forward." However, the last part of the previous paragraph (p. 18) does seem
to cut against this and more go along with the line on p. 41. It again Implies that
the process of disintegration In the bourgeoisie's armed forces will not start until
after the uprising has commenced.
All this brings me to my last point which I am not at all sure about, but I
think It is important to throw It Into the debate. Wouldn't it be appropriate for an
analysis of this whole point on the role of Gls to be included In the United Front
section?! let me quote from the beginning of that section to help explain why I
think this. " ... It Is also of cruel.al importance to determine which forces within
the U.S. Itself can be flrmly unlt.ed with, which can be won over or at feast
neutral/zed and which must be uncompromisingly struggled against and defeated
in the process of proletarian revolution. This requires and depends upon a scien·
tlfic estimate of the various classes and strata, as well as other significant social
forces, within the U.S. - their posltibn and role in this country at this stage, and
specifically how they are being and will be affected by the present and deepening
crisis-and therefore what will be their attlfude towards and relationship to the
class struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, and In part icular the
highest stage of that struggle, the armed contest for power." (p. 20, my emphasis
1 added)
Surely Gls represent a "significant" (even potentially gigantic) and rapidly
developing social force In this country which must be "won over or at least
neutralized" and also and dialectically related to that must be " uncompromising·
ly struggled against and defeated." And there can be no question about their particular relatlonshi.P to the armed struggle. The only reference to members of the
armed forces In this section, however, Is to " high-ranking mllltary officers" (p. 22).
Now I know It wouldn't be correct to say that Gls as a group are part of the
United Front against the bourgeoisie, but It's also not true that as a group they
wlll be against us. I think that a dialectical analysis showing the significant
aspects and potential development of this major social force, and also analyzing
the crucial role they must and will play In the armed seizure of power, should be
a part of this section. I know that in the period leading .up to the October Insur·
rection Lenin often spoke of uniting the workers, soldiers, and peasants (particularly poor peasants) In the fight against the Provisional Government and rul·
Ing class, and the major slogan of that period was "All Power to the Soviets of
Workers, Soldiers, and Peasants." I don't know, maybe I'm missing something
here, but anyway there It is-what do you think?
C.J.

ferent class forces in society and chat's
whac's going to be going on in 1his case.
Whe1her the judge grants any of our mo-
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even going co. be personally deciding
things in this case either. There are going
to be people much more significant in
the politicaJ structure that are going to
be celling him how he ought to decide.
They're not going to leave it up to Judge
Pratt to decide 1his case.
O

.--------Honor. Comrade Damian Garcia------..
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Beaurrful 4 color po~tt'r r1ep1ct\ Comrade Gard~1 raising the Red
Flag over the Alamo. March 70. 1980 lnS<.npt1on by Bob Avdkran.
Ctlairman of thr Central Comm1ttet' of the~CP. USA re<1d\
'Ot'ath comt's 10 every man or woman-this is something that no

one c.:in .wo1<1 or ;hange. but the rnntent of people's hvrs. and

t/1rrr dP,1ths. the cause to whlCh they are dedicated and given.
this 1\ 'omethrng whlC"h people cannot only affec1 but somethrng
wt1ict1 makes a profound difference. not JUSt or even mainly for
lhemselves. but for the masses or people and utlrrnarely for
m,1nk1nd as a whole "
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